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Introduction
Every contributor to this book is a fan of Unbelievable? the broadcast, and
Justin Brierley, the host. We were drawn to the show because which we found
it refreshing. Instead of the traditional debate format, there was a discussion
between a Christian and an atheist. Sometimes the topic was theological.
Sometimes it was scientific or historical. But it was always interesting and
challenging.
Instead of chasing straw men, we could get the clearest possible idea of what
real Christians actually believed. This has been both the strength and weakness
of the show. What the format revealed is that Christians believe a little bit of
everything. One week, a person could believe in eternal conscious torment.
The next week, the Christian guest could be calling that notion a ridiculous idea
that no one believes, or one that for the most part, has ever believed in.
One Christian scholar says that every story in the Bible is historical, and every
word accurate. While another acknowledges some human errors, even going
as far as to affirm that in the gospels, events and sayings were sometimes
made up.
Because Justin is such a good moderator, we had no idea what his views were
on any given topic from week to week. We couldn’t formulate opposing
arguments because it was never clear what his position actually was on any
given subject. This is just one of the reasons we were so excited to see Justin’s
book. Finally, there would be a definitive statement on what Justin believed,
and the flavor of Christianity he endorsed.
Unfortunately, the book still left many questions unanswered. Here are two
examples:
1. Justin believes that if the resurrection of Jesus is true, it changes
everything. In some ways, it is the only Christian truth claim that really
matters. He does not say why that would be. One might equally say
that if the reincarnation of Vishnu is true, then that changes
everything. What if both claims are true? What is it about the Christian
claim that is so much better? Why should we spend our lives
researching the Christian claims, but pay little attention to any other

claims?
2. Justin mentions spiritual warfare as one of the potential explanations
for the problem of evil. But he fails to address how it could be possible
that the war effort of a lesser being could possibly affect god’s good
creation, and keep god from accomplishing the good he wants to do in
the world. Justin wants us to believe that his god is in control of
everything, but that he is also in a bloody war that requires all his
resources, and that he can’t win after all these eons. How is that
possible? What does any of that even mean?
In addition to things left unsaid and unexplained, we couldn’t help but notice a
few arguments Justin made that, at best, seemed somewhat overstated. He
makes some scientific claims early in the book that even scientists address with
much more caution.
Justin also cited skeptics, particularly when he thought it would bolster his case
and place atheists in a difficult position. But atheists have no prophets. We are
free to agree or disagree with ideas regardless of who presents them. Bart
Ehrman is not the oracle of atheist truth, nor is Richard Dawkins or Bertrand
Russell. More to the point, every skeptic Justin cites emphatically disagrees
with Justin’s ultimate position. None of them are believers.
It was clear that Justin’s book deserved a response. Truly, it was an obvious
conclusion. After all, one of the things we so very much appreciate about the
show is that for every Christian argument, there is an atheist response. If there
was no atheist guest that week, Justin always read comments that expressed
strong disagreement with the Christian position.
So it was only fitting that Justin’s first book be paired with a reasonable and
worthy response in keeping with his theme. We have also been a part of the
last 10 years of programing as listeners and commenters. Two of us have even
been guests on the show multiple times.
This response book is our contribution to the dialog. Like the show, it is not a
formal debate. It is a conversation held in a bar over drinks. We are not
enemies or even opponents. We are all friends here. But we bring a different
perspective to the table. We strongly disagree on some very important and
fundamental things.

We are many voices. And most of us are former Christians. We experienced
different flavors of Christianity in different parts of the world. As individuals
with different experiences, we have different ways of expressing our atheism.
Some of us might even be more comfortable with a label such as soft skeptic.
We have at least one polemicist who gives no aid and comfort to the Christian
view, and one who is recently emerging from a life of faith - rather more
hesitant to disclaim all Christian beliefs. We have one who speaks in the
language of science, and one who is willing to grant many Christian ideas for
the sake of argument. We have one who is highly analytical, and one who
parses the deeply philosophical.
We come from ultraconservative to hyper-liberal belief, and everything in
between. Among us is at least one graduate of a conservative Christian
university. One might even call it a seminary. Represented in our group of
skeptics are some who attained high positions of leadership in their church.
We are intimately familiar with the Bible and faith. We sympathize with the
Christian thinker, and recognize that we are not so far removed. But despite
the radically different journeys we all have taken, we have reached the same
inexorable conclusion: The god of the Bible is not real. And the major truth
claims therein are not compelling. It is not that we do not believe. We cannot
believe.
We once believed. We never wanted to stop believing. We didn’t just get mad
and decided to stop believing. Admitting to ourselves that we no longer
believed was the hardest thing we’ve ever done. Some of us live in parts of the
world where it is still dangerous and costly to openly admit a lack of belief in
the god of the Bible. Some of us have even paid the price in our relationship
with loved ones and in our community.
We do not come to these conclusions casually. We hope our thoughts will be a
valuable part of the ongoing discussion that is a part of Justin’s (dare we say)
unbelievable legacy.
Speaking of Unbelievable, Justin uses the word with a question mark as the
title of his show. Each week, he is asking a question of the hearer: “Is this really
so unbelievable?” After 10 years of considering that question, for us, the
answer is yes. It is still unbelievable!

It is not our intention to dictate what anyone else should believe. It is only our
goal to share why it is we don’t and cannot believe. We invite you: the reader,
to join in the conversation by listening to Justin’s excellent program, and
joining us in the comment section each week. The invitation goes out to
skeptics, believers, and everyone in between. There is plenty of room at the
bar.

Personal Statements
A little about each contributor to the project.

David Johnson
David Johnson is known on the Unbelievable? discussion board as dandbj13.
He was the youngest of three sons of a preacher, baptized at age 7, and
preaching by 13. He had filled the roles of youth minister and assistant minister
by his early 20s.
Before he left the church in his early 40s, he held leadership positions in three
different denominations. He was published in the Seattle Times
http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?
date=20060115&slug=johnson15 for his observations on race relations in the
church. His commitment to follow truth wherever it led took him beyond
religion https://beyondreligiondotnet.wordpress.com and beyond theism.
After he left the faith, David became a fan of the Unbelievable? podcast and
Justin Brierley. He remains a devoted listener and frequent commenter on the
discussion board every week.

Andrew Knight
Andrew was a Christian for 25 years and studied theology and computer
science in college. His formal education and personal study lead him to the
conclusion that faith in an all loving higher power was not justified.
He has two loves – his girlfriend and computers. He is also a runner and
frequent contributor to the Unbelievable? Discussion boards. On good days,
he tolerates Auburn football fans. Roll Tide!

Skydivephil
Skydivephil is a You Tuber who specializes in science popularization, taking on
theistic apologetics and filming the marvels of nature, especially the Aurora
Borealis.
His early education was in financial economics (up to Masters Degree level).
Phil had a successful career in financial markets but in his evenings he returned
to University to study Astronomy. It was during this process that Phil was

introduced to the Unbelievable? podcast and attended a debate between
humanist philosopher Stephen Law and theist William Lane Craig. At that
debate Craig made a number of dubious statements about animal pain and
neuroscience which Phil exposed on his channel. This led to a response podcast
from Craig, a further response video from Phil and much back and forth
afterwards. This whole controversy landed him on the Unbelievable? podcast
but it was not to be his last appearance.
Skydivephil has also produced the popular YouTube series Before the Big
Bang which interviews the world’s leading cosmologists to explore competing
models of the very early universe. This series includes exclusive interviews with
Stephen Hawking, Roger Penrose, Alan Guth and many other experts in the
field.
It’s this series that led to subsequent appearances on the Unbelievable? show
to discuss the Kalam Argument and the multiverse.
Phil is married to the beautiful and super smart Monica who narrates and helps
to make the film series.
In his spare time Phil likes to experience all the amazing things the world has to
offer including skydiving (having made over 1300 jumps), scuba diving, wildlife
and astro photography, dancing and a never ending search for adventure,
beauty and joy.

Sophie Dumas
Sophie confesses to being completely unqualified to contribute to this book as
she is neither a biblical scholar, nor pastor, nor preacher, nor theology student.
However, this is precisely why she is contributing. She represents the
layperson’s understanding, the average Joe in the pews with no formal
training, who has gained their view of faith from years of attending church,
bible reading and Christian fellowship.
Sophie was born in France, but brought up in the UK within a Christian family.
She believed wholeheartedly from as early as she can recall. After decades in
the evangelical setting, she has spent many years deconstructing her faith and
evaluating the evidence. She has listened to the back catalogue of
Unbelievable? as well as many other podcasts, debates, blogs and books in her
unquenchable quest to discover truth. It is with regret that in recent years she

has had to come to realise that she could no longer hold a faith position.
In 2003, Sophie and her husband moved to France where they currently live
and work, in the heart of the Alps. She now says it’s the great outdoors that is
her place of worship, running her therapy and skiing her passion. Sophie has
asked to use a pseudonym, as at the time of going to press, she has not come
out to her family about her change in beliefs.

Ed Atkinson
Ed studied at Cambridge University, gaining a First Class degree in
Engineering. He has worked in water research in Africa and Asia and is married
with children and foster children. He was brought up an atheist and converted
to evangelical Christianity in his teens. After 20 years he was in the lay
leadership of his Baptist Church but his doubts had also gained in strength. He
decided to step away from the faith to confirm its veracity using evidence and
reason, expecting to return. Instead his journey led to a return to atheism after
many years of study.
Ed has been a guest on Unbelievable?
30th Jun 2014 “Os Guinness and the ex-Christian”
5th Jun 2015 “Does prayer make sense?” With David Wilkinson
16th Oct 2015 “Revisiting the resurrection” With Tony Costa

Matthew Taylor
Matthew comes from a family with several generations of missionaries. His
early years were spent in Zambia, growing up in this exclusively Christian
environment. The bible was taught as literally true and atheists were wicked
people who could not be trusted. It was in his teens, at boarding school in
England where Matthew first experienced the more liberal views of the Church
of England and the atheist classmates who were not as monstrous as his
missionary teachers had led him to believe. It was also here that Matthew was
first exposed to the ideas of evolution. Until then, the only interaction he’d had
with the idea was to cross out a reference to evolution from a biology text book
under the instruction of his missionary teacher in Zambia.

Leaving home meant leaving his family in Zambia and arriving in Kent,
Southern England carrying everything he owned, unsure where he would live
or what job he would get. Matthew met his future wife at the 18+ group of the
local CofE church. Together they spent many years in youth ministry before
the birth of their daughter.
Matthew discovered podcasts in 2004, where a new world of easily available
information opened itself up and he found his Creationist upbringing being
increasingly challenged by an insatiable appetite for all things science. After
three years of questioning and seeking answers to the conflict between a literal
bible interpretation and the findings of the scientific community, Matthew
found himself unable to accept the Christian message any more. Matthew's
wife and daughter attend their local Baptist Church where his wife occasionally
preaches or leads worship.

Michael Brady
Michael has made a layman’s study of the religious impulse for nearly twenty
years. Raised in a Roman Catholic household, he fell away from the Church in
his college years. While Michael finds the “God of the Philosophers” difficult to
reconcile in all His attributes, he regards the angry and capricious God of the
Old Testament a contradiction in terms and Christian concepts such as The
Fall, Incarnation, Atonement, and the Trinity incomprehensible. Still, Michael
considers himself a non-believer more than an atheist, and is pleased to
continue his search for “that which is of ultimate concern”.

Sophie’s journey started like most of ours. She was a lifelong, devoted
Christian who couldn’t imagine being anything else. Regardless of the side of
the faith line you happen to be on, you will identify with at least some parts of
her story. We could have each written a story about our personal journey. But
that would have been a whole other book. Sophie’s journey is the one we chose
as representative.
She is the most open to Christian ideas than any of us. She is uncomfortable
with being called an atheist. Sophie is what many Christians would call a
nonresistant nonbeliever. She was hesitant to join the project. But we thought
her story was worth telling.
During the early stages of losing our faith, we were all what you might term
nonresistant nonbelievers. We did everything we could to hold on to our faith.
When we discovered the Unbelievable? podcast, we listened every week, and
went through the back catalog. We remained even more unconvinced after 10
years’ worth of the best Christian arguments.
Sophie’s story is our story. It can be seen on every page of the book. It can be
read between every line. But you don’t have to work that hard. We have broken
up her story into three segments and posted them throughout the book. That
way, our personal journeys will remain front and center. Don’t get lost in the
science and philosophy and the counter-apologetics. This is all the outpouring
of the hearts of real people who took real journeys. This is Sophie’s journey,
and our journey, and possibly yours.

Unbelievable Journey: A personal Testimony
Sophie

It should have never happened and I believed wholeheartedly, it couldn't.
Apostasy was absolutely not on the cards. God would never let me go, nor I,
He.
But a random google search for some apologetic explanation I was seeking,
threw up the link to the new ex-Christians website. I had never heard of such
creatures. Indeed they were to me, like Unicorns and did not, or rather, could
not exist. I clicked. My uptight world unravelled.

A Potted History
Like Justin, my factory settings were very much Christian. Parents and
grandparents on both sides were Christians, with the grandparents on the
French side of my family having de-converted from Catholicism to
Protestantism.
My parents were well travelled and very much “people” orientated. As a result,
I was exposed to most forms of Christianity in the UK and a good number in
France. Whilst visiting friends and family we attended Methodist, United
Reformed, Anglican, Salvation Army, Eglise Réformé, many evangelical
churches, Baptists and various non-denominational charismatic churches. We
had people from all over the world visit and were exposed to Muslims,
Messianic Jews, and to Christians from churches and missions in Africa. I
myself attended summer camps in France and the UK run by churches as well
as a 3-month stint with the Pentecostal African Americans in the projects of
South Philadelphia for Tony Campolo's charity which contrasted to the formal,
grotesquely wealthy, white churches we also collaborated with.
My early days in the 70's were spent in a local UK Baptist church until an
alleged affair by the pastor split the church. Fortunately, a new church was
springing up in town. It was part of the Barney Coombes and Bob Mumford,
Salt and Light movement. Fresh from the other side of the pond they offered
family and love like never before. A little disorientated by the recent church

split, my parents gravitated towards this new church and what followed was
around 10 years of what can quite reasonably be classed as life in a cult.

The Cult
The church was proudly charismatic and professed the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
The more upbeat music, talking in tongues, murmurs of healings during
meetings at least made for a slightly less dull service, and to my delight, there
were other kids to hang out with. We had youth group, summer camps, lots of
bring-and-share picnics and outdoor meetings. We were a family and alive in
Jesus and frankly, the only real, 'on-fire' church. We participated in ecumenical
gatherings, but not without a certain pitying for the other so-called “dead”
churches. Any church whose services didn't last 3 hours - replete with words of
knowledge, spontaneous dance and prophecy - was clearly 'dead to the Spirit'
and deemed very much second class.
Under the happy-clappy veneer was, however, a darker story. This particular
non-denominational group were part of what was called the 'Shepherding
Movement' which reached its zenith in the late 70's and early 80's. This was an
almost formal structure of 'shepherds', (much like elders and pastors) who
looked after their 'sheep'. Everyone had a Shepherd! However, it was more to
do with accountability than pastoral care and in the hands of inexperienced
people, it soon turned sour. Grown adult congregates were “shepherded” to
the extent that they were told whether or not to keep a pet, or job, or who to
date. A woman who had fled a violent relationship was strongly advised to
physically discipline her child. I believe a wooden spoon was the recommended
instrument. In this vein, my parents were told that my father's job was
interfering with his ability to participate in church activities (and they were
many) and my mother was told, for some unfathomable reason, to renounce
her French heritage and be “cut off” from France.
The control and absurd prescriptions hurt significant amounts of people. It is
worth noting that many high up in the movement have since conceded it was
mismanaged and that it caused upset. This was an apology of sorts, though
seeking forgiveness from those abused by this process, didn't seem to form a
large part of it.
During our time there, if you towed the line, you were fine. However, my

parents proceeded with caution and for that, they were on many occasion told
they were “out of the kingdom” or the “blessing”. Their questioning was
frowned upon, they were shunned, and there were many other instances of
cult-like behaviour. In the end, our family were mostly viewed as
troublemakers, reinforced by the fact that my sister and I were two of the only
kids not to attend the religious school set up by the church.
As a child and young teenager, I was mostly shielded from this lunacy,
although the youth group did have its own 'mini-me' version. Relationships
with the opposite sex were closely monitored, confessing our sins to one
another encouraged - often in unhealthy ways, and popular culture and music
were very much frowned upon. But we were free in Jesus, yes amen, that we
were!
Reflecting back on the summer camps, I seriously wonder what was going on.
Impressionable young people whipped up into emotional frenzies was the
staple of our many worship and teaching meetings. Being slain in the spirit was
something that was actively encouraged, and I confess to keeling over
backwards to the floor. For me, this was utter proof that God existed and that
he was changing me from the inside. In hindsight, I can rationalise the
experience as a clear situation where conditioning, hype, group thinking and
slight hysteria were the influencers. There was, of course, no lasting impact of
such experiences.
One night on the camps, it was reported one of the boys' rooms had been
attacked by an evil spirit. Terrified young teenagers saw a floating entity and
called the leaders to pray it away. With their intervention, it apparently flew
towards the girls’ sleeping quarters, so they prayed protection and a shield
appeared over the building. Angels were then posted at their dorm door for the
rest of the night as their feet and light were perceived. Unsurprising, like the
disciples discovering the empty tomb, come the morning, this story was all
over camp and all we talked about! I dutifully recorded it in my diary as only a
teenage girl can. I am recalling this because in recent times I have spoken to
one of the people in the room. Now an Anglican vicar, he has no recollection of
the event. I was dumbfounded as this has been an experience where I had
talked to the eyewitness, the adults had been involved and I had written the
account down very soon after the event. Had it never happened? Was it a story
that got out of control at the time? I guess I'll never know.

Leaving
For my family, things came to a head with this church after a particularly badly
bungled handling of a situation where, a young father in the church with cancer
was repeatedly prophesied over and assured he would be healed, but in fact
died. The following week, instead of asking themselves some difficult
questions, this loving church clapped, sang and danced like nothing had
happened. The widow fled shortly followed by my parents. Traumatised, they
sought sanctuary in an Anglican denomination and sat back to enjoy quiet
liturgy and a lack of intrusion.
Whilst my experience may sound quite negative to some, and even weird to
others, I had somehow in the process managed to separate man's actions from
God's. Church and Christians weren't perfect. I'd understood that much, but my
view of God was very much intact as a loving heavenly father that had plans to
prosper and not to harm me.
For me, it was time for university where I continued to attend the Christian
Union and a local Baptist church. Like Justin, I had strayed away for a little
during my adolescence but had come back to the faith and renewed my
commitment to God and claiming it was now my faith, not an inherited
parental one. Looking back, I don't necessarily feel I had experienced nontheism sufficiently to really form a coherent alternative worldview. At no time
did I believe there was no God. If you're brought up in church, the world only
makes sense with a deity, and any falling away is to indulge sin (and by sin I
mean such horrors as listening to rock music, not praying, dating a nonbeliever and not reading your bible enough). Making recommitments seems to
be a regular feature of adolescence as you are rapidly changing and yesterday's
conversion may not have been executed quite right. With the idea of eternal
conscious torment ever present, you continually make sure you have dotted
the i's and crossed the t's.
Up until this point into my 20's, I had had my inevitable doubts and questions,
but largely, Christianity made absolute sense. The world was a mess, and
humans had made it this way by their wilful disobedience to God. God
provided morality, an overall objective purpose to life, the explanation to why
we're here, forgiveness of our broken nature and the comfort of eternal life.

We had all fallen short but thanks to Jesus we had a way back to God and
anyone truly seeking, would find Him. God's presence was something you
experienced and talked about in terms of a relationship. I thought I had a grasp
of the basic tenets whilst understanding that there were some minor
differences between groups, but God was big enough to handle this.

The Test
The biggest test of my faith was during my late 20's when, following a
triggering illness of little note, I developed chronic post-viral fatigue lasting five
years. Whilst many in life suffer significantly more than I ever did, it is still a
cruel disease where a perfectly fit, non-smoking, healthy-eating person is
reduced to an exhausted mess. Life is very much condensed and has to become
carefully managed. Signed-off from work, I had a lot of time on my hands, and
swathes of time to think. I used this time to press further into God and His
Word.
At this point in time, I was married and part of the Vineyard churches in the UK,
again a reasonably charismatic denomination. So for a while I endured
patiently and became fair game for amateur prophets and those with the gifts
of discernment to cavalierly project their views of when I was going to be
healed and what was at the spiritual root of my bad luck.
I navigated through the inevitable “this is punishment”, which led to
repentance about anything and everything I could possibly think of, to the
“long-suffering Christian walk” that endured Paul's thorn in the side. From the
utterly vacuous rubbish spouted by the health and wealth gospel proponents
(the likes of Kenneth Copeland for example), I had to juggle both the illness
and Christianity's view of it. I cried out to God in repentance, for forgiveness
and healing. With no change over many years, I continue to read books on
suffering and gradually moderated my view. Stupid me! God is not my candy
machine in which just the right incantations entered would spit out a dose of
healing. No! Suffering and trials purified us. We were even to rejoice in them as
they developed perseverance, character and hope as mentioned in Romans 5.
I considered that I must be special, set apart and chosen for this path. Nothing
was happening to me that God didn't know about, it was all part of the plan, or
at the very least would be worked out eventually for good, and if not in this life,

in the life to come. This was to be my only comfort, and this had to be
sufficient. I threw myself into embracing the suffering and trying to use the
experience to draw closer to God. Of course, some good things did occur. I
became much more understanding of other people's struggles and plights, the
unfairness, and hardships of life. For that, I am 'almost' grateful for the
experience and the opportunity to grow. However, I would class this is as life
experience rather than attributable to anything supernatural.
Throughout the process, I endeavoured to seek God, to know him better. I
needed some feeling, help, knowledge or experience, just something, that
would bring peace, joy and greater intimacy with God even in the midst of
suffering. God needed to make some difference in my life - any difference that
would help me hang on - or reveal himself so that his grace was sufficient.
The heavens stayed silent. I cannot count the number of days and nights I
prayed in utter anguish. Like Job's friends, my friends tended to find my
complaining and questioning too intense and over time, they withdrew. But
broken, desperate, and literally without strength was good, right? This is
exactly when God moves and can be found? But for me, He was not there, save
for some bible passages that I clung to which I took to clearly be signs of God
speaking to me about patience, long timelines and slow progress. This was
centred around the Israelites story of being freed from Egypt. And so my
chronic fatigue captivity was my Egyptian enslavement and my long recovery
the Israelite trudge to the promised land. I infused meaning into the parallels
and clung to faith and God for my hope, peace and freedom.
The constant reconciling of the irreconcilable, of a loving God leaving me in
anguish, did take its toll and the many positive stories in church about God
moving in people's lives over what seemed to me trivial events, rendered
church an untenable place to be. Charismatic churches very often don't do
suffering well, so one day, unable to stand it anymore, with no help from God
and no discernible changes, I walked out of this church and never went back
there.
Before anyone jumps to the conclusion that I was treated badly at the hands of
Christianity, even then I could still, separate Christians from God. I bare no ill
towards those who prayed, prophesied and spoke tongues over me. They
thought they were helping, despite it only serving to deepen my frustration

and pile up failed promise over failed promise. From people having words of
knowledge about my toenail varnish (I kid you not) which apparently indicated
that God was intimately involved in my every move, to the building of false
hope that I would be miraculously healed, to even stranger assertions that my
condition was somehow linked to needing to repent of “lesbianism in the past
in my family tree” (which of course could never be verified), I see the whole
experience as slightly weird, but part of the fabric of life in general, and my life
in particular, within a charismatic setting.

To Happier Times
Whilst correlation isn't causation, with leaving, physical recovery followed. Just
as randomly as the illness set in, the fatigue slowly subsided.
The next decade or so passed in much happier ways with a move to a ski resort
in the French Alps. Feeling better, I tried to attend the local English speaking
church, but quickly found the doubts and questionings that had developed,
more than drowned out the singing and sermons. I stopped attending
completely but still believed in God.
This slow withdrawing from church, will no doubt play well into the view from
Christians that this “backsliding” is the inevitable outcome to drifting away
from Christian community. I don't think that's true. It was church I disliked, not
God. I never once doubted in His existence. Stopping Christian fellowship
wasn't because I wished to live more hedonistically or up my quota of sin,
frankly, it was to preserve my sanity from the cognitive dissonance that was
getting too loud.
As a result of the new life in France with no church, I only developed secular
friends, and, something about them bothered me.
I had assumed that it was only with Christians that you could share, connect
and be known and that all secular folk had god-shaped holes, with ultimately
empty lives, and that they were wracked with guilt and in rebellion to the
Almighty. They, of course, knew He existed, they just wanted to live their
selfish lives.
However, this didn’t' seem to bare out. My non-theist friends’ lives were no
more empty or full than my theist friends' lives. Some, who clearly stated their

atheism, were some of the best parents I'd encountered. They had good, loving
family relationship. For the most part, they led pretty wholesome, happy lives
and some even confessed to wishing they could believe in a god and had
sincerely tried, but not been able.
This last comment, I recall, shook me to the core. Surely God does not turn
someone away who would desire Him? This made no sense in my world, but I
was on the brink of discovering a whole new paradigm.
I can appreciate to many, that this story so far is nothing remarkable. What
follows may read as the inevitable awakening from a fundamentalist
upbringing to a slightly wider and frankly obvious, view of life. But at the very
least, I hope that my story legitimises my Christian faith as many believers will
first seek to discredit one's story on a technicality “You probably didn't really
believe. Genuine Christians can't deny Christ”.
I understand it's hard to be challenged. I just hope that believers accept that I
was most definitely, all-in. I was a bible believing, virgin conception affirming,
literal bodily resurrection asserting, Christian. I had repented, resetting myself
repeatedly like an etch-a-sketch with the full understanding of how I was both
a pearl of great price and but broken and deeply sinful in God’s eyes. I had
remained steadfast, prayed earnestly, sought with faith, put on the full armour,
battled, and believed wholeheartedly. I had what I considered a relationship
with Jesus. My faith doubts were never about if there was a god, but rather
what His character was like and what His will was for my life.

Deconstruction
The day I stumbled on the website ex-Christians, was like a mind bomb going
off. I assumed quite wrongly, the site would be bursting full of atheists, hellbent on sin and hard-hearted towards God. However, reading the testimonies I
could not believe what I was hearing! Story after story of people, desperately
turning to God and finding nothing. Desperate times, desperate cries, ongoing
misery. Pastors, worship leaders, ex-nuns, theology students, seminary
students, missionaries, devout believers who had tried their level best to keep
their faith, but had lost it.
I'm not sure I can convey the utter bewilderment of meeting these unicorns.

Ex-Christians were not meant to have tried to preserve their faith any more
than non-Christians would have tried and failed, to believe it. It was all about
disobedience: Short-term earthly gain but with the full knowledge you were
giving up eternal life. Furthermore, many of these people, some of them now
atheists (which I deemed in the same category as devil worshippers) seemed
very knowledgeable and knew the Bible better than I did.
Initially, desperate to shore up my faith, but also wanting to know more, I did
what I've since discovered many de-converters do, and devoured information.
Suddenly everything was of interest and I had a great hunger to learn. I read
into evolution, cosmology, anthropology, neuroscience, ancient religions,
other worldviews, the psychology of belief and mystical experiences. I listened
to many de-conversion stories. I realised my difficult questions had never really
been addressed and now, there was a plethora of new ones I had not even
considered!
I recall the disconcerting, but euphoric moments of discovering Hitchens,
Harris, Dawkins, whose irreverence and boldness, left me wide-eyed with my
hand over my mouth. I encountered those who'd been theists like Dan Barker,
John Loftus, Rob Price and Ryan Bell - all who've been guests on the
Unbelievable? show, as well as others, like Bart Campolo the de-converted son
of Tony Campolo, who I'd worked for in the States.
I dove into apologetics especially with regards the horror passages of the Old
Testament, only to find that it seems to come down to a particular word that is
under contention that has, or hasn't, been translated just right, or that unless
you comprehend the entire cultural context and had just the right
hermeneutics to apply, you'd miss the point entirely. More than often, there
was no explanation and verses were classed under “difficult”. Had God really
chosen to play so fast and loose with the truth, I wondered? It was a minefield
and, whilst apologetics may help believers understand, it was starting to make
less of an impact on the sceptic I was fast becoming, who was trying to
evaluate the validity of the claims.
It was through researching, I discovered the Unbelievable? podcast show and
set about consuming all the episodes sometimes at high speed to ingest as
much as possible. Perusing the topics I was convinced this was going to help
and also I was happy to be stacking the odds in favour of Christianity. The show

is excellent, the quality of guests unsurpassed and Justin does an amazing job
of letting both sides have their say. Many questions I had pondered, or some
that existed in the dark recesses of my mind but had yet to be given form, were
discussed. I recall week after week intently listening to the theists' answers,
desperately wanting and needing good solid replies to buttress up my
crumbling beliefs. To my chagrin, my overall recollection was that the theist
viewpoint often left me unsatisfied, and worse, the atheist view seemed much
more coherent.
Deconstruction is not a pleasant process. It is akin to being skinned alive. As
layers of my belief, world view and my very essence were peeled away or
crumbled, it was not without horror, resistance and kicking and screaming the
entire way that I was dragged out of my Christian worldview. I did not want to
lose my faith, but the desire to know became greater than the desire to
believe. It was only when I wanted the cold truth rather than the comforting lie
that I could be honest with myself about my findings.

Chapter One
God Does Not Make Sense of Human Existence
Matthew Taylor

Man has pondered the reasons for his existence for as long as he's been able to
look up and formulate thoughts of wonder at what lies beyond the boundary of
earth's atmosphere. The idea that humans; with their intelligence and their
ability to investigate, discover and think, could be a mere insignificant spec on
an insignificant rock orbiting an average star in an average galaxy is
unsatisfactory. Those who can't accept this insignificance have invented many
imaginative ways of elevating humans out of this cosmic indifference.
Christianity is one of those methods.
Christianity addresses human existence by claiming that we can't be an
accident. Humans must be the product of a creator god, a god that, having
created everything else and deeming it good, needed something to top it off.
The Christian story is that man is made in this god's image, to rule creation
(Genesis 1:28), to elevate it from just good, to very good (Genesis 1:31).
This self-adopted best of everything promotes humans from being an
inevitable product of nature to being the offspring of god; an undeserved
promotion that those in need of answers latched onto.
The Christian claim is that their god is the best explanation for our existence.
The justification is that everywhere we look, nature is amazing and wondrous
and it simply can't be an accident. All that is must be the product of something
greater, and that something can only be the Christian god. Ask any Christian to
justify this and you'll get an answer that attempts to show how science and
faith do not conflict or that science confirms the reasons for the faith. Press
hard and the reasons sound more wishful thinking than demonstrated
conclusion.
“The God of the Bible is also the God of the genome. He can be
worshipped in the cathedral or in the laboratory. His creation is
majestic, awesome, intricate, and beautiful.” - Francis Collins

“There are answers that science isn’t able to provide about the
natural world—the questions about why instead of the questions
about how. I’m interested in the whys. I find many of those
answers in the spiritual realm. That in no way compromises my
ability to think rigorously as a scientist.” - Francis Collins
A Christian would think that only their god can make sense of human
existence. They have to think that; to think otherwise is to question the very
foundation of their religion. Christians proclaim that their god makes sense of
human existence, not because they can show it to be true but because they
need it to be true in order to justify their beliefs. This is not an evidential claim
that can be tested, it is a statement of faith, asserted as a device that shores up
belief. If the sciences really did provide evidence to support religious claims,
then apologetic statements that a god makes sense of human existence would
not be required because they would be demonstrated.
Evidence is a genuine challenge for Christian claims involving their god. The
bible makes it clear that faith in an unseen god is something to be respected. A
trait that Jesus himself praises when he says to Thomas “Because you have seen
me, you have believed; blessed are those who have not seen and yet have
believed.”. John 20:29
However, in today's world of increasing scientific knowledge and literacy, it is
easier and easier to fact check claims and to challenge unsupported assertions.
As science shines more and more light on what it is that makes us human and
how we got here, so the dark corners of ignorance where religion breeds best
are getting smaller and smaller.
The claim that god makes sense of human existence is neither supported nor
rational, it is the gasp of a dying religion, desperate to show itself as relevant.

Entropy
Entropy and the Second Law of Thermodynamics is a favourite of Christian
apologetics. The law states that in closed systems the measure of entropy will
increase, a closed system will get more disordered overall. The key point here
is that this is referring to the system as a whole and not to small subcomponents. Entropy will increase over the whole of the closed system, which

necessitates energy transferring from one part of the system to another.
Energy moves from the Sun to the Earth. Those areas (like the Earth) that
energy moves to are exactly where we would expect to find pockets that buck
the trend (i.e. show decreasing entropy). The Earth receives massive amounts
of energy from our Sun, making it one of millions of pockets in our universe
where you'd expect to see something different.
In his book, Justin gives an example from his father, of a garden being left
unattended. Most people would agree with the suggestion that the garden
would become more disordered. A garden isn’t a closed system, so it’s hardly a
good example, ignoring that though. Overall the garden would become more
disordered, but start looking closer and there would also be small areas in the
garden where there is a little bit more order than in the surrounding sections. A
plant or bush bearing fruit would be an example. It’s the same with the earth,
life has been able to survive on earth because the energy it receives keeps
entropy at bay. This is not the contradiction that Justin claims it is, it is
expected.
When entropy is used to justify belief in a god, it is typically used in the way
described above, it betrays a lazy attitude to what the scientific literature says;
literature that is based on predicted expectations and the resulting
observations.
What is the best explanation?
The motivation here is clear, the Christian needs to justify their belief by
arguing that the Christian god is the better explanation for human existence.
What is meant by best? And how is it measured?
A common apologist strategy is to paint atheism as a worldview dead set
against anything supernatural and the Christian being the one who is open
minded and modestly suggesting that maybe there could be something
unseen behind it all. Those who don't accept the suggestion are seen as
dogmatic Doubting Thomases that demand something tangible. As always,
reality is more complicated than that.
This isn't a case of Christian view vs atheist worldview. It's what the scientific
literature can and does demonstrate vs supernatural ideas seeking credence by
exploiting the areas that are not yet fully explained. The things we know in

nature are discovered through a process generally known as the scientific
method. That is, ideas are formed from what is observed and those ideas are
subjected to test through experimentation. The observed results then form the
basis of more ideas, sometimes ideas are found to be in need of adjustment, or
may even be wrong. Adjusted ideas form the basis for new experiments and so
the cycle of testing and learning is repeated and the bank of human knowledge
moves relentlessly onwards.
An example of this would be Newton's idea that gravity is an attractive force
being replaced by gravitational waves as predicted by general relativity and
eventually demonstrated by the LIGO (Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory) experiment. LIGO is a pair of lasers fired at right angles to
each other that detect the tiny fluctuations created by a gravitational wave as
it passes by. If scientists religiously stuck to a single idea that seemed to fit,
then there would never be any new things to learn and argue over.
On the question of human existence, evolutionary theory explains how humans
arose from other animals, which in turn came from others. It's a long and
unbroken chain of generational hereditary with a few mutations stirred in for
good measure. The theory is so well supported that the majority of Christians
now accept it. Those who don't are the literalists who accept those early
chapters of Genesis as fact, they find very little support in the scientific
community. Christian acceptance of evolution is arguably increasing, especially
when you look at the Catholic and Anglican church traditions, where the dialog
between religion and science is more ‘friendly’. outliers rather than the
mainstream. For the Christians that accept evolution, the argument has moved
from how humans evolved to what sparked the first life and how did it manage
to replicate. Science doesn't currently have an answer; so Christians jump on
this unexplained event and, in a shout of triumph declare, that because man
can't explain it, their god does. It's here that you'll find the Christian mantra
that atheists believe only in nature and they don't allow any god a look in.
The battleground is set.

Where Does the Evidence Point?
It is not unusual for Christians to claim that there is an evidential basis to the
Christian faith. In fact, many Christians hold so dearly and so strongly to that

line, that they will interpret challenges to that claim as hostility. This inability
to differentiate between legitimate challenge and wanton hostility is often the
source of many unhelpful discussions between Christians and atheists on the
Unbelievable? forums.
One Christian answer to the challenge of how the Christian god can be
evidenced is:
“Through conscience, rational discourse, special revelation like
the Scriptures, and supremely through taking on human flesh
and living (and dying) among us”
Note how the answer is a series of claims; it is not a reference to evidence that
is documented in a structured manner. By this I mean evidence that is
experimentally gathered in a manner that does its best to control the variables
as much as possible. That is the method by which all of science currently works.
If someone wants to confirm the existence of gravitational waves or the Higgs
Boson, then they have to design an experiment to test the idea and the results
will be scrutinised. LIGO was built at great expense to test for gravitational
waves. The Large Hadron Collider, another massively expensive experiment,
detected the Higgs Boson and will hopefully go on to detect other particles.
These experiments are ongoing and will continue to inform science and
increase our knowledge of what makes up the universe in which we live.
In the case of LIGO, it detected gravitational waves 100 years after they were
first hypothesised. It is grand experiments like this that move the knowledge
that humans have of our natural world forward in small but very important
steps. The history of science is littered with experiments both great and small
that have progressed the knowledge of mankind forward.
So why is it that when the Christians on the Unbelievable? forums are
challenged to provide the details of the experiments that can confirm the
presence of the Christian god, the questioner is accused of being hostile? This
is exactly what Justin does in Chapter Two of his book when he quotes
Lawrence Krauss as describing the world’s religions of being in disagreement
with science. If the Christian is to remain in step with science, they must be
prepared to subject their god to scientific testing. Testing that will, over time,
make the Christian god more or less probable.

Yet, when the Christian is challenged to do that, the response is that the
Christian god can not be tested in a lab and so, as Krauss predicts, the Christian
removes their religion from the boundary of science. When the Christian's
response to the question of where is the experimental evidence that supports
their god's existence is variations of “god is outside of nature and can not be
tested” then they are at odds with science and they are making claims that
science can not support. That being the case, they can not then claim that the
arrow of evidence points in the direction of the Christian god. The two
positions are contradictory.
Take the claims of intelligent design as an example, the evolved world we see
around us is the result of millions of years of natural selection. The process of
natural selection is such that features more suitable for the environments in
which they find themselves will provide a survival advantage to those that have
them over those that don’t. After millions of years it is to be expected that
there will be a multitude of features that appear perfectly appropriate for their
environments, designed even. It is a mistake to look at those end results and
conclude the world was designed while ignoring the entirety of natural history
that brought those features into existence. It is this blinkered view of nature
that results in Christians giving an unproven creator the credit for something
which science already has an explanation for.
In his book, Justin makes reference to intelligent design, the big bang and fine
tuning as areas that point to the existence of his god. However, where is the
cited positive evidence that can support this? It's absent.

The Big Bang
One challenge that Christians often make is that the start of our universe needs
an explanation. Something must have caused the big bang. The universe can
not be the cause of itself because that is a circular non explanation. The
Christian does have a point. If our universe began with a bang, then how did
that happen and what was before that to start it off? It's a question that
deserves an answer, and cosmologists and physicists are working on it. The
answer isn't simple and there are significant practical hurdles to overcome in
order to find that answer. It may well be that we can never know that answer
because the entirety of our existence is confined within this universe and there

may be a hard barrier that prevents us from discovering whatever is beyond
our universe, if indeed there is anything beyond it.
One of those barriers is time. Time, as we experience it, is also constrained to
this universe and is dependent on the matter within the universe. We
can measure the effects of mass on time to the extent that our GPS satellites
need corrective actions on their clocks so that they all keep in sync with the
clocks on earth and our location devices remain accurate. This creates a
challenge when working out how the universe behaved in those very first
moments of its existence. This needs to be overcome before we can get to the
question of the cause of the big bang; a point where our concept of time does
not exist. It may even be that asking what happened before the big
bang makes no sense because you can't have a before where time doesn't
exist.
We do not yet know what could have caused the big bang, or indeed if it had a
cause. The laws of physics and everything else that operate within our universe
did not apply at the moment that the universe began.
Asking time related questions about events that were not constrained to our
knowledge of time makes no sense, so the question of what was before the big
bang might not even be the right question. I hope that one day we will have a
better idea of what that question should be.
The Christian already knows the answer of course, they say the answer is their
god. Yet challenge the Christian to explain what was before their god and the
response is it's not a valid question because god is beyond time. The very
answer that they reject with reference to the big bang, is the answer they give
for their god.
There was a time when the universe was thought to be constant and
unchanging, a so called steady state universe. The Christian god can be
invoked to support and hold the universe in that unchanging position in order
to support mankind. However, the steady state universe is no longer supported
by science and so the Christian god is invoked by apologists as the initiator of
an event that brought the universe into being.
Christianity will adopt whatever science has to say and use that to support its
god. This isn't evidence that the claims of Christianity are true though. It

merely shows the creativeness of apologists.
The best known example of this is the Kalam Cosmological Argument, made
famous by William Lane Craig and discussed further in Phil’s chapter “Do the
Heavens Declare the Glory of God? The Kalam and Fine-tuning Arguments”

Fine Tuning
This is a very popular argument of Christian apologists. Apparently the
universe we are in, is fine tuned to such a degree that it's impossible for the
universe to exist as it does without a god, yet exist it does.
What is the universe fine tuned for? Human life? The Christian god's pleasure?
Life in general? Some other unknown purpose? The truth is that the universe is
very hostile to life. The observable universe is estimated to be 93 billion light
years across, this enormous expanse is host to an estimated one hundred
billion galaxies, each with about one hundred billion stars.
Current estimates are that the number of planets in the universe is greater than
the number of stars. The numbers are mind bogglingly large. Yet in that entire
expanse, we only know one small planet orbiting one average star that is home
to life. The stats get worse because while life exists in many extreme places on
that planet, complex thinking human life is very fragile and can only exist
unaided in a fraction of the surface area of that planet. Step off that planet and
the universe will try to kill human life in an impressive number
of unpleasant ways.
The apologist who argues for a finely tuned universe needs to answer why that
universe is so inhospitable and ordered and random.
The fine tuning argument is also discussed in more detail in Phil’s chapter “Do
the Heavens Declare the Glory of God? The Kalam and-Fine tuning Arguments”.

The Christian Responses to Challenges
There have of course been many challenges to the claims that the nature of the
universe indicates there is a god, and Christians have responded back. The
following directly respond to items in Justin's book.

1) Life adapts to whatever universe it finds itself in
Apologists that accept the science of evolutionary adaptation don't have any
particular truck with the idea of life finding places it can survive and adapting
itself to better suit the environment.
The angle taken in this response is to restate the fine tuning argument that the
initial conditions for life need to be there for the first life. There is a basic
dishonesty at play in this challenge response. The challenge is a challenge of
the diversity of life and not at the fine tuning of the universe and the response
is not a response to the diversity challenge but a response that repeats the
origin of life challenge. It's an unfortunate mismatch and it is unclear if it was
intentional or accidental. Either way, the Christian response doesn't in any way
counter the challenge as quoted.
2) If it weren't fine tuned, we wouldn't be here to see it
This is the Weak Anthropic Principle.
The universe exists as it is, and the only thing we can do is look back at it and
try to work out why it exists as it does. The fine tuning argument does that with
the assumption that every possible imagined variation had an equal chance of
being the end result and so the chance of the universe existing as it does is all
those options multiplied, which results in a very big number and a very small
probability.
The chances of the universe forming just the way it has are so small that it can't
be chance alone, it needed help. This method of retrospectively looking back
and seeing god in the footprints is a favourite tactic and is also seen in
creationist denial of evolution. No one looks at a fully grown human and
declares it's impossible for those cells to have randomly aligned themselves to
create that person. Why do it to a universe?
3) Fine tuned? Waste of Space more like.
Our universe is huge, it's utterly massive, so large that there are sections of the
universe that we can't see because the light from those parts hasn't even
reached us yet. Why does such a universe need to exist in order for humans to
have been created by the Christian god? Why did those millions of years and all
those star explosions and planetary impacts need to happen in order for

humans to be here on this earth to worship a creator god?
In order to get over the hurdle of the enormous amount of time spent waiting
for humans to emerge, apologists will say that maybe that's the most efficient
way god had of doing it. Really? This god, which can allegedly speak things into
existence could only do it the long and wasteful way?
Special pleading for fine tuning doesn't make it any more likely.

Why Can We do Science At All?
The matter in our universe is made up of innumerable tiny bits of matter with
properties that behave in mostly predictable ways. This means that with a
methodological process of investigation we can measure and predict how most
of the matter in our universe interacts. From the operation of cells and how
cancer develops to the gravitational effect of far off clouds of galactic gas,
we humans have worked out how much of the universe came to be where it is
and as it is. We have used this knowledge to launch probes into the far reaches
of our solar system and extended the lives of millions through improved diets
and medical intervention. We call the process that enables us to learn and
perform these amazing feats science. If the way things worked wasn't
measurable and predictable in the way that it is, life as we know it wouldn't
exist.
There is a trend in Christian apologetics to claim that this can only be the case
because the Christian god created everything to be this way. The process of
science can only work because matter interacts and behaves the way it does. If
the interactions of particles, chemicals and everything else was arbitrary then
science would be impossible. The reason why everything acts the way it does is
because of the properties of each particle. The elements hydrogen and oxygen
exist the way they do because they can’t exists any other way. of how their
atoms are formed. They interact the way they do because their make up means
that there is no other way for them to interact. Why is this the case? Well we
don’t know at the moment, could there have been any other way for these
particles to exist and interact? We don’t know at the moment. Will we ever
know? Maybe, which is why the efforts are being made to find out. Does any of
this mean that a god should be invoked as the unexplained explainer? No,
because that doesn’t explain anything.

The gravitational pull of planets, moons and gas clouds in space is defined by
the total mass of each object and this measurable interaction is predictable and
is why planets and galaxies form the way they do.
Those who claim that matter behaving in these consistent ways suggests that
there is a god need to justify that assertion. They need to explain why a natural
universe without a creator god can't exist the way it does now. It's not enough
to assert that the uniformity of nature means there is a supernatural god.
What’s more, a supernatural god can create a universe that operates in any
way it likes, intervene with miracles whenever it chooses, all without regard to
natural laws or consistency. Creation can be reordered, man can be made from
mudpies, snakes and donkeys can talk, and the sun can be stopped in the sky in
order to create a longer work day. On the other hand, for a natural universe to
exist it would have to be bound by a variety of predictable and consistent
constraints that serve to make its continued existence possible.
All that we know about nature and the universe is knowledge that has been
gathered through the scientific process. More than that, the scientific process
has only provided details and information on what is natural, science hasn't
provided us with any clues about the existence of anything extra natural or
supernatural.
In his book, Justin echoes the argument of many Christians, that the existence
of our universe and the stable and predictable way in which everything
interacts to make science possible, is evidence for the Christian creator god.
This assertion rests on the idea that a creator god could have created
everything the way that it is. Yes, a creator god could have created our
universe and everything in it. If one wants to start thinking up possible ‘could
have’ scenarios, then there are many things that could be imagined as the
creator of all that exists.
The statement that it could be possible for the Christian god to exist and have
created everything carries no weight on its own, it needs to be backed up with
something tangible. This is where the Christian assertion falls over. There is no
evidential support for the argument. The scientific method, which has reliably
told us so much, doesn't support the existence of a supernatural god. Christians
who claim that their god is the reason science works the way it does seem to
also believe that their god is immune to the investigations of science. A god

that interacts with the natural world, as the Christian god supposedly does,
should leave a detectable mark that can be investigated but not explained
naturally. The relentless advancement of knowledge, thanks to the reliability of
science, is eroding every area of incomplete knowledge. Every new
discovery reduces the spaces available for a god to hide.
Over the many years and decades of scientific study, many ideas have come
and gone. Some have survived because they were confirmed to be accurate,
some have needed to be changed and refined and some have been shown to
be false. False ideas get exposed and replaced with new, more accurate, ideas
and eventually the right answer is found.
Human existence is explained without need to defer to any god, let alone the
Christian god. At what point is it fair to call the Christian god an idea that has
been tested and failed?

Chapter Two
Do the Heavens Declare the Glory of God? The
Kalam and Fine-tuning Arguments
Skydivephil
I would like to thank Prof Yasunori Nomura, director of the Berkeley Centre for
Theoretical Physics who read over a draft of this manuscript and provided
valuable feedback. Any mistakes are still my own though.

Due to my cosmology YouTube series Before the Big Bang, I have been
fortunate to be on the Unbelievable? podcast three times. I say fortunate
because Justin Brierley is a charming host; it was a great pleasure to be
discussing important issues in such a fair and balanced way. In his recent book
though, Unbelievable, any attempt at impartiality is thrown aside and Justin
makes his case for the truth of Christianity. The subtitle of the book is why after
ten years of talking to atheists I’m still a Christian implies that Justin has listened
to what atheists have to say and has good reasons to reject their arguments.
But does Justin really have powerful argument for the Christian God? In this
chapter I will examine Justin’s argument that God provides a convincing
explanation for our existence.

Complexity
Let’s start with the claim that the increasing complexity of life on Earth seems
to be in conflict with the second law of thermodynamics. The law says roughly
that disorder tends to increase over time in a closed system. But life’s
complexity seems to defy that hence God is needed to intervene.
But there is no conflict with life and the second law. Consider an example given
1
by cosmologist Sean Carroll in his book The Big Picture . Carroll asks us to
picture a glass of coffee with some cream poured in. (If you are English like me,
you might think of milk and tea.) Neither the starting state with the cream at
the top nor the end state with the cream and coffee blended are especially
complicated. The complexity is in fact highest in the middle, when the coffee

and the cream are making interesting structures. We could measure the
complexity by taking pictures of the cup and comparing the size of the
compressed file. Now all the way through this mixing, the second law is not
violated but complexity starts off low, increases and then falls back down. This
is not untypical of what entropic systems do. Increasing entropy is not
equivalent to declining complexity, at least not in the short term.
The early universe similarly starts off as a simple soup of matter and radiation,
complexity then rises as galaxies and solar systems form and then complexity
falls back down. None of this violates the second law. There is plenty of room
for some subsystems to decrease their local entropy as long as global entropy
is increasing. As Carroll states “The appearance of complexity isn’t just
compatible with increasing entropy, it relies on it”.
One should also point out that the Earth itself is not a closed system. It
receives low entropy photons from the sun and this is enough to allow complex
life to form. We expel those photons back into space, these expelled photons
have higher entropy and life uses that transformation, so again no conflict with
the second law applies.

Kalam
Justin goes onto to The Kalam cosmological argument, arguing everything that
begins to exist has a cause, the universe began to exist and so the universe
must have a cause; which must be God.
When we think of causes though, we always do so in the context of time. We
could say all events that have causes have prior moments in time. If the
universe had a beginning then there was no prior moment of time and hence
we have no right to demand there must be some prior cause. Causality may
also be a consequence of the laws of physics and the arrow of time. If we had
some state with no space or time, no laws of physics and no arrow of time, are
we really in a position to demand there must still be a cause?

Before Before
Another problem is that causality has been questioned by a number of

philosophers and physicists. Quantum mechanics certainly raises the
possibility of a breakdown of cause and effect. Alex Vilenkin is a cosmologist
often quoted by theists who have been on Justin’s show. Vilenkin claimed to
have proved the universe must have had a beginning (more of that later) but he
also claimed “If there was nothing before the universe popped out, then what
could have caused the tunneling? Remarkably, the answer is that no cause is
required. In classical physics, causality dictates what happens from one moment
to the next, but in quantum mechanics the behavior of physical objects is
2
inherently unpredictable and some quantum processes have no cause at all.”
A common response by theologians is to argue that some interpretations of
quantum physics do recover causality and frequently cite the Bohmian Pilot
3
Wave theory . But this theory has very little support from the scientific
4
community as there is no evidence for pilot waves . The fact that there is no
consensus on the right way to interpret quantum theory implies that at least it
is not clear that causality is a fundamental property of the world. But let us
suppose that it is. What then caused God? Theists must agree that there is
something that doesn’t need a cause. And whilst acausal interpretations of
quantum mechanics are still on the table it seems they have the advantage
over God because at least we know that quantum mechanics actually exist. The
theistic response is that only things that begin to exist need causes. As God
didn’t begin to exist then he doesn’t need a cause. An obvious question to ask
is how do theists know this? It seems to me like a pure assertion. But what if
the universe didn’t begin to exist? Then it wouldn’t need a cause and we will
not require God.
Here Justin and many other theists think they are on safer ground. The arrow
of evidence, they claim, is clearly moving towards God as big bang cosmology
points to a universe with a beginning. But in fact this is a mistake; my second
appearance on the show was to discuss why. Amazingly my Christian
“opponent” seemed to agree with most of my arguments that the big bang
5
should not necessarily be associated with an absolute beginning of time.
Despite this, Justin still repeats the Kalam argument, giving us a short history
of cosmology which I think is rather misleading. There’s an often used theistic
debating tactic which tells us it was atheists who all believed in a static
universe. The history of modern cosmology is painted as a morality play where

the stubborn atheist kicks and screams before being forced to accept the big
bang. But the truth is many scientists, whether they were atheist or theist,
believed in a static universe because that is what the evidence suggested.
Furthermore at the time the big bang was first suggested it seemed to imply
6

the universe was only 1.8 billion years old. You didn’t need to be motivated by
7

atheism to reject that and in fact many theists backed the steady state. Of
course eventually the age of the universe got revised and the big bang became
more robust.
Justin goes on to tell us that “physicists such as Stephen Hawking went on to
develop theories which predicted the universe began its expansion from an ‘initial
singularity’”. But that is not quite the real story. The universe is expanding and
this can be expressed a number called the scale factor increasing over time.
Think of the scale factor as like a map scale, indicating the distance between
distant galaxies. If we wind the clock backwards the universe is contracting and
the scale factor gets smaller.
One might imagine it could get smaller and smaller forever into the past. But
singularity theorems imply that in a finite amount of time the scale factor
becomes zero. There is effectively no distance between any two points. The
density, pressure, curvature and temperature of the universe all become
infinite and one can’t carry on the backward evolution of the universe beyond
that. Hence the big bang is associated with a beginning of time at the
singularity.
This was known as far back as the 1920’s. But the early version of the
singularity theorems assumed that the universe was perfectly symmetrical, so
there was little reason to take it seriously. What Penrose and Hawking did in
the 1960’s was to show that you can relax that assumption and the singularity
is still present. This was a major breakthrough but did it really show that
Justin’s conclusion is correct?
Justin’s description of the universe at the singularity is” at the very earliest
moment, it appears to have been something akin to “nothing at all”, giving the
impression of match between science and Christian claims of creation ex-nihlo.
But in Genesis God seems to move over the face of the water before he even

does any creating. This led many Rabbis and some Christians to believe God
8
created from pre existing materials rather than nothing. And Genesis
description of creation may not even be about the universe as we think of it, as
9
the phrase Heaven and Earth is perhaps better translated as land and sky.
When the steady state theory was popular, theologians appealed to passages
that describe God’s continual sustaining of creation to make the bible
10
compatible with that too. So it seems that it is not so hard to find passages in
the bible whose meaning can be molded to support whatever narrative suits.
One can imagine why Justin and other theologians describe the singularity as
the universe shrinking down to no size at all as the scale factor is zero at the big
bang. But the scale factor does not represent the size of the universe. The
universe might have had infinite size even at the big bang. What the scale
factor measures is the distance between points and therefore to associate the
singularity with creation ex-nihlo is questionable.
Perhaps the model that most conforms to this concept of “creation ex-nihlo” is
11
an ingenious, although speculative one developed by Alex Vilenkin. In
quantum physics particles can spontaneously fluctuate out of the vacuum.
Vilenkin suggests that if we treat space-time quantum mechanically, then it
too can fluctuate from “literally nothing”.
The notion was recently popularized by Lawrence Krauss. However many were
quick to criticize him saying it’s a universe from a quantum vacuum, which isn’t
nothing. Although the wrath they give to Krauss is rarely directed towards
Vilenkin who is the one that originated the model and called it a universe from
“literally nothing”. But Vilenkin's model is not a fluctuation from the vacuum
but of the vacuum. It’s from a state with no space or time.
So if this model is right it seems the origin of the universe lies in the law of
physics themselves. Perhaps they exist platonically and do have real causal
powers. Maybe they are the uncased cause. The clear advantage of this line of
reasoning over God is that we know the laws of physics exist and we know
objects in the universe obey the laws of physics. We can’t say the same for
immaterial minds. One might argue there are still laws of physics and these

aren't nothing. But that leaves someone like Justin in a quandary. If science can
describe the origin of the universe form nothing, why do we need God? If it
can’t, what is the justification for equating creation ex-nihlo with modern
science?
The theist can’t have it both ways.

Singularity
One can question whether the singularity should be described as nothing. But
why should we even believe singularities exist? Penrose and Hawking showed
that the big bang must be associated with a singularity if a number of
conditions are met. Firstly, gravity is always attractive. But both inflationary
cosmology and dark energy imply a repulsive gravitational force so the first
12
condition is not looking good.
The second condition is that space-time has a description known as a
Lorentzian manifold , in plain English, this means it has massive particles in it,
with three space dimensions and one time dimension. Penrose now argues this
is a mistake. The extreme temperatures in the early universe would prevent
mass from forming. This changes the geometry, implying the singularity can
be removed and Penrose appeared on Justin’s show to argue this leads to a
13
cyclic cosmology. Hawking now claims that quantum effects will change the
geometry from a Lorentzian manifold to a Euclidean one. This means that the
early universe is described by 4 space dimension and no time dimensions,
again removing the boundary of the singularity.
Hawking is not shy in claiming this removes the need for God “But if the
universe is really completely self-contained, having no boundary or edge, it would
have neither beginning nor end: it would simply be. What place, then, for a
14
creator?"
Another condition is that there are no closed times like curves. In General
Relativity space-time can curve, this is what explains gravity. But solutions to
Einstein’s equation have been found that allow the time dimension to curve
back on itself allowing time travel into the past. Some cosmologists have even

said this can solve the mystery of our existence. In the early universe things
were so highly curved that a lime loop forms and the universe could be its own
15
mother. This may sound farfetched but it’s based on genuine solutions to
Einstein’s equations. Whether they are really realized in the universe or not, we
don’t know.
The most important assumption of the Penrose Hawking theorems is that
gravity is described by Einstein’s theory of general relativity. But Einstein’s
theory breaks down when the observable universe was incredibly small as it
does not include quantum effects. So we need a quantum theory of gravity to
describe the earliest moments of the universe, the so called “Planck epoch”.
Our best attempts at quantum gravity such as string theory or loop quantum
gravity seem to point to the same conclusion, the singularity is removed, and
the big bang was not the beginning of time. One possibility is that that big
bang becomes a big bounce from a prior contracting universe. In loop quantum
cosmology there is a clear consensus that this is what happened.

16

Some

models inspired from string theory such as string gas cosmology and the pre
17

big bang also have this feature as does another model inspired from Horava
18

lifschitz gravity. There are prospects for potentially testing these proposals.
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But there seems to be little prospect for observationally confirming the
existence of a cosmological singularity and most theorists think it’s unlikely to
exist in reality. Therefore today’s cosmologists no longer associate the big
bang with the absolute beginning of time that is needed for the Kalam
argument. When cosmologists say the universe is 13.8 billion years old they
really mean this is how much time has elapsed since the expansion we see
today began. They don’t necessarily mean nothing existed before the big bang.

Forever and ever, amen
Justin claims that infinites (especially an infinite past) are nonsensical, how

could the universe every get to “now”? Hence the universe must have had a
finite past. This assumes there was a beginning infinitely far away and the
universe is somehow on a journey from this point. But past eternal models are
not usually associated with such a point and so there is no such journey. It also
assumes there is a unique sense of “now” that the universe has to get to. But
relativity has no such moment.
To make the argument coherent one has to use a very non standard
interpretation of relativity that has virtually no support from the scientific
community. This non standard approach to relativity (known as the Neo
Lorentzian interpretation) leads to what philosophers call an A theory of time,
which has a definite “now”. The standard approach to relativity gives us
20
something philosophers call the B theory of time.
21

In a recent survey of philosophers the A theory was the least popular. Of
course this doesn’t prove the A theory is false. Perhaps physicists and
philosophers have got it wrong but the important point to note is that the line
of reasoning Justin uses with regards to past infinites requires that the A theory
is true. Since we don’t know the A theory to be true we shouldn’t be persuaded
by this line of reasoning.
It’s the fact that space-time becomes infinitely dense that allows one to
connect the singularity with a beginning. But if infinites are impossible why
believe in the singularity? And if you don’t believe singularities are real then on
what basis should we connect modern cosmology with an absolute beginning?
Ironically in many quantum approaches infinite density is impossible but that
opens the door to a past eternal universe.

Borde Guth Vilenkin
Justin then goes on to discuss the Borde Guth Vilenkin (BGV) theorem, which
some have claimed proves a beginning independent of any of the assumptions
we discussed above.
In our interview with Alan Guth (one of the theorems authors), he states it only
shows that inflation (a period of ultra rapid expansion believed to have
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occurred in our past) had a beginning, not that the universe had a beginning.
If you believe inflation is preceded by a quantum fluctuation from nothing (as
Vilenkin does) then this implies a beginning. But one can equally claim that
prior to inflation was contraction and then there is no beginning. Guth favors
the latter and Vilenkin the former. But the truth is no one knows what
happened before inflation and so no beginning is proven.
Vilenkin did claim the BGV proves a beginning and Justin quote’s him to this
effect. But he seems to have backed off this position, saying “Jaume Garriga

and I are now exploring a picture of the multiverse where the BGV theorem may
23

not apply” . According to Guth and Vilenkin, inflationary cosmology inevitably
24

leads to a multiverse. So the beginning Vilenkin often talks about is not the
beginning to our local big bang but a beginning to the multiverse. Here is how
Vilenkin describes the big bang “It is no longer a one-time event in our past:
multiple bangs went off before it in remote parts of the universe, and countless
25

others will erupt elsewhere in the future.”

Anthony Aguirre told us that these sorts of theorems can’t really show the
universe has an absolute beginning. Instead what they can show is that the
space-time that obeys the condition of the theorem has a past boundary. But
that doesn’t prevent the existence of another space-time on the other side of
the boundary that doesn’t obey the condition of the theorem. Aguirre claims
26
that the BGV doesn’t even prove inflation cannot be past eternal. Justin
claimed that the theorem is “widely accepted”.
27

But other cosmologists have agreed with Aguirre including Leonard Susskind
28
and Yasunori Nomura, both of whom argue for a past eternal multiverse
although for different reasons. Even if they are wrong and the multiverse does
have a beginning, it's not a beginning we are likely to ever confirm with
observations. As Guth said: “I expect that any detailed consequences of such a
theory would be completely washed out by the eternal evolution of the universe.
Thus, there would be no way of relating the properties of the ultimate origin to
29
anything that we might observe in today's universe.” This represents a serious
problem for theists claiming support for a beginning from science. They quote
observations backing a big bang and they quote Vilenkin’s use of the BGV

theorem. But it’s important to note the beginning Vilenkin is describing is not
our local big bang. So those observations have questionable relevance.

Fine Tuning
The multiverse also clearly undermines Justin’s next step. He argues that the
constants of nature are delicately fine tuned for life and this requires a God to
do the tuning. He compares it with rolling a dice and continually getting a 6.
Surely it’s more likely the dice was rigged than it happened by chance? We can
conclude this because we can compare the two probabilities. We know that
people can cheat at games of chance. But we don’t know that a conscious
being can change a constant of nature. So the justification that one has for a
dice game being rigged cannot be extended to the universe. To rule against
chance, we need to know the frequency of attempts. The chances of throwing
a fair coin and getting heads ten times in a row are 1,024 to 1. So we might ask,
what are the odds of someone being able to rig the outcome? Are they more or
less likely than 1,024 to 1? But what if we have actually made 1,024 attempts?
We no longer need to appeal to someone rigging the coin. High frequency can
overcome low probability. In a multiverse this frequency is potentially infinite.
A multiverse is not the only way to get a high frequency. Some have suggested
there is evidence the constants of nature vary within our universe and this
30

could achieve the same effect. Others have suggested a cyclic universe might
31

have varying constants between the cycles. Lee Smolin has suggested there
32

might be a selection effect. Perhaps black holes give rise to new universes
and so the universe that makes the most black holes will have a selection
pressure in favor of it. There would a sort of cosmic natural selection, but the
cosmos would not be selecting for life but for black holes.. Fortunately for life,
the two are associated with each other as life and black holes are fueled by
dying stars. Life would just be a happy by product of black hole selection. But
even if we knew nothing of any of these models (which we could bracket under
the term ‘world ensemble”) we would have to say the frequency of events for
the universe is simply unknown. And if the frequency of events is unknown
then it is not reasonable to rule out chance.
Moreover a key difference between rolling a dice and getting a life permitting

universe is a selection effect. Beings like us must find themselves in a universe
that has constants that are compatible with their existence. Note that with the
existence of many universes, this is nothing more than a statement of
consistent logic---to explain what *we* observe, we need to calculate
probabilities under the condition that we exist. In this sense, the example of
having only 6's in throwing a dice is completely irrelevant---there is no reason
that we exist only if the outcomes are all 6.
Imagine you have won the lottery but you know nothing of lotteries. The only
thing you are told is the odds of winning are astronomical. What should you
conclude? That a God picked out the winning lottery ticket for you?
Interestingly many people that have won the lottery have claimed divine
33
intervention which shows how prone we are to misinterpreting rare events .
Maybe you could speculate there are lots of lottery tickets sold. Even if this
remained pure speculation it seems to be a very reasonable one. So even if we
had no independent reason for thinking there was any kind of world ensemble
we could be just as justified in believing in it on the basis of fine tuning as the
theist believes in God.
I was very flattered to find the scientific case for a multiverse is one issue where
Justin has changed his mind. On my third appearance on Justin’s show, I
argued that there were independent reasons for believing in a multiverse
coming from inflationary cosmology. Yet again I was surprised (as was Justin)
to find my Christian “opponent” pretty much agreed with everything I said. In
34
fact it seemed he was more convinced of the multiverse than I was! Justin had
to concede in his book that this was an “important lesson in humility…I had
overstated the case against the multiverse... Nevertheless Phil’s intervention
hadn’t persuaded me that fine tuning is a dead end”.
I’ll try and do that now.
Justin states that the multiverse can never be “physically confirmed”. But a
number of empirical probes of the multiverse were discussed in our film on
eternal inflation, something Justin saw in preparation for our show.
Cosmologists can probe the universe’s oldest light (the CMB) to see which
models of inflation are favored. When we interviewed George Efstahtiou who

gave the cosmology results for ESA’s Planck probe, he claimed Planck favored
models of inflation that lead to a multiverse, which is not surprising, as
according to Guth, virtually all models of inflation do this.
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There’s also the possibility of detecting a signature of bubble collisions within
the CMB, if we were lucky enough to bump into another universe in our past.
36
So far nothing definitive has been found. But with future polarization data, it
37
is still possible that such a signal could be found. Justin himself mentioned the
cold spot, an anomalous feature of the CMB that could be such a bubble
collision. Recently a more mundane explanation for the cold spot has been
38
ruled out, upping the probability that it’s from a bubble collision.
Another possibility has been proposed by Vilenkin and Guth. Super massive
black holes might be formed through universe bubble nucleation inside our
pocket universe. By measuring the masses of black holes in the early universe it
39
might be possible to test this scenario.
Steven Weinberg used the multiverse to predict the existence of dark energy
40
ten years before it was discovered. So we do have some physical evidence for
a multiverse. Is that enough? I don’t think so. We should be skeptical of such
claims until we have more evidence. But if one takes the view that one should
reject the multiverse due to a lack of direct empirical verification why not also
reject fine tuning itself? After all, we can’t empirically check that changing this
or that constant would prevent life. Roger Penrose has gone as far as to say
“the main thing that I am not happy about is that I don't see how we have the
remotest idea what would happen in a world where the constants of nature were
41
different”
Perhaps Sir Roger was using a bit of hyperbole. I think we can have ideas about
what would happen, but the important point is no one knows any way to test
this with observations. In science I think we shouldn’t ignore the work of
theorists and simulations but unless they can be confirmed by experiment we
should not treat them as fact. Maybe this would be tempting if no one could
find any flaw in the theory. But that is not the case with fine tuning. As we shall
see there are many papers claiming the constants of nature can be different

without preventing life.
Bill Craig in his debate with Sean Carroll, broadcast on Justin’s show, gave a list
of prominent physicists who think the fine tunings are real. Some of these
physicists I have personally met and they told me they are not convinced by
42
most case of fine tuning. Alan Guth is one; Roger Penrose as described
43
above, is another. Both Penrose and Guth have written extensively on the two
very examples of fine tuning that Justin uses in his book.
Justin states the low entropy of the universe is fine tuned, something inspired
by the work of Penrose who said “this now tells how precise the Creator's aim
must have been, namely to an accuracy of one part in 10 to the 10 to the 123rd
44
power. This is an extraordinary figure.”
When Penrose talks of a creator he’s using the phrase metaphorically, implying
that the low entropy state could not have been selected at random. Secondly
as pointed out by Sean Carroll in the same debate, the low entropy of the
universe is not fine tuned for life. The entropy could have been enormously
higher and life would still be fine. I asked Penrose if he agreed with Carroll on
this and he enthusiastically replied yes, adding it’s not really a case of fine
tuning at all! What Penrose suggests is that there must have been a pre big
bang state that effectively forced the big bang into a low entropy state. This is
something many of the cosmologists I have interviewed agreed with, although
they have different mechanisms to achieve it. So rather than pointing to the
conclusion Justin wants: God. The low entropy state, according to the very
scientists that are often quoted by theists, may imply a conclusion they don’t
want, a pre big bang universe.

Gravity
The next example Justin gives is the force of gravity “gravity acts a universal
superglue...Were the force of gravity ever so weaker than it is, the glue would
become too weak, and no objects of any sort would be able to form…Science
tells us that if differed from its value by one part in 10^60 then the universe as
we know it would not be able to exist. “

There is an obvious problem with this statement. We don’t know what the
strength of gravity actually is to that level of precision. Scientists have made
dozens of attempts to measure it and most of them come up with quite
45
different values. But if G can’t vary by 60 decimal places, then all but one of
these values should be ruled out. So my challenge to Justin is to tell us which
one of the many estimates is the right one.
It is perhaps more meaningful to talk about fine tuning in terms of what are
known as dimensionless constants. In other words the ratio of one constant to
another. So, discussing about the strength of gravity is equivalent to discussion
of variations of other (mass) scales in the theory.
What I think Justin really means is that a ratio called Omega is fine tuned to 60
decimal places. Omega measures how flat the geometry of the universe is. It
was known to be close to 1 for our current universe, but this seemed like an
unstable solution. Bob Dicke pointed out that Omega had to be 1 to an
accuracy of 15 decimal places one second after the big bag, to allow for life.
The discrepancy between 15 and 60 decimal places depends on how far you
46
extrapolate back, go all the way to the Planck epoch and the number is 59,
one second after the big bang it’s 15.
As we don’t understand the physics of the Planck epoch it may not be
appropriate to extrapolate as far as Justin does. But Dicke’s calculation
depended on gravity always being attractive. Guth argues that the early
universe underwent a period of rapid expansion called inflation. Inflation was
described by a phase transition known as super cooling which leads to
gravitational repulsion and so Dicke’s calculations are turned upside down.
Omega can start anywhere at all and will be driven to one during inflation.
Guth famously wrote in his notebook: ”spectacular realisation, this kind of super
cooling can explain why the universe today is so incredibly flat and hence the
resolve the fine tuning paradox pointed out by Dicke”.
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This is considered such an important breakthrough that this page of Guth’s
notebook is now on display at the Adler planetarium.
Since Guth’s work other cosmologists have claimed alternative ways to solve

the flatness problem, so even if inflation is wrong that doesn’t justify Justin’s
48
answer of God. These alternative solutions yet again imply a pre big bang
universe. Most cosmologists probably accept inflation however as, unlike God,
it seems to predict the right statistical properties of the CMB. The low entropy
state and omega are not the only examples of potential scientific resolutions to
fine tuning. Some papers have argued the cosmological constant does not
49
50
need to be fine tuned, others that weak force needs no fine tuning, and
51
others still that the strong force can vary without any problem for life .
Scientific American ran the following editorial comment as a result of some of
these papers: “These finding suggest the universe may not be as finely tuned for
52
life as previously thought” .
Of course there are many cosmologists on Craig’s list who are genuinely
persuaded of fine tuning and there may well be more papers claiming the
reality of fine tuning than its opposite. But most of those names are also
53
persuaded of some type of world ensemble too. And I suspect there are more
papers arguing for the reality of such a structure than not. So appeals to
popularity amongst prestigious scientist are a double edged sword for the
theist.
It’s worth looking at one last example of fine tuning that Justin raised in a blog
post but didn’t discuss in his book. “For instance the cosmological constant (the
dark energy density of the universe) is fine-tuned within 1 part in 10^120. If it had
been wide of that tiny mark then the universe would either have expanded too
rapidly for galaxies and stars to form or it would have collapsed in on itself before
anything formed.”
Like the entropy of the early universe, Justin is conflating two different notions
of fine tuning. One way to define fine tuning is to ask if a value for a constant is
“natural”. In other words, dimensionless numbers in physics shouldn’t be too
large or too small. Another is the one used by theists, implying a parameter
can’t differ by much without being fatal for life. In the case of the cosmological
constant (CC) one is able to use quantum theory to calculate its value and the
number we get is spectacularly wrong. It comes out as 120 orders of magnitude
too high. However these calculations are very difficult to do and scientists
thought there must be some symmetry principle that cancels out the huge

term they were getting and sets the CC to zero. But after 1998 and the
discovery of dark energy, it would have to cancel out to almost zero, but not
quite, and this is the sense in which the CC is fine tuned to 120 decimals places.
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It seems like an “unnatural solution”. The dominant explanation of the CC
problem is the multiverse. Some have argued that fine tuning is actually
evidence for a multiverse. Another approach is to argue we are doing the
calculations wrong. Some have suggested we need to modify our basic
55

equations and then the CC problem goes away . George Ellis is a Christian
cosmologist who favors this approach. His criticism of the multiverse is often
56

quoted by theists, but they usually fail to mention this.

Not all physicists agree these are problems for example Sabine Hossenfleder
questions how we can determine the probability of a constant
“Whatever the curvature parameter, the probability to get that
specific number is zero regardless of its value. So the argument
is bunk. Logical mush. Plainly wrong. Why do I keep hearing it?
Worse, if you want to pick parameters for our theories
according to a uniform probability distribution on the real axis,
then all parameters would come out infinitely large with
probability one. Sucks. Also, doesn’t describe observations*.
And there is another problem with that argument, namely,
what probability distribution are we even talking about? Where
did it come from? Certainly not from General Relativity because
a theory can’t predict a distribution on its own theory space.
More logical mush.”57
It’s true if the CC was much larger life would be in trouble. But not by 120
decimal places. In fact some estimates have said it could be as much as two
orders of magnitude higher than its current value without threatening the
58
existence of life. It could also be much smaller without threatening life. Ten
times smaller is no problem; a trillion times smaller is no problem. Don’t
believe me? Just look up what cosmologists thought the cosmological constant

was before 1998. They thought it was zero; nobody thought the world did not
exist as a result. A zero cosmological constant represents no problem for life.
Don Page, an evangelical Christian and well respected cosmologist, (who was
on Bill Craig’s list as supporting fine tuning) claimed the cosmological constant
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might even be evidence against fine tuning . This is because a small negative
value would be more conducive to life and hence if God was choosing the CC
for life we would expect him to choose a small negative value, but what we
observe is a small positive value.
Justin also rejects the multiverse because of Boltzmann brain’s (BB’s). This is
the ideas that in a multiverse there will be random fluctuations that give rise to
conscious brains in empty space. Given the large number of sterile universes,
BB’s will outnumber Normal Observers (NO’s) and so the fact that we are not
BB’S disfavors a multiverse.
But according to Guth the multiverse can fix the problems of a BB that exists
even in a single universe. In a single universe that expands forever, NO’s will
only exist near the beginning. BB’s will exist forever into the future and so
outnumber NO’s. In a multiverse both are infinite. In infinite sets it’s still
possible to do probability but one needs a counting procedure, what
mathematicians call “a measure”. So whether or not BB’s outnumber NO’s
depends on the measure. As scientists have found measures where NO
60
outnumber BB’s it seems this is not a very convincing argument.
I also find it ironic that many theists are convinced of the problem of BB’s even
though no one has ever observed one. Some papers have claimed that BB’s
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cannot even form and so this is a non-problem . Others argue that it might be
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possible to observe a BB, but it would not be possible to be a BB . Yet some of
those same theists that are convinced of BB’s seem unconvinced of evolution,
something supported by overwhelming evidence.
Justin claims that inflation itself needs fine tuning. There are certainly papers in
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cosmology that argue this, but others that argue against it. Justin gives no
reason to believe the former rather than the latter. Because inflation is eternal
it creates an infinite factor for the space-time volume and so as long the
probability of inflation starting is not zero it will eventually dominate the space

of probabilities. Hence Guth says that any low probability for inflation “is
simply irrelevant”. Again this material was all discussed in our film that Justin
saw. So it’s disappointing that he doesn’t engage with this argument but
merely repeats the theist line, that inflation needs fine tuning and Boltzmann
brains disproves a multiverse.
Justin is convinced that fine tuning is a huge problem and gives us three
possible explanations: necessity, chance or design.
He rules out chance because of the high probabilities involved. But in a
multiverse or some other type of world ensemble, this is clearly misguided. If
there are many universes having different properties, then there are some
universes in which the conditions to support life are met (although they are a
small fraction). Life would emerge *only* in these rare universes, as observers
like us.
He rules out necessity because there is no obvious reason why the constants of
nature take on the values they do. But several cosmologists we have
interviewed have suggested the constants may well be necessary. It’s true that
in string theory the constants seem to be able to take an enormous number of
possible values. So if string theory is right and we have understood it correctly
then necessity seems to be ruled out. This is an argument Bill Craig used in his
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debate with Sean Carroll . But the problem is we don’t know if string theory is
true. We don’t even know if we have understood it properly. And therefore we
cannot rule out necessity so quickly.
What about design? Well the problem here is that Justin isn’t just asking us to
believe in a designer, but an immaterial one. Whenever we see design by
agents we see they are physical, they need external energy to do their design
work. We also see that complex creatures capable of design arise after long
periods of evolution. We also see that the more complicated a designed object
is, the more the number of designers are needed.
Think of the Large Hadron Collider, one of the most complex objects on Earth.
It wasn’t designed by one person. So if cosmic design is like Earthly design,
shouldn’t we presume there are many designers? Design by a single immaterial
being that didn’t undergo evolution and doesn’t need any external energy

source, doesn’t seem to fit what we know about design at all. Theists merely
appeal to the similarities that suit and ignore the ones that don’t. As an atheist
then it seems this type of design is the least plausible of Justin three
explanations.
If however you already believe in God then perhaps you might be tempted, to
think of God as the best explanation. But recently some prominent theist
philosophers have argued this is a temptation that should be resisted. That the
fine tuning argument is not a good reason to believe in God and may not even
be compatible with the Christian theism they profess.
One such philosopher is Hans Halvorson, a Professor of Philosophy of Physics
at Princeton University. Halvorson argues that if God loves life and sets the
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odds for life then we should expect the odds for life to be high . But what is the
fine tuning really telling us? It implies the odds for life are low, so fine tuning
should be just as much of a mystery to the theist as to the atheist.
Let’s return to Justin’s dice example. If God wants the dice to land 6 every time,
he could make every side a 6. Therefore the fact that every side is not a 6 is not
consistent with the belief that God wants 6 every time. The actual analogy
Halvorson uses is to think of a giant urn filled up with a large number of purple
balls and one yellow ball. A ball is picked out and it’s yellow. What could explain
this unlikely event? The problem with appealing to a yellow ball loving God is
that it is hard to explain why the urn is filled up with mostly purple balls in the
first place.
In Christian theism God is the author of all reality and so he must have filled up
the urn. This is why I personally think fine tuning might be an argument that
could be used for deism, but not for theism. Perhaps theists think that deism is
just sort of halfway to theism. Arguments for deism aim to show there is some
sort of God, and then one can use the resurrection to prove it’s the Christian
God.
But in some ways the deist God is inconsistent with the theist God. In deism
the belief is that there is an intelligent creator of the universe but this creator
does not intervene in the universe after it’s created and is not necessarily
perfect and may not even have any of the Omni properties of the theist God

(all powerful, all knowing etc.). This is important because fine tuning seems to
imply there is some constraint on the designer’s choices. He has to rig the
game because the game is not set up for the outcome he wants. If the game
was set up for the preferred outcome, no rigging would be needed. That is why
fine tuning might support deism but it doesn’t support Christian theism.
But if fine tuning is an argument against Christian theism why is Halvorson still
a Christian? The answer may that he challenges the notion that probability for
life is small. One can imagine that constants of nature can take on literally any
value so there is no way to really calculate the probability of the observed
values. “If you claim that something is probable or not probable, you should only
say it if you have a measure, that’s if you have a rigorous mathematical way of
counting the possibilities... in no rigorous physics that I know of are there
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probability measures given over parameter spaces” .
Tim and Lydia Mcgrew, two prominent Christian’s philosophers who have both
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appeared on Justin’s show, make a similar argument . Notably they have
never been asked to make that argument on Justin's show.
Even Michael Demsbki, the darling of the intelligent design movement has
expressed serious reservation about fine tuning.
“I’m a professional probabilist, you assign probabilities against a
certain backdrop, a casual backdrop that allows you to asses
and assign number between 0 and 1 about how likely
something is. But it seems there is no real way to do this except
you have to then make some sort of assumptions was there
some quantum fluctuations or something , you have to get
behind the universe in some way and say this is how I’m going
to assign probabilities but there is no way to back that up
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empirically.”

Skeptical Theism
Hud Hudson is a theologian keen to use a defense against the problem of evil
known as skeptical theism. This argues that in the face of apparent gratuitous
evils we cannot know the potential value of outweighing goods. Consider that

God could have created beings that don’t occupy physical bodies and so
there’s really no need for him to fine tune the universe at all. The fine tuning
proponent must assume that it’s a good thing for God to create embodied
conscious agents with regular laws, but then that assumes knowledge of what
God would find good. Why then shouldn’t we also assume that God would have
stopped the holocaust? Since God didn’t stop the holocaust then the theist
must appeal to what Hudson calls “epistemic humility” i.e. we don’t know what
God would find good, an assumption needed to advance fine tuning. As
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Hudson wants to keep skeptical theism he argues we must reject fine tuning .
These are powerful arguments yet Justin does not engage with them. One
argument Justin does engage with is that the constants of nature must be
suitable for life otherwise we wouldn’t be here to observe them. So the present
value of the constants of nature should not be surprising. The response given
by Justin is John Leslie’s analogy of a firing squad. Suppose you are about to be
executed by a firing squad and all of the marksmen miss, after your miraculous
survival you say there’s nothing to explain, if they hadn’t missed I wouldn’t be
here to ask why. Isn’t it more reasonable to think there is some explanation as
to why they all missed? It seems likely intelligent intervention is the best
response. Perhaps the marksmen were bribed by someone that wanted you to
live. But in the firing squad case, you have a reasonable expectation based
upon experience of what you should expect under normal circumstances. Every
time the firing squad has shot in the past they’ve hit their mark.
But we can’t do this for the universe. How many times have we seen universes
come into being? Only once and therefore we can’t have the same confidence
for what the universe should look like under normal circumstances as we do for
the firing squad. We also have experience of people taking bribes; we know this
happens with non trivial frequency.
But again we don’t know that immaterial minds exist and we don’t know that a
mind can change the constants of nature at will. In the firing squad case we do
not need to appeal to intelligent intervention. Perhaps there was an unusual
gust of wind. Maybe the entire platoon was using the same type of gun that
had a flaw only present in some unusual temperature that was present that
day. These may be chance events but they may be more likely to happen than

simply assuming the marksmen all happened to miss by coincidence. The firing
squad analogy is just not a good one for the universe.

Waste of Space
Another objection Justin covers is the waste argument. The majority of the
universe is mostly empty space; it’s actually hostile to life. The vast majority of
the history of the universe also seems to be hostile to life. But according to
Justin this vast waste of space and time is actually needed. We need time for
stars to burn their fuels to make the materials for us and the universe is
expanding, so that explains why it’s so big. It’s not really a waste at all. But
again the problem is that whilst under naturalism we may need time for stars
to burn their fuel, this isn’t true under theism. God could just make the
elements ex-nihlo. So again the theist is trying to have their cake and eat it.
For many theists, God creates life via super natural act. But why is this
necessary if the universe is delicately fine tuned for life? Just as it doesn’t make
sense to assume Harry Potter would spend time fine tuning the aerodynamics
of his broom stick for flight, it shouldn’t make sense to think God would need
to fine tune the constants of nature.
We can summarise the fine tuning argument as asserting that the probability
of life under theism is high and low under atheism. But this line of argument is
extremely dubious. We don’t really know the probability of either. Why should
we expect the probability of life to be high under theism? If God wants
fellowship with other conscious beings he can create disembodied conscious
agents ( isn’t that what populates heaven?) so there seems to be no a priori
reason to think the probabilities of life under theism are actually high. It’s a
probability derived from one observation and after the facts are already known
and that should make us deeply suspicious. It’s also no part of atheism to say
that constants of nature must be randomly chosen. This may or may not be
true given atheism. And our confidence in determining probability is further
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undermined by a point made by Sean Carroll and Alan Guth . Imagine we
were given the value of all the constants and the laws and were asked to
predict if our universe has life in it. Could we do it? It seems the answer is no,
we would for example, mistakenly presume that the matter and anti matter

would annihilate each other and create a sterile universe. We would get a false
negative for the one case we can actually observe. So should we really have
such high confidence in all the negatives that we can’t observe?
As a mathematician once told me, if you find an extremely unlikely outcome
the first time you do an experiment, the best explanation may be that you were
wrong that the outcome was extremely unlikely.
Let’s imagine the probability for life was actually high. It’s not hard to imagine
a reverse fine tuning argument in this case. God so loves life he made it so that
every possible value for the constants supports life. Surely the theist would
claim that too would be a miracle that proves his existence. In an atheistic
universe the laws must be such that they allow for life as long as life and laws
exists. But under theism these are an optional extra. God does not need life
permitting constants. So fine tuning is not a prediction of theism.
Justin himself formulates the argument as a best explanation. But good
explanations have uncontroversial assumptions, assumptions that don’t
conflict with what we know, assumptions that are not grandiose and lead to
testable predictions. The assumption of an immaterial mind that can do
anything does not meet these criteria and so should be rejected as a best
explanation.
Even it was the best explanation that should not mean it’s a convincing one.
Imagine you are a detective in a murder, you have two suspects. One has three
alibis and the other four. The best explanation is clearly the one with three
alibis. But is it good enough? Would you really convict someone of a crime if
they had three alibis? Perhaps in this case the best thing to do is to recognize
that even your best explanation just isn’t good enough and one should simply
admit that the mystery is unsolved.

Mathematics
This also applies to Justin’s last argument in this chapter, for the applicability of
mathematics to the universe. He quotes the physicist Eugene Wegner who
talks of the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics. Justin again appeals to
God as the best explanation. But why is it unreasonable to assume

mathematics should describe the universe if it’s governed not by a mind but by
natural laws? If God frequently performs miracles, can we really say there is so
much regularity in the world? We are being asked to believe that God sets up
immutable mathematical relationships in the world only to suspend them
every time he does a miracle.
Of course you can imagine that God is a great mathematician and so used
mathematics for his master design. We can use elegant mathematics to
describe the evolution of the universe because God is an elegant designer. If
we move away from cosmology to geology though we find the elegant
mathematics is gone. There is no known way to predict Earthquakes with some
simple formula. In fact at the moment we cannot predict Earthquakes at all.
Predicting the weather more than a few days out seems to be practically
impossible as the system is so chaotic.
If God loves elegant mathematical formulas why do they not apply here? Let’s
not forget that Einstein resisted quantum theory because he refused to believe
that universe should have such inbuilt randomness. We can use quantum
theory to very precisely predict when half of a radioactive substance will decay
but we can’t predict which half. Why should this be so under theism? Again
have no doubt the theist will say that too was all parts of Gods intention.
Theism makes no predictions for the world we see but there is no limit to the
phenomenon that it can claim credit for using post hoc explanations. This is the
real problem with the God hypothesis; because God is assumed to be able to
do anything, and his intentions are mysterious, he can be made to fit anything
we observe. The input assumption and the output explanation are essentially
the same thing and that is not a feature of a satisfactory resolution to the
mysteries or our existence. So Justin’s claim that God is provides a convincing
explanation for our existence should be rejected.

Chapter Three
Making Sense of Morality Without God
Michael Brady

I like Justin Brierley. By every indication he is a good man, a generous
professional, a thoughtful Christian, a loving husband, and a doting father. He
thinks he is all these things because his God made him that way. I propose
there are other sources from which flow his amiable disposition. Let’s begin
with the ending of Justin’s third chapter.
I have tried to persuade you of two things in this chapter. First, that humans
have a real inherent worth and dignity that transcends a purely evolutionary
story of how morality came to be. Second, if humans have such value then it
only makes sense if there is someone beyond nature who can assign them such
value, the God who created them in his own image. I believe that the
conclusion flows naturally once you have accepted the first premise – that
humans are intrinsically bound to that objective moral realm of right and
wrong.
Atheism cannot account for such a world. That’s why God is the best
explanation for human value. (70)
These are assertions upon which not everyone agrees. We’ll take up these
ideas one by one. As we move through Justin’s arguments that God is the only
way to make sense of human value. Let me propose a few questions. With
regard to concepts of meaning, value, and purpose, could God have willed
otherwise? Could He have assigned you other meanings, values, or
purposes? Are rights granted or are they taken? Can a person’s worth be
assigned by another? Is assigned value intrinsic or extrinsic? Is our morality
better if God imposed it upon us, or is it more impressive if it is in fact the result
of natural processes?

Moral Argument
There exists a Moral Argument for God. It goes like this:

1. If there is no God, objective moral duties and obligations do not exist
2. Objective moral duties and obligations do exist
3. Therefore God exists
Let’s tease this apart, shall we?
Premise One: If there is no God, objective moral duties and obligations do not
exist. Some question whether or not God is merely a creator or a
lawgiver. What if a Deist creator God fired things up, became an absentee
landlord, and said “You’re on your own?” But the evangelical Christian says his
God is a personal God who set down rules and communicates them to him via
ancient texts, and by those who interpret them for him.
There are arguments for alternatives to God-given objective morality. Some,
such as philosopher Erik Wielenberg, argue that objective morality might be a
sort of brute fact of the universe and need not come from God. Some, question
the value of arbitrarily assigned values. Others admit that the arguments for
morality without a divine lawgiver must necessarily be subjective. But what if
moral duties and obligations were simply ubiquitous, universal behaviors seen
in successful social species?
Premise Two: Objective moral duties and obligations do exist. Agreed. Or at
least it seems so. Unless one is a sociopath, each and every human being has
an innate moral sensibility. This intuition that there is right and wrong,
equitable and unfair, true and false, and that in all cases the former is better
than the latter. Where do these intuitions come from? The theist argues that
their creator wrote the moral code upon our hearts; we know right from wrong
because we were formed in God’s image.
One might as easily argue that our moral code is written so deeply upon our
bones that we have mistaken it for being God-given. Other animals have been
practicing pro-social behaviors for millions of years. Empathy, reciprocal
altruism, mutual defense, self-sacrifice, sharing, displays of affection,
demonstrations of kindness, and the ability to play aggressively without harm,
are all behaviors that benefit populations that practice them. Clades –
concentrations of alleles – thrived, reproduced, and were reinforced, while
groups prone to dysfunction were torn apart by internal strife or by external
competitors.

What is different about mankind? Speech mostly. We are one of the few
animals we know of who can describe the world, our place in it, and our own
behavior. Morality is a human word given to prosocial behaviors practiced on
this planet for millions of years before humanity had the ability to discuss it.
We gave these behaviors a name: morality. With the gift of speech came to the
ability to rationalize our views of morality. How should we act toward one
another? Sometimes that means we justify sticking with old behaviors,
protecting the status quo, not rocking the boat. If it’s not broken, don’t fix it.
Sometimes it means a breakdown in our commitments to actions we
previously regarded as good, or acceptable, or understandable. And over time
it has meant we have increased our ability to include the family next door, the
people the next town over, or citizens of other countries in the circle of people
we care about, our “in-group.”
Premise Three: Therefore God exists… Hold on a minute! Premises One and
Two are far from agreed upon. Even if they were, what sort of God would be
proven by this argument? A God of the Philosophers into whose character
humanity has managed to shoehorn attributes such as goodness, holiness,
impeccability, righteousness, and veracity? Maybe. But would such a divine
lawgiver order his creatures to violate the very objective moral duties and
obligations he communicated to us? Can the Old Testament God of Hebrew
scriptures be the author of the goodness written upon our hearts?

Euthyphro’s Dilemma
“If something is good simply because God commands it, that
makes morality arbitrary. God could theoretically make anything
good or evil. But if God commands something because he already
knows it’s good, then that makes God redundant – the moral
value exists independently of him.
Philosophers such as William Lane Craig have offered a third
option. Craig explains that ‘God wills something because he is
good. That is to say, it is God’s own nature which determines
what is the good.’ On that basis God’s commands reflect his own
nature of compassion, justice, and love.” (65)

So the Christian God can do nothing that is not good, by definition? Every act,
every utterance is a reflection of his perfect goodness? The difficulty in
assigning this sort of goodness to the deity worshipped by the Hebrew is that
He ordered acts which our internal moral compass tells is wrong. When the
God of the Old Testament ordered genocide, ethnic cleansing, infanticide, the
murder of pregnant women, marital rape, and the taking of pre-teen girls as
war prizes. Does he make such acts good? Suddenly, and counter-intuitively,
the proscriptions against murder, theft, and coveting are no longer absolutes.
Such acts become merely prohibited until ordered, at which time they become
not only good but obligatory? Failure to commit such acts when ordered by
God – because they offend our own God-given moral sensibilities – become a
sin? What has happened here?

The Hard Passages
Justin responds to five common objections to Christian arguments in favor of a
God given morality. Number three is:
That’s all very well, but how can your God be the source of
morality when the bible is so full of immorality?
“This is a bit of a red herring. It changes the topic of conversation
to a different subject – whether the Bible is a good source of moral
teaching. There’s nothing wrong with the question, and every
Christian needs to consider how they should interpret the sweep
of Scripture, including the hard parts of the Old Testament we
normally skip over. But that’s a separate debate.”
“The moral argument only deals with the beliefs you personally
hold. You don’t need to believe in the Bible to acknowledge that
objective moral values exist, and require a moral lawgiver.” (64)
Justin calling this question the red herring is in fact the red herring. He is
uncomfortable and uncertain about how to interpret these passages. Good for
him; he and other Christians should be uncomfortable. But one cannot “have
one’s cake and eat it.” The evangelical Christian believes that the bible is the
source of all information about his God.

“All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking,
correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of
God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.” 2
Timothy 3:16-17
What’s more, the evangelical holds that the bible is the inerrant word of
God. When God or his prophets are quoted as saying “Thus saith the LORD” we
are expected to believe that God actually said it, and meant it. If you elect to
take the good while discarding the bad you are editing your bible.
Such a commitment to the inerrancy (however one chooses to define the term)
of the bible or worse, to biblical literalism (the belief that every word is
factually true), means everything has to work. Such literalism – Biblicism, if you
will – seems to result in casting one’s chosen bible as an object or worship in its
own right, as though the integrity of the entire book is much more important
than any one of the ideas contained within it. If everything simply has to fit
together, the Christian must not only study theology, select doctrine, and
engage in apologetic, he or she, must also perform a perverse sort of
harmonization. Both birth narratives happened as described in the differing
accounts of Matthew and Luke. Jesus said four different sets of last words
during his crucifixion, but all of them were uttered. There were four different
perspectives on what happened Sunday morning at the tomb. But all of them
occurred as described.
The worst example of harmonization is when the evangelical Christian puts
himself or herself in the position of defending genocide, excusing ethnic
cleansing, pardoning the slaughter of toddlers, and explaining away marital
rape. All these things are reported as having happened in Old Testament times
and the bible says God gave the orders.
Skeptics are often accused of judging Bronze Age cultures of the Ancient Near
East in light of what is acceptable in 21st century culture. That, while we
believe in evolution, we’re not allowing for the evolution of culture. That we
have unrealistic expectations of what practices should and should not have
been acceptable in the Ancient Near East. That we fail to understand that God
has always worked within culture; he doesn’t ignore or defy culture. He
respects culture. God respects people.
If one “takes into account the context” of the hard passages Christians are

engaging in moral relativism rather than demonstrating the moral absolutes
they claim have been given to mankind by an all good lawgiver. Christian
relativism creates questions I’ve yet to hear an apologist answer. If it’s immoral
now, why wasn’t it then? If it was moral then, why isn’t it moral now?
A concept called “Skeptical Theism” is sometimes used to address the
apparent conflict between what God is supposed to be and what YHWH does
in the Old Testament. It’s possible that an all-good God nonetheless had
morally sufficient reason to drown all but eight members of humanity. YHWH
may well have known enough about Sodom and Gomorrah to rain fire upon
both cities and all their inhabitants but for one family. There may be reasons
beyond our understanding for the slaughter of all the firstborn of Egypt. Of
course skeptical theism is only invoked to explain away what appears to be unGodlike behavior. No Christian I know is comfortable with the suggestion that
everything God has communicated to them so far might all be a fiction
perpetrated in the interest in bringing the maximum number of future persons
voluntarily into a salvific relationship with the almighty. Christians quickly
demur at this point.
Some Christians are willing to go all in, and give it all to God. Under Divine
Command Theory (DCT) the fideist is committed to doing whatever his God
tells him to do. We correctly live in fear that such a person might experience a
mental health crisis. If a proponent of DCT decides God has told him to hate
minorities, engage in holy war, or annihilate his family, his God-given moral
compass will do nothing to redirect him.
There are simpler, kinder, less convoluted alternatives to interpreting the hard
passages:
1. The ethnic cleansing happened but only because the prophets
misunderstood what God said.
2. The slaughters occurred and the prophets lied about what God said.
4. The genocide was real but the editors, redactors, and compilers of the
Torah put the orders in God’s mouth.
3. It didn’t happen and the Exodus and Conquest of Canaan is merely a
myth of national origin written during the Babylonian captivity.
4. It didn’t happen and the stories are meant to serve some metaphorical
function in a complex Midrash.

All these options still put the vile utterances in God’s mouth, but one can
discard them when clinging to them becomes too discordant, too painful, or
too difficult. Of course such alternatives come at the cost of dispensing with
biblical literalism (certainly) and probably inerrancy.
Unfortunately, evangelicals are so committed to the truth of their book, it
seems they would rather believe in a God that orders the murder of children
than to admit the stories are not literally true. Ironically, this results in the
Christian – not the skeptic – engaging in moral relativism, making excuses for
murdering babies, raping war prizes, and beating slaves to death (but only if
they don’t die too quickly). This from the theist making the claim that our
moral intuitions were written upon our hearts by an all loving God. This from
the inerrantist who strains to harmonize Numbers 31:17-18 with Luke 18:1517. So, set aside for a moment the fundamentalist notion “The bible says, I
believe, and that settles it.” Set aside the idea that these things really
happened. Give some thought to why the Hebrews, or the Jews who compiled
the Tanakh, felt it necessary to describe their God this way.
What shall a person do if their innate, God-given moral compass conflicts with
God’s instructions?
Justin refers to three Unbelievable? episodes in this chapter. He correctly
identifies the moral center of several questions, but he fails to see that the
source of his moral sentiments once gave orders for precisely the behaviors he
finds abhorrent.

Ariane
Justin writes of his conversation with Ariane Sherine, the organizer of the UK
atheist bus campaign, which put posters on buses reading “There’s probably no
God. Now stop worrying and enjoy your life.” The discussion included an
examination of the morality of rape.
“I pressed again: barring such instances, can we at least agree
that rape for the purposes of power is absolutely wrong? Yes, she
agreed that was wrong.” (59)
Since we agree rape is always wrong, what shall we make of God’s instructions

for its application?
“When you go out to war against your enemies, and
the LORD your God gives them into your hand and you take them
captive, and you see among the captives a beautiful woman, and
you desire to take her to be your wife, and you bring her home to
your house, she shall shave her head and pare her nails. And she
shall take off the clothes in which she was captured and shall
remain in your house and lament her father and her mother a full
month. After that you may go in to her and be her husband, and
she shall be your wife. But if you no longer delight in her, you shall
let her go where she wants. But you shall not sell her for money,
nor shall you treat her as a slave, since you have humiliated
her.” Deuteronomy 21:10-14
If a modern soldier took a vanquished female captive after a battle, shaved her
head, locked her up in his house for a month, and then forced himself on her,
he’d be guilty of violation of the laws of war. He’d be correctly accused of
kidnapping, false imprisonment, physical and emotional abuse, and rape. He
would be keeping a sex slave. If delivered into the hands of the law, he’d be
imprisoned and his victim set free.
To this and other hard passages, Christians routinely make the relativistic
retort, that’s just the way things were in those days. That other tribes’ soldiers
just raped women on the battlefield. That in Jewish society unmarried women
were destined to poverty or prostitution. Rather than accepting such
equivocations as an excuse, why is this not seen as an indictment of Jewish
society? Under whose strict rules – and God-given morality – was Jewish
culture operating at the time?

Hemant and Leah
Recounting a 2012 discussion between Hemant Mehta and Leah Librescu,
Justin writes,
Mehta holds that morality is just what we’ve worked out to get
along in society, presumably as a result of evolution. However,
Librescu argues that whatever role evolution had, we still

believe we happen to have been delivered the ‘correct’ moral
framework for humans. After all, among gorilla populations the
practice of infanticide contributes to a stable society. If we’d
been determined a different way by evolution, we might do the
same. Was it just a massive stroke of good luck that we’ve
instead evolved in such a way that allows us to discover what’s
really good and evil? (61)
Our moral intuitions are not the result of luck, but of a very
successful process. A process that has led to a universally
recognized moral framework. A framework that is ubiquitous
and so deeply ingrained in us that some imagine it was
imprinted upon our hearts by God.
This living law requires a God behind it. (61)
We disagree on this point. I certainly don’t believe that our moral code was
inscribed on our hearts by the infanticidal God of the OT. If you, as
evangelicals, inerrantist, or literalist, believe in a God that orders the murder of
defenseless infants, toddlers, and pregnant women, you have much more work
to do to explain how or why that same God also provided you your moral
framework.
As for infanticide in the interest of social order…
“Moses and Eleazar the priest and all the chiefs of the
congregation went to meet them outside the camp. And Moses
was angry with the officers of the army, the commanders of
thousands and the commanders of hundreds, who had come from
service in the war. Moses said to them, ‘Have you let all the
women live? Behold, these, on Balaam’s advice, caused the
people of Israel to act treacherously against the LORD in the
incident of Peor, and so the plague came among the congregation
of the LORD. Now therefore, kill every male among the little ones,
and kill every woman who has known man by lying with him. But
all the young girls who have not known man by lying with him
keep alive for yourselves.” Numbers 31:13-18

Ravi Zacharias
Justin recalls a conversation with Ravi Zacharias, who claimed to have had a
conversation with a skeptic:
I said ‘Sir, I want you to ask you a question. If I took a two-yearold child and put that child on this platform, and took a sword
and cut that child up, ruthlessly to bits, would you think I’d done
something wrong?’ And he paused and he said to me, ‘I would
not like it, would not enjoy, but I can’t really say you would have
done something wrong.’ The people standing around me were
aghast. I said, ‘My dear friend, even you, while denying the fact
of evil and denying the face, the responsibility of evil, find it
inescapable to run from the feeling of evil.’ (62)
Whether this is another example of Zacharias’ glib sophistry or he really had
this conversation with an honest to God moral nihilist we may never know.
What I do know is that there are any number of passages in which YHWH, the
God of the Old Testament, part and parcel of the same Holy Trinity most
Christians believe in, is reported as having given the orders which resulted in
children being “cut up, ruthlessly into bits.” Not for nothing does the spiritual
“Joshua Fought the Battle of Jericho” end with the refrain “And the walls came
a-tumblin down…”
“So the people shouted, and the trumpets were blown. As soon as
the people heard the sound of the trumpet, the people shouted a
great shout, and the wall fell down flat, so that the people went
up into the city, every man straight before him, and they captured
the city. Then they devoted all in the city to destruction, both men
and women, young and old, oxen, sheep, and donkeys, with the
edge of the sword.” Joshua 6:20-21
We are horrified by such passages. And should be. We rebel against them. The
faithful still seek – some three millennia later – an explanation for how such
acts can be ordered by the same loving God who wrote our moral code upon
our hearts.

Success

Objective morality isn’t decided on by a popularity poll. Rather
these moral beliefs are objectively true because, when we look
inside ourselves, we know that they must always be true. (55)
I agree. Yet God’s will and whim with regard to his behavior - and more
importantly his instructions to his finite creatures - suggests that his morality is
indeed subjective and arbitrarily assigned. Christians engage in similar
subjectivity as well when they engage in cultural and moral relativism with
regard to the treatment of women, children, slaves, not to mention the
opponents of the Hebrews in the Old Testament. Our sense of what is moral
has evolved over time. Owning slaves, forcing oneself sexually upon one's wife
without her consent, and beating our children were all regarded as acceptable,
if not normal, at one time. There are rules for each behavior in the bible. Most
Christians have outgrown these concepts because the society in which they live
– family, clan, tribe, country – has outgrown the concepts expressed in the
book. Morality – secular and sectarian – has evolved. In some congregations
some Christian doctrine has evolved with the societies in which it resides. The
Christian’s bible has not.
The only way you can tell someone they ought to do something
(such as end the practice of FGM or not abuse children) is if
it’s really true. (56)
It is true. On this all sensible, compassionate, loving people are agreed. It’s
universal, or ought to be. It takes a theist to justify female genital mutilation
(FGM). Not Christians you say. True enough, I suppose. But what of male
circumcision? FGM is wrong as practiced by other cultures with other religions,
but circumcising boys (or adult slaves), cutting on their genitals without their
consent, was not only acceptable in the Old Testament, it was ordered by God
himself. The good news is that as a culture we are outgrowing the need to scar
the penises of our sons. Are we becoming more moral? Or is our sense of
morality – our ability to extend more rights, more consideration, more
compassion, to more people – evolving?
I believe that evolution is the source of the altruistic social behaviors we now
call morality or ethics. I believe that evolution, both biological and more
recently social, is the reason we are able to broaden our definition of those

encompassed by our ”in group,” thus entitled to our compassion and
empathy. Some of the myths found in the Christian bible strive to tell such a
story. It succeeds in some cases. It fails miserably in others. As a result,
Christianity has been the source of exquisite goodness and a regrettable
history of pain inflicted upon others.
Most atheists I meet affirm some sort of naturalism. Logically
their atheism commits them to the view that there is nothing
more in the universe that matter and energy that everything
consists of. Consequently, the most that our moral beliefs can
be are feelings pressed upon us by our evolutionary history. So
some people evolve a belief that racism is fine, while others
evolve a belief that racism is wrong. However, these are merely
opinions, useful perhaps for survival, but there’s no truth about
the matter. (58)
So what if all we are is “molecules in motion?” Another way to look at it is that
“We are stardust. We are the universe made manifest, trying to figure itself
out.” The elements that make up our bodies were forged by exploding stars
over billions of years. Our chemistry emerged from a primordial soup made of
meteors, comets, and belching volcanoes. Our bodies have been shaped by
countless iterations of trial and error. Our forebears evolved altruism,
empathy, and love for the community. Humanity has emerged with the ability
to reason, argue, and resolve differences of opinion. We have learned to
expand our definition of in-group to include all of humanity, raised the
possibility that other animals may be sentient, and that animals have feelings.
Not bad for molecules in motion.
Justin writes that atheists “deny the objectivity of moral values,
explaining that they are merely a social framework for living
that evolution has instilled in us.” (64)
There is nothing “mere” about our moral values. They are part and parcel of our
emergence as a sentient species and our astonishing abilities. They are not
merely a “social framework” they are burned into our bones, printed on our
genes, and are reflected in our behaviors from our first breath.
“Telling me how my morality came about doesn’t tell me why I
should therefore obey it.” (65)

Yet you do. Unless you engage in an awful lot of work to rationalize away
instincts imprinted upon us for millions of years you act guided by your
intuitive sense of “right and wrong.” You almost can’t not.
Most of us don’t run around doing whatever we can get away with. Most
people engage in prosocial behavior quite naturally. There are those who do
not – the sociopath, the mentally ill, and career criminals – but society applies
limits to them in the common interest. It’s interesting that I’ve met only one
self-professed moral nihilist in the wild. It seems that many Christians –
especially adult converts – claim they used to be rapacious anti-social nihilists. I
suppose I’m glad those who need such reward and punishment – carrot or stick
– structure have access to a religious system that supports them. I’m not as
worried as some that this is but a convenient fiction if the alternative is theft,
robbery, rape, and murder at the hands of the unrestrained, the anti-social, or
the ill at heart.
As for naturalistic expressions of the good, we might not be having this
dialogue if flourishing wasn’t better than suffering, life better than death, or
success better than failure. Perhaps you can’t derive an ought from an is, but
this system has been working since the dawn of life on our planet. It seems
unlikely the life would endure in any other way, here or on any other planet in
universe.
Objective? God-given? Perhaps not. But universal and ubiquitous? Certainly.

+++

David and Ed tackled the Jesus section of Justin's book. We decided that it
wasn’t worth it to chase the mythicist angle because few atheist even pursue
that line of argumentation. It remains somewhat of a mystery why Justin spent
so much time on it.
Instead, we chose to carry on with the assumption that Jesus was a real person
in history who was fairly represented by the gospels. If one starts with these
assumptions, would it be enough to make the Jesus of the Bible compelling?
We laid out several reasons why the answer is a resounding NO.
We also wanted to give the resurrection the maximum ground possible. Do we
have sufficient reason to believe it happened? And even if it did, what should
that mean for our lives? What if other resurrections happened such as the ones
claimed by the followers of Sathya Sai Baba? Would that be sufficient reason
to declare him lord of our lives and worship him as the god he claimed to be?
At best, we find Jesus to be an interesting figure who was hailed as a wise
teacher, and perhaps something more by his followers. He is also remembered
as a wonder worker. He joins the ranks of a whole host of such men. He has no
more claim to your devotion than any other. Here is our case:

Chapter Four
Why the Gospel According to Jesus Is Not Very
Good News
David Johnson

In his chapter on the real Jesus, Justin has invited us to sift through the various
legends, myths, and scant historical facts to determine which of the many
ideas about Jesus is actually true. Even Christian scholars are not in complete
agreement about this. So for my part, I am going to pass on the question
entirely.
Instead, I am going to take up a different question and examine the teachings
of Jesus. In this way, I am completely bypassing the question of historicity and
mythicism. For the sake of this exploration, let us all assume the historicity of
Jesus, and the Bible as an accurate, historical account.
In fact, we will grant everything Christians say about Jesus to the extent
possible. He was born of a virgin. He had an earthly ministry filled with
miracles. He was crucified by the Romans. He rose from the dead. He appeared
to some of his disciples after the resurrection. And some of them were on hand
to accurately record his final speech and ascension into heaven.
We are not going to debate or dispute any of these things in this chapter. If we
take all of Justin’s Jesus as read, we still have no reason to declare him lord of
our lives. In fact, the more we look at the biblical character known as Jesus, the
more we should look elsewhere for spiritual guidance.
If we just reduced the Bible to the red letters representing only the things Jesus
said and did, we would find little reason to like him, let alone, love him. We
would have plenty of reasons to doubt his judgement, his wisdom, his advice,
and his general approach to life.
Take away the miracles, and he is not even a particularly good teacher. There is
even enough in the gospels that allows one to reasonably question his morals.
Here is my case for why the gospel according to Jesus is not very good news at

all. In fact, it is just the opposite:

Broadway
Go in through the narrow gate. The gate to destruction is wide,
and the road that leads there is easy to follow. A lot of people go
through that gate. But the gate to life is very narrow. The road
that leads there is so hard to follow that only a few people find it.
Matt. 7:13-14
Whenever you encounter a street called Broadway, You will notice it has wide
sidewalks for pedestrians, lots of enticing shops, and of course, a broad, multi
lane street to accommodate lots of traffic, making passage as easy as possible.
That is how Jesus describes the street to hell. The road is wide and easy to
follow. Jesus imagined Broadway long before the city planners of Manhattan.
It’s too bad, really, considering how many people will be taking that road to
destruction. It even has a wide, accommodating gate. Any casual observer
would look at that street and think it was the one they were supposed to be on.
In actuality, the road to life that Jesus has prepared is described as not just
narrow, but very narrow. The road that leads there is so hard to follow that only
a few people find it. This should not be mistaken for unintended consequences.
Jesus designed everything about the path that leads to life. He made it
unattractive and excessively difficult on purpose.
So the first, and probably best reason why the gospel according to Jesus is not
such good news is that it necessitates that most people will not be able to use
it. The vast majority of people will be entering the destruction gate. The gospel
is simply not a saving message for most people who will ever live.
At this point, some Christians might want to quibble over a detail. Let’s grant
them the space for it here:

Hard to Follow, Hard to Find
I purposely used a translation that included the idea that the path is difficult to
follow. Most only say that few will find it. Most people making this objection

will know little about textual traditions. I don’t really care which reading you
prefer. There is enough ambiguity so that some translators believe the passage
is saying the road is difficult, as well as illusive.
But remove the bit about the road being hard to follow. And what yet remains
is a road that is hard to find. At the end of the day, it amounts to the same
thing. The road is hard to find. And you can’t exactly follow a road that you
can’t find.
One might further object that the road is easy to find. Most people don’t find it
because they are not seeking it correctly. This does not save the passage. If
everyone is blind, they will not find the road. Yet they easily find and follow this
other road. So comparatively speaking, the good road is made more difficult
than the bad one. Most people will still be lost.
Jesus is okay with the kingdom being a tough acquisition. Remember these
parables?
“The Kingdom of Heaven is like a treasure a man discovered in a
field. In his excitement, he sold everything he owned to get
enough money to buy the field—and get the treasure, too!”
“Again, the Kingdom of Heaven is like a pearl merchant on the
lookout for choice pearls. He discovered a real bargain—a pearl of
great value—and sold everything he owned to purchase it!” Matt.
13:44-46
In the first story, we can imagine land rich with oil deposits as the treasure. The
man had to first be able to recognize the treasure and know how to use it. Then
he had to have enough money in assets to buy it. This is very exclusive. Most
people would not have qualified.
The second example is the same. The character was an expert in precious
jewels. He presumably had plenty of money and lots of pearls. He needed a
professional’s eye to recognize the value in the one pearl. And he had enough
resources to acquire it.
All of the kingdom parables are similar. In some way or another, acquiring it is
extremely difficult, and requires great sacrifice. It will cost you everything to
get it, including familial and social connections. So when Jesus says that the

path to the good gate is narrow, he is embracing the imagery of a path that is
difficult to travel, and for most, will be difficult if not impossible to find.

Poorly Marked
Even if you intentionally avoid the broad gate and go for the narrow one, you
might still be on the wrong path. That is because there are apparently a lot of
narrow gates that are the wrong path. The right one is not clearly marked. The
scariest passage in the Bible speaks to this point:
“Not all who sound religious are really godly people. They may
refer to me as ‘Lord,’ but still won’t get to heaven. For the decisive
question is whether they obey my Father in heaven. At the
Judgment many will tell me, ‘Lord, Lord, we told others about you
and used your name to cast out demons and to do many other
great miracles.’ But I will reply, ‘You have never been mine. Go
away, for your deeds are evil.” Matt 7:21-23
This passage presents a scenario where believers have done their best to follow
the correct path. They were evangelistic, and even were granted the power to
cast out demons. This means that even when god is working through you to
perform miracles, it is no indication that you are on the right path.
This is worth taking another pass. Jesus has made it clear that demons cannot
cast out demons. That means that if demons are being cast out, it has to be
god doing it. We are asked to believe Jesus is of god because of his miracles.
But if genuine exorcists do not have god’s favor, why should we accept any
miracle as god’s validation of the miracle worker?
The bottom line is there is no way to tell if you are on the right path. And you
may not find out until after you die, having your expectations dashed by a god
who declares that he never knew you. Granting the gospel all its points, the
good news is still bad news for most people, including many Christians.

Coercion
And then he told them, “You are to go into all the world and
preach the Good News to everyone, everywhere. Those who

believe and are baptized will be saved. But those who refuse to
believe will be condemned.” Mark 16:15-16
That is quite the sales pitch. Believe or be condemned! I’m not sure how that
differs from conversion by sword. Believe or perish! Just to add some modern
context, Grant me sexual favors or be fired, might also go well on the list.
Any talk of hell renders all other motives for faith moot. If you learn of the
tortures of hell as a child, you are going to do everything in your power to avoid
it. If that means you have to believe with all your heart things that don’t seem
to make sense, you are going to believe them with all your heart.
It doesn’t even matter if hell is real. It only matters that the victim believe it is
real, and believe that it will be torturous in some way. If the price for avoiding
that fate is that you must convince yourself to believe 6 ridiculous things
before breakfast every morning. That is what you will do.
Another thing you might be inclined to do is convince yourself that you love
Jesus. It is curious how often the Bible commands the reader to love the lord.
We know from experience that love cannot be commanded, especially when
there is a punishment associated with the failure to love. To say, Love me, or
else, is the best method of ensuring you will never attain it.
Imagine your daughter bringing home a new fiancé that she has never
mentioned. She plans to elope with him the next day. Concerned on a number
of levels, you ask only one question: Do you love him?
She tells you to stop being ridiculous. Of course she loves him. After all, he said
that he would beat her, and torture her, and kill her if she didn’t love him. Now,
how do you feel about it?
The bride of Christ said, I do, with a gun pointed at her head. The Groom stood
there, all smiles, and dashing in his tux, while his groomsmen held assault rifles
with fingers on the trigger. How many of his brides would have given a
different answer without the guns, and the freedom to walk away unmolested?
The world will never know.
And the coercion doesn’t stop there. The manipulation continues:
If you really love Me, you will keep (obey) My commands. John

14:15
I like the way the Amplified puts it because it is more in keeping with the way
we would say it today. And it makes it easier to recognize the manipulative
nature of the passage. Just think of all the evil, twisted, manipulative things
that started with, if you really love me.
First, Jesus tries to compel love by command and coercion. Then, he layers
manipulation on top of that to force obedience in a way that perverts the very
idea of love. Tying obedience to love is the recipe for making sycophants.
Servile obsequiousness in a person forced to live in submission to superior
power should never be confused with love. But it’s good enough for Jesus.

Bloody
The third reason why the gospel according to Jesus does not qualify as good
news is because of all the blood required to make it work. It is one of those
things that seems like a good idea until you learn the price.
Imagine yourself in a bad situation with a lender. So you go to a person based
on a friend’s recommendation. The person has a reputation for being able to
help people in your situation.
Taking your case, the enforcer tells you that you don’t have to worry about
your debt. It is all taken care of. You are elated. And ask how he accomplished
such a positive result so quickly. He tells you a story that involves horse heads,
and… If you have ever seen any mob movies, you get the idea.
Fighting revulsion and nausea, you finally realize who you are dealing with.
And you realize that the price was too high. In accepting the help, you have
become an accessory to murder, and worse. Furthermore, you are now
beholden to a monster who can easily turn against you.
Welcome to Christianity. Before signing up with Jesus, you should have read
the fine print:
In fact we can say that under the old agreement almost
everything was cleansed by sprinkling it with blood, and without
the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of sins. Heb. 9:22

Try to put this into a modern context so that you can fully grasp how dark this
is. What civilized culture still believes that there can be no forgiveness without
the shedding of blood? How would that even work?
Two ranchers talk amicably across a fence. One says to the other, “That tree of
yours fell on my side of the fence and killed one of my sheep. I would love to
forgive you for it but I am going to first have to shoot your dog. You know the
rules. There can be no forgiveness without blood.”.
For god, every offense is a death penalty offense. No matter how minor the sin,
something has to die. This is what the animal sacrifices of the Old Testament
were all about. In god’s economy, the only thing that pays for sin is blood.
Theoretically, the New Testament does not improve the situation at all. Your
sin is still eliminated by blood. The only difference is that it takes it from an
animal sacrifice to a human sacrifice. The thing you have to remember about
Jesus is that regardless of his godhood, he was fully human. The sacrifice of
Jesus would have been meaningless had he not been fully human.
So you find yourself in court. And the judge says that he will release you from
your debt. But somebody has to die. The judge is going to have to order the
grizzly execution of your son. Of course that is unacceptable. So the Judge,
being a good man, decides to kill his own son instead.
Father of the year.
If I really am a guilty man worthy of death, it is not a good person who offers
his child in place of my guilty, no good self. Only a crazy person would do that.
And the type of crazy we’re talking about is a dangerously, criminally kind of
crazy.

Unfair
The gospel as presented by Jesus leaves most of the world unsaved and
condemned. It lures victims by coercion. And it is administered by a mobster
who has turned it into a bloody mess. As if that was not enough, the whole
thing is completely unfair.
We start with the aspect of the good news that is intuitively wrong to our

modern sensibilities:

Substitutionary Atonement
The basic idea of substitutionary atonement is that you committed a crime and
someone else pays the penalty. This runs counter to our sense of what is just
and fair. The whole point of a penalty is that it causes discomfort and
inconvenience to the person guilty of the crime.
However, it cannot be an effective measure if someone else pays the fine for a
chronic speeder. That $500 ticket means nothing as long as there is a wealthy
uncle willing to foot the bill. The idea behind the fine is that the one receiving
the ticket will be a safer driver. That does not happen if he suffers no penalty
for his actions.
The injustice of it becomes even more apparent when we consider more
serious crimes. A person who is supposed to go to jail after robbing a bank
neither learns a lesson nor pays a debt to society if someone else is jailed in his
place.
The situation moves from absurdity to untenable when we add capital crimes
into the mix. A pedophile, rapist, murderer heads for the gallows, only to be
met by a judge and set free back into the world. Someone with the superpower
of being unable to die for more than three days at a time steps in to take the
rope.
Not only has justice not been served, but society is in worse condition than
before. It has one less good person. And a bad person has learned that he
doesn’t have to pay for his crimes. There is no scenario where this is a just
system. Interestingly, it wasn’t always like that.

The Soul That Sins
“‘What?’ you ask. ‘Doesn’t the son pay for his father’s sins?’ No!
For if the son does what is right and keeps my laws, he shall surely
live. The one who sins is the one who dies” Ez. 18:19-20
This bit of intuitive wisdom was shocking to the Jews at the time because that
is not the system they were under. The following is more what they were used

to:
Forgive us, even though you have said that you don’t let sin go
unpunished, and that you punish the father’s fault in the children
to the third and fourth generation. Num. 14:18
God was really big on punishing the children to the third and fourth generation
for the sins of the father. The staggering weight of this unfair system is readily
apparent. The curse would never be lifted as there would never be four
generations of people who didn’t sin. No wonder people were so desperately
begging for mercy.
It goes back to the creation story where two people commit a sin against god,
and all of their descendants pay for that sin forever. Original sin is the ultimate
generational curse. Christians are left to manage this tension of original sin and
individual justice.
Before moving on, one more example of god’s philosophy of justice might be
helpful:
Go and tell David, “The Lord has offered you three choices. Which
will you choose? You may have three years of famine, or three
months of destruction by the enemies of Israel, or three days of
deadly plague as the Angel of the Lord brings destruction to the
land. Think it over and let me know what answer to return to the
one who sent me.”
And David said to god, “I am the one who sinned by ordering the
census. But what have these sheep done? O Lord my God, destroy
me and my family, but do not destroy your people.” 1 Ch. 21:1112, 17
David had just committed the high crime of taking a census. God decided to
punish David by punishing the innocent people under his rule. If you recall the
tenth plague, that is just how god rolls.
David begs god to punish him and not his innocent subjects. But god’s sense of
justice required him to brutally murder many of the Israelites for a crime they
didn’t commit. All of this background is necessary for understanding the
mindset of the gospel inventors.

The Wages of Sin
The problem with the one to one justice of punishing the one who sins is that
everyone in the world needs to be punished. And the problem is magnified
once you realize that the only punishment god recognizes for any infraction is
blood. Something has to bleed and die.
That puts every person who has ever lived in the position of being guilty of a
capital crime for which they/we all deserve to die. The wages of sin is
death. We all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of god. The Christian
sense of justice is so out of step with reality that the only way to make things
right is for everyone to die. That is what justice demands.
So there is little wonder that the Christian reached back to original sin for the
solution. If one person could bring sin and death to the world, one person could
bring forgiveness and life to the world. One unfair situation was corrected the
only way it could be, with another unfair situation.
If humans could get unmerited guilt, they could get unmerited grace. This
means that a person who spent his life murdering and destroying can ask for
forgiveness just before he dies, and he will end up in heaven. This, while
another who spent her life as a good person will burn in hell because she was
raised in a muslim country, unable to do anything but follow tradition in her
region. What could be more unfair?

Unclear
The fifth reason the gospel is bad news is that it’s saving message is unclear.
One only need have a cursory glance over the landscape of christendom to spot
the fault lines dividing believers on substantive issues. There is a veritable civil
war in the kingdom of god over issues such as the following:
• Catholicism vs. protestantism
• Calvinism vs. Arminianism
• Baptism?
Sprinkling
Pouring
Immersion

• Old Testament laws and observances
• Salvation by:
Grace alone
Grace and faith
Grace, faith, and other works
• Women in authority
• Marriage, remarriage, and divorce
• Speaking in tongues:
Actual language like Chinese you have studied?
Unknown language that only the spirit understands?
This list could expand to form a chapter by itself. Christians are divided over all
these things, and more. It is not because some groups of Christians just don’t
care about the will of god, or that they just don’t read the Bible, or they just
want to follow after their own desires.
The divisions are over confusion about what it is Jesus and the Holy Spirit were
trying to say. The Bible is a confusing mess. Christians are doing the best they
can. And they can hardly be blamed for being confused. The Bible is very
unclear about some of its most important teachings.
The real question is why. Why is god having such a hard time transmitting the
words of life to people who desperately want to know and understand those
words? Here are just a few problems with the transmission of the message that
a loving and powerful god could have addressed:

Illiteracy
In the paper, M. Bar-Ilan, ‘Illiteracy in the Land of Israel in the First Centuries
C.E.’, we learn that the literacy rate among Jews in the Christian century would
have been no higher than 3%. For a people of the book, there were precious
few of them capable of reading it.
(M. Bar-Ilan, ‘Illiteracy in the Land of Israel in the First Centuries C.E.’, S.
Fishbane, S. Schoenfeld and A. Goldschlaeger (eds.), Essays in the Social
Scientific Study of Judaism and Jewish Society, II, New York: Ktav, 1992, pp.
46-61.) https://faculty.biu.ac.il/Given this low rate of literacy, it is curious that
god would make a highly complex and intricate set of texts the primary way

god delivered his message. The vast majority of Christian truth claims can only
be found in the Bible. So it is critical to understand it well.
It is somewhat ironic that the people least capable of synthesizing written
information are the ones most called to do so. That situation has not changed
in the modern era. Psychology Today reports that from a review of 63 studies,
there is a negative correlation between religiosity and education. Again, the
world’s most religious people have the least education to support it.
I place the blame for this situation squarely on the god who thought it was a
good idea to hide the most important treasure in a field of words. Surely, the
god of the universe knew in advance that people would not be fully literate,
and capable of reading such a difficult text. Using some other method would
have been within his power.

Non-academic
This point is not a repeat of the last. This is less about literacy, and more about
higher-education. As well-educated as Justin is, he is no scientist or
philosopher. Yet in his book, he makes several arguments that rely on those
disciplines. To fully interact with some of his claims, one would benefit from an
advanced degree in physics and philosophy.
This is true of many of the new apologists. They seek to dazzle with
astrophysics, biology, archeology, and literary obscurum. They want you to be
impressed by their command of what Paul would have derisively called
the wisdom of this world.
While denizens of ivory towers talk back and forth to one another in a language
almost completely made up of jargon, the average person is left behind. The
message of Jesus has been transformed from something first delivered to
illiterate peasants, to the stuff of doctoral candidates.
I have lost track of the number of times guests on Unbelievable? made faith in
god sound like such an academic mountain to climb, even I became short of
breath in the rarified air. If such is really required for a well-grounded faith,
there is little wonder confusion reigns.
Beyond the apologetics is the Bible itself. There is a lot of academic work to do

before one can declare expertise in its message. Those areas include, but are
not limited to the following:
• Original languages
• Textual criticism
• Textual traditions
• Translations
• Hermeneutics
• History
Week after week, the Unbelievable program features experts in all of the above
fields who range from moderate to absolute disagreement with one another. If
the brightest academic luminaries of our time cannot even agree on whether
the Sermon on the Mount was a real message delivered by Jesus, the average
person has no chance of knowing how to apply the sermon.

False Teachers
How are they to call on one they have not believed in? And how
are they to believe in one they have not heard of? And how are
they to hear without someone preaching to them? And how are
they to preach unless they are sent? Ro. 10:14-15a
Paul was living in a very different time. There was not a bible on every coffee
table. In fact, there was no bible as we know it today. So the expectation was
not that an unbeliever would learn of the good news from a book. God’s divine
plan was that people would hear of him through preachers he had specifically
sent.
Today’s world is full of preachers. Paul’s world and our world have at least one
thing in common: many of those calling themselves preachers are nothing
more than false teachers. We are only to listen to those true teachers who were
sent by god. But god’s plan has a fatal flaw, he left us no way to tell the true
teachers from the false ones.
Many false teachers are charlatans. But others were merely deceived by
charlatans. Still others came to teach falsely due to misunderstanding the
confusing bible they were given. As for being sent, there is disagreement on
what that even means. Many accidental false teachers truly believe they were

sent. They had experiences that inform that opinion.
On April 22, 2017, a show aired featuring James White vs Peter D Williams on
the subject of the reformation. In classic Reform vs. Catholic tradition, two very
well educated bibliophiles taught very different teachings on matters of
salvation. At least one of them was a false teacher. I liked them both. Which is
the false teacher? How do I choose?
How do you?
How does anyone?

Exaggerations, Errors, and Additions
I’m not going to suggest that the gospels are full of lies. But gospel writers
were prone to exaggeration. If there had been only a single gospel account, we
would have less reason to suspect error. But because there are four of them for
comparison, we know there are errors, as they conflict in a number of places.
In addition to exaggerations and conflicts, there are additions to the text that
shouldn’t be there. These additions seem to be completely made up stories
after the fact, and later inserted into the text. These additions are practically
undisputed by New Testament scholars. With so much tinkering with the
message, it is hard to know which parts are authentic.
I would describe the writer of Matthew as a chronic exaggerator. The most
egregious of his offenses can be found in Matthew 27:52-53:
And tombs were opened, and the bodies of many saints who
had died were raised. (They came out of the tombs after his
resurrection and went into the holy city and appeared to many
people.)
Justin puts a lot of stock in the resurrection of Jesus. But he, like many others,
is focusing on the wrong resurrection. They should be talking about the one
where many dead saints came out of their graves in the big city, and appeared
to many people. This should be the most well-attested, undisputed
resurrection miracle of them all. It isn’t.
The reason why Christians do not focus on this resurrection story is because as

a historical event, it is completely made up. It simply never happened. What’s
more, they know it didn’t happen. And they are embarrassed by it.
One of the reasons we know it didn’t happen is that no one in that time or
place seemed to know about it. It is one thing to say something miraculous
happened when it was a private or semi-private experience. But when you
fabricate extraordinary public experiences shared by many at once, there is an
expectation of corroboration.
This wasn’t one saint being raised from a private tomb. It was many. And they
did not just appear to one or two believers, but many people. That’s many
times many. Such an event cannot be lost in the obscurity of historical
minutiae. If it happened, we would know about it from lots of sources. We
don’t.
The other damning piece of evidence is that Matthew, written long after the
events, seems to be the only one of the biblical writers who knew about it. This
event wasn’t prophesied. And it was covered by two short verses in the whole
bible. Think about all the stories repeated by the gospel writers. This one
wasn’t picked up by any others.
Then, there is Paul. He wrote long before the gospel writers. So he would have
been even closer to this event. He never mentions it even in passing. There
were no songs about it, no stories, no religions being created as a result of the
event. It wasn’t even important enough for later Christians to pretend that
Josephus wrote about it.
If there is any place in the Bible that does not require higher education, it’s this
one. Even if you set aside all these other facts, just listen to the silence of
preachers and scholars on the matter. No one uses this even to bolster their
Christian claims. That is because modern preachers and teachers are
pretending with all their might that this passage isn’t in the Bible.
It is well known that the ending of Mark is a forgery. It is still printed in bibles.
But those bibles generally have a note that informs the reader that those
passages probably shouldn’t be there. From Bible Gateway, this is what you
find in the NIV after Mark 16:8:
The earliest manuscripts and some other ancient witnesses do
not have verses 9–20.

The footnote at the end of the chapter reads this way:
Mark 16:8 Some manuscripts have the following ending between
verses 8 and 9, and one manuscript has it after verse 8 (omitting
verses 9-20): Then they quickly reported all these instructions to
those around Peter. After this, Jesus himself also sent out through
them from east to west the sacred and imperishable proclamation
of eternal salvation. Amen.
This is not some off-the-wall version of the Bible that is little known and less
used. This is the most popular modern language bible you can buy. It is telling
you as directly as it can that the passage is fake. When the chef tells you to
avoid a certain menu item because it is bad, you should probably listen.
There are a number of other passages, stories, events, and sayings of Jesus
hotly contested by Christian, New Testament scholars. It seems to be pretty
well established that the story of the woman at the well was a fabrication.
Inspiring though it may be, it never happened.
According to the findings of the Jesus Seminar, 82% of the words ascribed to
Jesus in the gospels were not actually spoken by him. Even if you dismiss some
of the scholars as kooks, and you throw out most of their findings, you are still
left with an unmanageable amount of gospel teachings that are counterfeit.
If you take the findings of that group seriously, this is one of the inescapable
conclusions as stated by the seminar:
Jesus did not hold an apocalyptic view of the reign (or kingdom) of god—that
by direct intervention god was about to bring history to an end and bring a
new, perfect order of life into being. Rather, in Jesus’ teaching the reign of god
is a vision of what life in this world could be, not a vision of life in a future world
that would soon be brought into being by a miraculous act of god.
The point is not to provide a full-throated endorsement of the Jesus Seminar’s
findings. Rather, it is to show that if we are wrong about the authenticity of the
gospel’s most cherished passages, it can radically change the message Jesus
was trying to present.
The good news is not so good because it is not so clear. There are good reasons
why so many good people come up with conflicting versions of the gospel

according to Jesus.

Wrong
There may be an even better reason the gospel according to Jesus is not very
good. Here are the reasons we have covered so far:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It leaves out the majority of people
It is coercive in the worst kind of way
It is incredibly bloody
It is profoundly unfair
It is terribly unclear

Looking over the list, it seems gratuitous to pile on even more. But there is
room at the top for at least one more. The gospel according to Jesus is just
plain wrong. It is intuitively, factually, and practically incorrect. If you are a 1st
century fisherman lacking the tools and inclination for fact-checking, it’s just
fine. Otherwise, it is just wrong, and should not be taken seriously.

The Smallest Seed
There is no need to quote it here. We all know the saying about the mustard
seed. Jesus was making a point about the kingdom, and highlighted the
mustard seed as the smallest seed of them all. In fairness, this is exactly what
any Palestine man might have said who knew anything about botany.
The problem is that the statement was factually incorrect. Orchid seeds are
much smaller. Either Jesus didn’t know about orchid seeds. Or he was counting
on the fact that his audience didn’t know. To be factual, he could have said that
the mustard seed was one of the smallest in the world, or the smallest in this
region. But he made a factually incorrect statement instead.
This is a petty point. And I am almost ashamed to bring it up. But Jesus didn’t
have to say it. Let’s consider the possibility that Jesus knew it wasn’t factual.
What are the excuses for him saying such a thing?
• Jesus only meant that it was the smallest seed in that region.
Nevermind the fact that if that is what he meant, he could have easily

said it.
• Jesus was supporting the people in a false notion they had about their
local plants because he wasn’t teaching a botany lesson. And they had
some local pride about it.
• Jesus was just exaggerating to make his point punchier. It is called
poetic license.
Christians use all of these excuses to explain away the problem. But Jesus
didn’t have to use the mustard seed as an illustration. He could have used
something else to make his point. If it were any other speaker, we would say he
made a minor, and understandable error. Christians have a hard time accepting
that Jesus made a factual error. But he did.

Financially Illiterate
When people demonstrate that they know nothing about the basics of
personal finances, we say they are financially illiterate. Yet even the person in
your life who is the worst with finances has a higher financial literacy level than
Jesus. Almost everything he had to say about money was the exact opposite of
good financial advice.
One of the easiest examples is this little nugget:
Give to everyone who asks and don’t ask people to return what
they have taken from you. Luke 6:30
A shorter and surer road to poverty, I have never seen. There is no context
where any part of this advice makes sense. And Christians know it. Not one of
them lives this way. Watch how I improve this advice just by saying the
opposite:
Don’t give to everyone who asks for a handout. And when you are robbed, file
a police report.
Now I’m no great sage or financial advisor. But Almost everyone you know,
including you, follows my version of that advice and not the one from Jesus. It
is not because you are a willful sinner. It is because you are not a fool. And no
matter how you want to defend Jesus, you know he is wrong. He has more bad
advice to offer:

Sell your material possessions, and give the money to the poor.
Make yourselves wallets that don’t wear out! Make a treasure for
yourselves in heaven that never loses its value! In heaven thieves
and moths can’t get close enough to destroy your treasure. Luke
12:33
Again, there is no scenario where this is good advice. Not only did Jesus give it
to an individual, he said the same to a crowd. The above is his general
preaching. Watch as I improve it:
Take good care of your material possessions. Put your money in a good bank.
And for those possessions you keep in your home, get a good alarm system.
Again, everyone you know, including yourself, follows my advice. There is no
Christian financial advisor who would offer the advice given by Jesus. Even if
you focus on the part about the poor, it is still wrong. The worst thing you can
do is hand a bunch of money to the poor. That is not the best way to help
them. And you already know that. Jesus didn’t.
Jesus also wasn’t big on savings:
Then he told them a story: “A rich man had a fertile farm that
produced fine crops. He said to himself, ‘What should I do? I don’t
have room for all my crops.’ Then he said, ‘I know! I’ll tear down
my barns and build bigger ones. Then I’ll have room enough to
store all my wheat and other goods. And I’ll sit back and say to
myself, “My friend, you have enough stored away for years to
come. Now take it easy! Eat, drink, and be merry!”’
“But God said to him, ‘You fool! You will die this very night. Then
who will get everything you worked for?’
“Yes, a person is a fool to store up earthly wealth but not have a
rich relationship with God.” Luke 12:16-21
Ask yourself: What did the man in the story actually do wrong? Was it the fact
that he had worked hard and done well for himself? Was it the fact that he
could retire with confidence and enjoy the rest of his life without excessive
labor? What was his real crime? It was that Jesus thinks savings are bad

because one is relying on his own work, and not god’s providence. He says as
much:
Then, turning to his disciples, Jesus said, “That is why I tell you
not to worry about everyday life—whether you have enough food
to eat or enough clothes to wear. For life is more than food, and
your body more than clothing.
And don’t be concerned about what to eat and what to drink.
Don’t worry about such things. These things dominate the
thoughts of unbelievers all over the world, but your Father already
knows your needs. Seek the Kingdom of God above all else, and
he will give you everything you need.” Luke 12:22-23, 29-31
Allow me to improve these texts:
Be mindful of your bills and basic necessities like food, clothes,
and shelter. Get a job. Spend wisely. Live within your means.
And save money for a rainy day.
I win again. How do I know? Because my advice is what you tell your kids when
they go off to college. The advice of Jesus is what you offer to no one. Jesus
was not offering deep thoughts about money. He was offering bad advice. On
every level, in every situation, Jesus was just plain wrong about money.

“Turn the Other Cheek”, and Other Stupid Sayings
When Jesus said to turn the other cheek, my imagination abandons me as I try
to come up with something even stupider to say. Even if you don’t want to tell
a person to fight back and defend yourself, here are a few other things one
could try:
• Run like the wind.
• Fall to the ground. Curl up in a ball. And cry like a baby.
• Beg for mercy.
• Start praying for your enemy right there on the spot.
Are any of these great pieces of advice? Probably not. But they are all infinitely
better than defiantly turning the other cheek so that it makes an easy and

inviting target for further assault. What Jesus says on this matter can get you
killed. Do not do it at any time, for any reason.
Do you have two eyes and two hands? Jesus might wonder why. He famously
said that if your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it right out of your head. And
if your right hand causes you to sin, chop it off with a sharp blade. Why are
there so few one-eyed, one-armed Christians who have self-mutilated?
Because they are not stupid enough to follow the advice of a mad man.
Did you know that if you as much as looked at a woman with sexual desire in
your heart, Jesus deems it the same as the physical act of adultery? That was a
particularly incendiary thing to say in a place and time when adultery was a
death penalty offense.
Did you know that hating a person is the same as physically murdering a
person? It is to Jesus. He said so. Do I even need to say more about the moral
intuition of a person who can’t work out the difference between hating and
killing?

Conclusion: The Real Jesus
Justin calls for the real Jesus to please stand up. While Justin spent most of that
chapter battling the straw man of mythicism: a view most atheists don’t hold,
he failed to say anything substantive about the actual teachings of the Jesus of
scripture.
Justin failed to mention that the way of Jesus is narrow, hard to follow, and
most people will not be able to find it. He also left out all the coercive measures
Jesus uses to gain converts. Justin left out all the bloody bits. And he was fine
omitting the parts that were unfair and unclear. Worse yet, Justin didn’t talk
about all of the things about which Jesus was not just wrong, but dead wrong,
embarrassingly wrong.
What I have provided you is a brief portrait of the real Jesus of the Bible. You
don’t have to take my word for it. You can pick up any bible in the world, look
up the passages I have quoted, and see for yourself. There’s more. I could have
made this chapter twice the length.
Jesus claimed to be the way, the truth, and the life. Those are lofty claims for a

man history-locked to first century Galilee. For his claims to be meaningful, he
has to be more than that. We have to examine his claims in light of the text we
are given.
As the way, he is hard to find and hard to follow. As the truth, he is dead wrong
about a lot of basic things. And as the life, he leaves more burning in hell than
rejoicing in heaven. The way? The truth? The life? Not very likely.
The real Jesus cursed a fig tree when it wasn’t the season for figs because he
had a fit of pique. The real Jesus said he did not come to bring peace, but a
sword. The real Jesus brought us the eternal fires of perdition. The real Jesus
has a dark side.
So before you crown him king of your life, ask yourself one question: If you
wouldn’t follow his ridiculous financial advice, why would you trust him with
anything else?

Chapter Five

Resurrection
Ed Atkinson

I applaud Justin for highlighting the importance of the resurrection. Surely he is
right that the Christian claim must stand or fall by it. Without the resurrection,
all we are left with is an inspiring Jewish teacher who, for the most part, did no
more than adopt the worldview of his culture.
Here is how I came to see the importance of the resurrection. I was having
severe doubts as a Christian and I decided to step away from the Christian faith
and view it from the outside to check that it was true. I expected to return to
the fold. I started my journey of exploration by joining the library at
Westminster College in Oxford. An early book I borrowed was a large tome
giving an account of all the main religions and patterns of belief in the world.
As I worked through it, I became more and more depressed by the scene. My
difficulty was not what was taught by them, much of which was inspiring, but it
was the answer to the question that was always niggling at the back of my
mind: “Why should I believe this?” For each religion, the core ideas seemed to
have mere human origin.
Now, there was just one spark of light in this depressing read and that was the
mystery behind how Christianity got going. The resurrection seemed to be the
explanation but what really happened? At last, there appeared to be a bit of
intrigue behind one of the world faiths. Something, perhaps, to suggest it
might even have divine inspiration.
We are in a great situation, as we can use historical methodology to investigate
this foundational claim of the resurrection and that is what Justin outlined.
First, let’s step back for a moment. How can we know, with even remote
certainty, what happened 2,000 years ago? Let’s imagine the parallel idea from
Derren Brown that Justin quoted, and expanded here with my imagination. In
about 1940, in an African outpost under the control of the British Empire, a
new sect emerged. It was claimed that their leader had come back from the

dead after being killed in the War serving the Axis Powers. Furthermore, it
seems that he had apparently appeared and even had meals with some of his
followers before vanishing permanently. Unfortunately, we have no records
from the time but there is an authentic letter by a follower who was close to
the original witnesses. This letter, stamped 1965, briefly lists the leader’s
appearances1. Then there is silence until the 1980s, at which point, religious
tracts about the affair start to be published in London. These now describe a
missing body as well as post-death appearances but there are large
discrepancies in their description of the events. The first outsider to write
about it that we know of was a specialist historian2 who was native to that
country - he was born in the 1940s, left for London in 1980 and wrote about it
in the 2000s but there is good reason to think his words have been corrupted
by sect members.
That story roughly matches what we have as source documents for the
resurrection, but with a change of geographical setting and with the dates
moved from 30AD to 1940. Would you give up all and join that sect based on
such evidence? So how can we base a life-changing decision to believe
Christianity from such evidence? Historians of the classical world don’t even
make a tentative conclusion when the evidence is as weak as this. One
example is the death of Nero’s mother Agrippina. There are surviving stories by
respected Roman historians Tacitus and Suetonius who wrote 60 to 70 years
later, which is equivalent to the time gap between the resurrection and the last
of the New Testament gospels, John. However, modern historians consider the
circumstances of Agrippina’s death as largely unknown because the accounts
contradict each other, are generally fantastical and display anti-Nero bias. It
seems bizarre to me that I should embrace the entire belief structure of
Christianity based on evidence even less solid. The authors are not known
historians, they have an obvious strong agenda, which in John’s case he
admits3, they contradict each other4 and they include fantastical details that,
if true, would surely be confirmed by other contemporary historians (lengthy
daytime darkness, major earthquakes, many dead people rising and walking
the streets of Jerusalem5).

Minimal Facts?
Justin tries to circumvent these problems by pointing to several key ‘minimal

facts’ that he claims are agreed by the overwhelming majority of scholars, both
sceptical and conservative. He then seeks to show how these ‘facts’ can only be
explained by a genuine bodily resurrection of Jesus. But a problem quickly
arises in that Justin’s fact 2, the empty tomb, is not that widely supported.
Note 2 on the chapter says “75% of scholars support arguments for the empty
tomb”, referencing a Gary Habermas paper from 2005. Actually updated
information suggests that 75% is an overestimate6. Meanwhile Gary’s website
says “there is approximately a 3:1 ratio of works that fall into the category that
we have dubbed the moderate conservative position, as compared to more
skeptical treatments.” So 75% of scholars are conservative Christians and 25%
are everyone else: non-conservative Christians, agnostics and unbelievers.
Many of these conservative Christians work in seminaries where a literal
reading of the gospels is effectively a condition of employment, and arguing
against an empty tomb would be unthinkable. Mike Licona, the other
conservative expert in the resurrection who is highlighted in Justin’s chapter,
had to resign his post merely when he suggested that the dead rising and
walking the streets of Jerusalem (described in Matthew 27:51-3) was
metaphorical! Such is the background to 75% of scholars being conservative
and yet less than 75% of scholars overall supporting the empty tomb.
There may be a few non-conservative Christian scholars who support the
empty tomb, but Gary’s data indicates that there are many more conservative
Christian scholars who argue against the empty tomb. That is why the empty
tomb is not usually called a ‘minimal fact’ and when Gary was on the show in
August 2015 he was careful not to include it in his list of minimal facts. It is
clearly not a minimal fact and we must assess the evidence for it ourselves
rather than rely on academic consensus.
Let’s look at the minimal facts that do reflect the consensus.
Justin’s first ‘minimal fact’ is that Jesus died on the cross. We should be happy
with that. Given that Jesus existed as a historical character (see the previous
chapter) then we would have to agree that he died as well. All the nearcontemporary sources we have, both Christian and Roman, agree that his
death was by crucifixion.7
Justin’s second ‘minimal fact’ was the empty tomb and it should not be in the
list. The third was that some disciples thought that they saw Jesus following

the crucifixion. The consensus is that it is probably correct for the reason Justin
gives: that key passage in a letter by the apostle Paul, 1 Corinthians 15 verses 3
to 8:
“For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that
Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, that he was
buried, that he was raised on the third day according to the
Scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas, and then to the
Twelve. After that, he appeared to more than five hundred of the
brothers and sisters at the same time, most of whom are still
living, though some have fallen asleep. Then he appeared to
James, then to all the apostles, and last of all he appeared to me
also, as to one abnormally born.”
Paul is writing to friends and seems to believe that he is passing on accurate
material. It is possible that Paul is passing on information that he has had
verified by the disciple Peter (whose Aramaic name is Cephas) and Jesus’s
brother, James, i.e. two of the original witnesses as well as people Paul says in
another letter, Galatians, that he has met. Paul is probably quoting a creed
which implies that it should be dated well before the approximate 55AD date of
this letter, but I don’t see why that means ‘the very inception of the church’ as
Justin claims.
Justin’s fourth ‘minimal fact’ was the conversion of two people he calls
‘sceptics’: Paul himself and Jesus’ brother James. The evidence regarding Paul
is excellent as we have his own words on his opposition to the church and his
conversion. However, the evidence regarding James is poor. What we do know
with some confidence is that James became the leader of the church in
Jerusalem until he was stoned to death by the Jewish authorities in 62AD on
the charge of breaking the law8. (As an aside, we can only speculate as to
whether this constituted what Justin calls “martyrdom for his beliefs”, to
conclude martyrdom would require information we don’t have both on the
motives of his killers and on whether James had the chance to recant.)
The important question here is whether James was a ‘sceptic’ before the
resurrection. The Gospels record that Jesus’s brothers, and his family in
general, were mocking or hostile of Jesus early in his public ministry.9 Justin
claims that James turned around from his unbelief and became a follower of

Jesus as a result of the resurrection. But to support this, Justin has to establish
as fact that James was still hostile by the time of the crucifixion, which even a
prominent conservative scholar denies10, and also that the stories of his
hostility are accurate in the first place, which is far from obvious.11 So the fact
that James was a leader in the church and is listed in 1 Corinthians 15 as having
experienced an appearance will be accepted by the majority of scholars, but
whether James was at the time a ‘sceptic’ is not established.
Justin’s fifth and final fact is the rise of Christianity following the execution of
its founder. I accept that strong belief in the resurrection seems to be the
obvious explanation and Justin’s third fact, the perceived appearances, gives us
the explanation for such belief. This was the point that gave me pause for
thought as I read my tome on all the world’s religions.
Those are Justin’s five ‘minimal facts’, all apparently agreed upon by scholars
except for 2, the empty tomb. Also, I cannot see how James ‘scepticism’ can be
included with the agreed fact of his belief in the resurrection but that is a
relatively minor issue. Jesus’ death, fact 1, does not need explanation and the
other remaining ones boil down to, or are explained by, the perceived
appearances. So the million dollar question is then whether these were real
physical appearances or not, i.e. whether they were just events in the believers’
heads. Let’s first consider if that is plausible.

Could One or Two Hallucinations Have Prompted the
First Belief in Resurrection?
I will nail my colours to the mast and use the scientific term ‘hallucination’ for a
vivid vision of Jesus. The first thing to say is that hallucinations are common:
about 15% percent of the global population experiences them12. They are
more likely to occur with increasing age, which seems not to apply here, but
they are also associated with factors such as stress, grief, trauma and
anguish13 which do. The two most frequent types of hallucination are of a
recently deceased loved one (usually a spouse after a long marriage) and of a
respected religious figure.
I will discuss the appearances to groups of disciples in the next section. Here I
ask: are one or two individual hallucinations capable of doing the job required

to get resurrection belief started?
Research by resurrection proponents such as N T Wright has shown that first
century Jews, like the disciples, generally had a physical understanding of
resurrection, and so a ghostly vision is probably not sufficient. But
hallucinations are not mere ghostly visions. The American Psychiatric
Association’s well-known manual, “The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders”, describes hallucinations as ‘a sensory perception that has
the compelling sense of reality of a true perception but that occurs without
external stimulation’. (Note that sensory perception includes all of the senses,
not just vision.) And here is a quote from ‘Tara’, a contributor to the discussions
on the Unbelievable? show’s website, she wrote after the October 2015
episode on the resurrection: “I've had two new patients just this week that have
told me about their 'visiting' spouses. By the way, no one yet has talked about
them as appearing ghostly ....... and I've heard dozens of accounts. Instead, they
describe them as seeming very lifelike, as if the spouse is there in complete
physicality.”14
How such an experience, with its “compelling sense of reality” and “complete
physicality”, would be interpreted is strongly influenced by the expectations of
the subject having the experience. Clearly a resurrected Jesus was a possibility
here, as we see earlier in the Gospel story: they tell us that a large number of
Jews, from all levels of society, thought that Jesus was John the Baptist raised
from the dead.15
Equally relevant are the expectations of the followers of Jesus at the time of his
death. This is harder to know. Two conclusions seem to be widely accepted in
scholarship: firstly that Jesus was an apocalyptic preacher and thus the end of
the age was ‘at hand’. The end of the age was closely associated with
resurrection. Indeed, Paul later suggests that Jesus’ resurrection was the ‘first
fruits’ anticipating the more general resurrection at the imminent end of the
age16.
Secondly, scholars widely accept that Jesus did have a reputation for healings
and perhaps other miracles. There is one non-Christian source about Jesus that
we have from the first century and even this reports his “surprising deeds”17.
That would also help those experiencing Jesus as being alive after death to
interpret it as a resurrection. If any other carpenter from Nazareth had been

seen alive after execution, it is rather less likely that such a conclusion would be
reached.
I want to pause for a moment and to summarise: is there sufficient reason to
accept a hallucination, or a few individual hallucinations, as the reason for the
first resurrection belief? I’ve shown that they are common for this kind of
setting and that their strong sense of physicality provides the potential for
being understood as ‘resurrection’ in first century Judaism, especially in view of
the expectations that Jesus’ teaching and activities engendered. Sceptics do
not have a single view but I consider that this is one of the best explanations for
how resurrection belief might have started. There is certainly no need to posit a
miracle to explain it.

Explanations for the Other Appearances?
Hallucinations are only individual experiences and group hallucinations with
the same content are not reported in the scientific literature. But the key,1
Corinthians 15 creed mentions at least one group experience and the passage it
sits within has two more group experiences, one of which is an appearance to
more than 500 people18. Even if the appearance to the Twelve means one by
one, it is seriously implausible that they each had a hallucination of Jesus. This
is the reason Justin gives for completely dismissing hallucinations as an
explanation. To me the best explanation is that the first individual experiences
of ‘the risen Jesus’ would prime the others. I use ‘priming’ here partly because it
is a jargon term from psychology, where it refers to how our behaviour or
judgements can be changed by subtle stimuli19 including the behaviour of
others.
In this case the stimulus is far from subtle, a close friend and fellow disciple
reporting that they had actually seen Jesus in the flesh would be a very strong
‘priming’ factor. When people gathered together, both with this heightened
expectation and with the background expectations discussed earlier, it could
easily produce something that would later be agreed to be an appearance.
There are many potential examples in recent history, such as appearances of
the Virgin Mary to crowds of believers20. Once the expectation is set up that
Mary will appear, then the slightest stimulus will be interpreted as an
appearance and reported as such to others. That is just human nature.

We can now show, under laboratory conditions, how such false memories are
generated. One such example is an experiment in which false memories were
induced by suggestion. The subjects were psychology students and so
presumably they were reasonably savvy. They individually watched a clip of a
magician ‘bending’ a key by sleight of hand. He then placed it on a table. If the
magician merely suggested just once that the key was continuing to bend, 37%
of the subjects incorrectly reported later that that is what it did.21 The priming
of the magic trick and the magician’s suggestion had produced a false memory
of something the subjects knew was impossible under the laws of physics.
Outside the lab, false memories seem even easier to generate: Loch Ness
Monster sightings are an obvious example. Many years ago, Richard Frere and
a fellow conspirator set up a ruse on the shore of the loch. They waited for
passing motorists and then gesticulated and took copious photos. When the
people stopped, the conspirators reported sighting Nessie in choppy water
which had been made by boat wakes. This was sufficient for three quarters of
the people watching them to report seeing long dark humps moving through
the water.22 This seems to be the kind of humdrum process that easily
explains how one or two disciples convinced by a hallucination could produce
experiences in whole groups that are falsely remembered and retold as
appearances. Any initial hallucination would have been compellingly vivid, but
these other ‘appearances’ need not have been.
I will discuss later the case of Paul’s appearance that Justin discussed. Here I
note how Paul only saw light and heard a voice but, in 1 Corinthians 15, he
refers to his appearance using the same Greek word that he uses for all the
appearances. This suggests that many of the appearances featured a less
tangible version of Jesus.
Note too how the sequence that Paul gives supports this idea of one
experience helping cause the next: first it is Peter, then the Twelve, then more
than 500. Peter is a good candidate for experiencing a hallucination in view of
his feelings of guilt; the Gospels record his denials of Jesus and it is understood
that those with a sense of guilt over their relationship with the deceased often
have an increased propensity to experience grief hallucinations.23 Peter, as an
authority figure, is also a great candidate for ‘priming’ and ‘suggesting’ to the
others. He takes the role played by the magician suggesting the bending key or
the convincing conspirators beside Loch Ness.

There is another possible factor to throw in the pot here: Cognitive Dissonance.
It can be summarised: “A key tenet of cognitive dissonance theory is that those
who have heavily invested in a position may, when confronted with
disconfirming evidence, go to greater lengths to justify their position.”24. The
study of cognitive dissonance began with Leon Festinger's 1956 book, “When
Prophecy Fails”25. Leon and fellow researchers heard of a cult led by a Chicago
housewife. The cult believed that they had received messages from a planet
named Clarion, and these messages revealed that the world would end in a
great flood before dawn on December 21, 1954, and also that a UFO would
rescue the group of true believers. Festinger and his colleagues joined the
group. Then the appointed time came ........... and …………. passed without
incident. The cult members faced acute cognitive dissonance: had they been
the victims of a hoax? Had they donated their worldly possessions in vain?
Most members chose to believe something less dissonant in order to resolve
their inner tension: they believed that the aliens had given Earth a second
chance and that the group was now empowered to spread the word that Earthspoiling must stop. The group dramatically, and immediately, increased their
proselytising as a direct response to the failed prophecy.
The theory of cognitive dissonance has, in the decades since, become
established and the general effect is confirmed as being a feature within all of
us. The conditions the disciples faced after the execution of their Messiah, in
whom they had heavily invested, match perfectly those that are known to
produce cognitive dissonance. Hence, when it was suggested that Jesus was
risen and was appearing to them, it was easy for them to believe. In order to
overcome their cognitive dissonance, they readily believed and preached the
appearances. Note that this is not a claim of dishonesty.
If these just-in-the-mind processes of false memories, priming, suggestion and
cognitive dissonance were responsible for the disciples’ belief that they had
seen Jesus in group settings, then we should expect that there was a range of
responses, with some disciples being more convinced than others. And indeed
there are indications of just that in the record we have in the Gospels. Most
notably, Matthew reports that ‘some doubted’26 during a group appearance.
There is also a clear theme of Jesus not being initially recognised during his
appearances.27 It seems there is a kind of legacy of doubt in the appearance
stories, with the writers perhaps trying too hard to prove that Jesus was
himself really physically present. Doubting Thomas is an example, as is the

need for “many convincing proofs that he was alive”28 when you’d expect just
one to be sufficient.
Before finishing on the appearances, let’s quickly see how they are described in
the Gospels. They are described very differently in each Gospel, with some
apparent discrepancies:
In Matthew, Jesus appears to the women, then to the eleven on a mountain in
Galilee.
In Mark, there are no appearances but one in Galilee is foretold.29
In Luke, we hear that Jesus appeared to Peter and then to two minor disciples
walking out to a town a few hours from Jerusalem. They hurry back to the
eleven ‘and those with them’ and Jesus appears to them all. Subsequently, he
leads them out of the City and ascends. It all happens in one day in and near
Jerusalem.30
In John, Jesus appears to Mary Magdalene alone, then to the disciples in
Jerusalem (seemingly the same as in Luke’s report), then again a week later
and finally to a small group on the shore of Lake Galilee.
Compared to Paul’s list in 1 Corinthians, not only do we see several extra
appearances in the Gospels but also those to the 500 and to James are missing.
In addition, Luke’s narrative leaves no room for the Galilee appearances that
appear in the other Gospels. This is in keeping with legendary development of
the basic tradition, a topic I will cover in more detail in relation to the tomb
tradition.
It is time to pause and summarise again. I can agree with Justin that there may
well be solid history behind 1 Corinthians 15, which informs us that the disciples
did testify to group appearances, but when actual detailed reports are written
decades later, we have the diverse - and in places contradictory - descriptions
discussed here. It seems to me that factors such as false memories, priming,
suggestion and cognitive dissonance can easily explain this. The factors
combined with an expectation of seeing Jesus arising from one or two
individual hallucinations and so led to religious experiences that were later
reported as group appearances.

The Appearance to Paul

As noted in the ‘minimal facts’ Paul converted to Christianity from a position of
hostility31 and it seems that his ‘Damascus road’ appearance by Jesus was the
cause. Paul’s case fits perfectly with my thesis that the appearances were
internal religious experiences.
He describes as much in a letter with “reveal his Son in me”32 and the author of
Acts reports Paul calling it a “vision from heaven”33. Paul’s key text on the
resurrection is 1 Corinthians 15 and the first few verses have been discussed
above by myself and Justin in his book. When we go on to read the whole
chapter, we see the ‘body’ of the risen Jesus seemingly described as
immaterial, as a ‘life giving spirit’, a ‘spiritual body’ and ‘of heaven’ rather than
of ‘the dust of the earth’.34 If this immaterial take is accurate, then it suggests
that the early tradition regarding the appearances was not physical as the later
gospels tend to indicate.
However, there is still the need to explain Paul’s experience. We can assume
that there were many early opponents of Christianity, all of whom were
exposed to the preaching, hope and fearlessness of the apostles. And people
do convert. So it should not be a surprise that one of the opponents converted.
Paul himself seemed to be prone to visions: he was later “caught up to the third
heaven” in a visionary experience35, so his conversion being prompted by a
vision is not so remarkable. An alternative, more cynical take, is that both Paul
and his ‘biographer’ in Acts, needed to emphasise his credentials as a leading
apostle36 and being an eyewitness of the risen Christ was one key criterion.

The Empty Tomb – A Snowman Scarf?
So far in this chapter, I have assessed the evidence provided by Justin’s less
controversial ‘minimal facts’: the death of Jesus and the appearances. The
question has been whether the appearances happened in physical reality or
just in the heads of those experiencing them. But what would be the
significance of Justin’s disputed ‘fact’ being correct: Jesus’s tomb really was
empty on Easter morning? This is like the famous Christmas cartoon ‘The
Snowman’ by Raymond Briggs which was beautifully animated in 1982 and has
become a Christmas regular. In this story, a boy makes a snowman and then
goes to bed. In the night, he has a wonderful adventure in which the snowman

becomes alive. Together, they ride a motorbike across the fields and fly
(accompanied by the song, “Walking in the Air”) to the far North. There, they
meet Father Christmas, who gives the boy a scarf with a distinctive snowman
pattern on it. Eventually, they return home. The following morning, the boy
runs out into the garden whereupon he sees that the sun has come out and the
snowman has melted. It was all only a dream, just events in the boy’s head. But
then, he reaches into his pocket and finds that distinctive snowman scarf.
The empty tomb, if real, is like that scarf. Its existence would put the whole
Easter narrative into a different light. For many, the historicity of the empty
tomb is the key issue regarding the resurrection.
Was Jesus buried in a tomb at all?
Before I look at whether the tomb was empty, we must first consider whether
Jesus was buried in a tomb at all. We turn to the reasonably strong historical
basis of the apparent ‘creed’ in 1 Corinthians 15, as quoted earlier, which claims
that “he was buried”. That certainly rules out the possibility that Jesus’s body
was left on the cross or on the ground to be eaten by scavenging birds and
dogs, which was common Roman practice when crucifying insurgents.
However, it does not tell us whether the final burial of remains was in a
communal grave or in an individual tomb.
The main reason to think that there was a tomb is that it is in the Gospels, in
fact in all four of them. It is also mentioned in the sermons in the book of
Acts.37 I claim that a communal grave burial is much more plausible and so I
must explain both how this myth of a tomb burial arose and also why the actual
account was lost.
The earliest account we have for the tomb story is the date of Mark’s Gospel
which is usually taken as being about 65-70AD. Are four decades sufficiently
long for a false account of the burial to arise? Yes, when we consider the way in
which information is distorted as it is passed on. Moreover, scholars think that
Mark was written well away from Palestine, and if we also assume the author
was using third, fourth or fifth hand information, or even more removed than
that, then it is very likely that its stories will be distorted.
Take an incident in the writing of this chapter as an example. At our discussion
group, a friend told me about the ‘key bending’ experiment mentioned earlier.

He had read the academic paper. I subsequently took part in an Unbelievable
discussion on the resurrection38, and I thought my memory of his account
would be fine. But I made several important errors as I explained the
experiment: I implied that the subjects were sitting round a table, that the
magician performed the trick live, that the magician repeatedly said that the
key continued to bend and that memories of this were recalled a week later.
None of these were the case.
The errors produced by the way people picture events as they hear a story, is
one possibility for how the tomb tradition might have arisen. From our 1
Corinthians 15 creed, and elsewhere, we hear the importance of the Easter
events being “according to the Scriptures”39 where ‘Scriptures’ here, means
the Old Testament. A key passage in these Scriptures is Isaiah 53 which
describes a suffering servant who was “pierced for our transgressions” and it
further declares that “the punishment that brought us peace was on him”. This
became a vital passage for the first Christians as it helps explain why Jesus as
the Messiah had to die. It also describes the burial: “He was assigned a grave
with the wicked and with the rich in his death”40. So, if this passage was in
mind and believed when a Christian, unaware of the facts, was told of Jesus’s
burial then he or she might picture it as a rich person’s burial, and only the rich
in Jesus’s day were buried in tombs. (The origin of the criminals crucified each
side of Jesus could be seen as arising from “with the wicked” in the same way.)
If this hypothesis is correct, the story would have become that Jesus was buried
in a tomb. The hypothesis also relies on the ‘real’ account of the burial in a
common grave not being widely told, as it would have contradicted the
legendary accounts. The shame of a common grave could be the explanation.
When we turn to the gospel accounts of the burial, we see that there is some
legendary and theological embellishment41 and one apparent contradiction:
Matthew says it is Joseph’s own tomb while John says that Joseph only chose
that tomb for Jesus because it was conveniently close. So there is indeed
evidence of a developing myth here.
What is the likelihood that the Roman authorities in the first century would
have released the body of a Jew crucified for claiming to be Messiah? The
expectation would be that it would have been left on the cross or been buried
in a common pit42. There were some cases of the Romans releasing bodies.
For example, a contemporary Jew in Alexandria, Egypt, knew of cases when

crucified victims were released to the family because it was the emperor’s
birthday43. There is also archaeological evidence of one Jerusalem case when
a crucified victim had their bones preserved; this would imply tomb burial,
perhaps after a few days’ decay on the cross44. So, while the evidence does
not disallow the possibility that the body of Jesus was buried in a tomb, it
remains a very surprising treatment for a Messiah figure executed for treason,
as Mark confirms 42.
A tomb burial is only just plausible, and yet there is a simple way that a myth of
a tomb burial could have arisen within a Christian community uninformed of
the actual events. Perhaps we can investigate the credibility of the burial
account itself. In its favour we see that burial of the body on the day of
crucifixion, as described in the Gospels, is not without precedent for
Palestine45. However, we might consider the role of Joseph of Arimathea,
about whom there are some credibility issues. Luke reports “Arimathea” a
Judean town but it is not readily identified as such46, and it is unusual for a
town to have only one mention throughout the whole of the ancient
documents. In addition, the Greek name translates into English as “Ari “
meaning “best” and “mathea” meaning “disciple town”, a name so felicitous as
to appear somewhat suspicious. Further, Joseph seems to appear from
nowhere in the account only to promptly disappear, with no mention of him in
Acts or in the letters. Finally, there seems to be a discrepancy between how, on
the one hand, he is described as being very supportive of Jesus47 but, on the
other hand, he was a “prominent member of the Council” on which “all
condemned him (Jesus) as worthy of death”48. None of these points rule out
the historicity of the episode but surely they cast some doubt.
What is notable about the tomb is the absence of its veneration. Both sides of
the resurrection debate agree that there is no record in early Christian
documents of its veneration49 and, when Constantine sent people to find the
tomb in about 325AD, it seems that they just had to guess its location50.
Modern apologists argue that the lack of veneration is actually further evidence
for an empty tomb because reverence was given, not to the tomb but, instead,
to he who had lain within it and who still exists. But there having been no tomb
at all is a vastly better explanation. It is deep in our human nature to venerate
the locations of significant events and it was part of Hebrew culture51. Of
course the empty tomb would be remembered and honoured. While the 1
Corinthians 15 creed does suggest that the burial had to be somewhere, a

common grave would not attract veneration. The spot in a Roman penal burial
field would not be marked while, in contrast, a tomb clearly had potential for
veneration especially as it was supposedly owned by a Christian sympathiser,
Joseph of Arimathea.

The Tomb – Was it Empty?
Now I will address the evidence Justin gives for the empty tomb, the stories
that it was found empty on the Sunday morning by a small group of women.
While the stories are in all the Gospels, there are reasons to doubt them as
straightforward accounts. As before there is both legendary embellishment52
and some discrepancies. By its nature, this is an event that can have happened
just once and so the discrepancies between the descriptions must be
considered. Some are the kind of discrepancies we might expect in eyewitness
statements relayed several years later, for example, the number and names of
the women and perhaps whether it happened just before, or after, dawn.
But there are problems. As Matthew and Luke are using Mark as a source, their
empty tomb stories are all quite similar. John’s narrative, however, has more
differences from Mark’s, these being that, in John’s, no women enter the tomb,
there is no messenger and, instead of keeping silent, Mary runs to tell Peter
and his companion.
So, to find evidence to confirm an empty tomb, we must turn elsewhere. Justin
highlights the way that all the Gospels present women as the first
eyewitnesses. The significance here is the attitudes and legal practice in the
ancient world whereby a woman’s testimony was considered to be very inferior
to a man’s. Surely, runs Justin’s argument, if the Gospel writers are making up
the empty tomb, they would not use inferior witnesses?
I would agree that the use of women eyewitnesses is evidence that the tomb
narrative was not deceitfully invented to produce belief in the resurrection. But
is it evidence that it was not some kind of myth? Remember my poor
recollection of those lab-test subjects who ‘saw’ a key continuing to bend. I
incorrectly remembered that they sat round a table when, actually, each
watched a film. In much the same way, those told of the Resurrection would
have filled in the details of the empty tomb in their imagination. Of course,

such a story would not be created by just one person but would develop in the
telling, as myths do. If this is correct, then how would the imagined scene
unfold? Well, in that culture, it was women who would normally apply spices to
the bodies of the dead, so it is natural to imagine that it would have been
women who visited the tomb and thus that it would have been they who
discovered it empty. This speculation does not give evidence for a myth theory,
but it does show how a myth would fit well with the first witnesses in the
narratives being women.
These eyewitnesses being women may be in keeping with how such events
would unfold, and if the prejudice against women is real we would expect the
gospel writers to present us with male witnesses as well. And three of the four
gospels do have male witnesses. But highlighting that the first eyewitnesses
were women can actually cut both ways. Our earliest record, Mark, which is the
only one with just female witnesses seems to have as an aim the provision of
extremely poor eyewitnesses. The end of his tomb narrative is “Trembling and
bewildered, the women went out and fled from the tomb. They said nothing to
anyone, because they were afraid.”53 It is hard to imagine eyewitnesses
performing any worse. It seems Mark is doing his best to show the event as if it
were a private and barely known episode, one perhaps not even known about
by the disciples, until it came out later. It would be much more natural for Mark
to present the empty tomb as publicly known and to report the people’s
amazement, as he does earlier in his Gospel regarding Jesus’s healings54. We
are left with a nagging suspicion that Mark knows that the empty tomb was
not widely known about before he wrote and he needs to let people
understand why that was so.55 The suspicion is enhanced when the later
Gospels do describe the women telling the disciples of the empty tomb56 and
also they all give male witnesses to it. Mark’s early picture of a very private
event was thus developed as the story became more widely known.
Justin listed some of the proposed natural explanations for the empty tomb,
and I agree that they generally don’t convince. A simpler view is that it was
belief in the resurrection which caused the later Gospel stories of the empty
tomb. A weakness in that section by Justin is that he assumes that the
resurrection data should have a single simple explanation. That is not the case
for events like the outbreak of the First World War, so why should it be for the
appearance and tomb narratives?

The Conclusion
Is it historically demonstrated that Jesus of Nazareth actually rose from the
dead? Or is it all as implausible and unevidenced as the imaginary sect leader in
a remote corner of the British Empire? I certainly see it as close to my
imaginary sect leader.
Justin spent a few pages on defending the possibility of a supernatural
explanation for historical data. I am not concerned by such issues as the
resurrection data we have has such readily available explanation within
naturalism. The apologist can’t have it both ways: EITHER a miraculous
physical resurrection is so amazingly unlikely that if it happened it confirms the
truth of Christianity (in which case almost any naturalist explanations will be
more plausible) OR a miraculous physical resurrection is not inherently
amazing and so becomes a somewhat better explanation than naturalist ones
(in which case it can’t confirm the truth of Christianity).
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response to N.T.Wright", Journal for the Study of the Historical Jesus Vol. 3.2
pp. 171-186, 2005)
56 Matthew 28v4,9&11, Luke 24v8,22-3, John 20v3-8

Summary of the Deal Breakers (A Personal Testimony Continued…)
Suffering is one of those topics where much ink is spilled and soul searching
done. I had undertaken a little pondering of the topic myself during my illness
and assumed I'd grasped the basics.
Some suffering is a result of sin, or certainly of our own doing, like selfishness.
Some can ultimately be beneficial in the sense of lessons learned and some,
quite unexplainable, unlucky or even inevitable like accidents and death. We
are to seek God in all things, remain planted in Him, His grace will be sufficient,
a bruised reed He will not break, and all things would work out for the good and
this could quite legitimately mean in the next life, not this one. Christians are to
expect hardship like anyone else, we're not immune from it, and quite possibly
singled out for a special dose of persecution. This is all because we live in a
fallen world, so God's ultimate purpose is not always able to triumph in the
immediate, but, we're assured, does so in the long term.
To some extent some, I can grant, suffering can serve a use, challenging people
to become a better version of themselves. But then there is some suffering
that seems so clearly unnecessary, so gratuitous that it makes your eyes bleed
and nothing gets close to justifying it.
I remember the shock I felt at William Lane Craig's argument on animal
suffering which was essentially to hand-wave it away by stating that, other
than higher primates, we can't really say animals really suffer in the sense that
we do. It seemed a little heartless and I suspect most of us would wince
watching a bunny being slowly torn into pieces by a fellow animal. This was
WLC's explanation as to why there wouldn't have been suffering before the Fall
of man. It wasn't suffering. Simple.
With regards human suffering, Lane Craig and other theists on the
Unbelievable? show, ultimately concede at some point, that we don't know
why there is so much horrendous suffering in the world but that it must be
justified to some extent, as in God must have his reasons, or at the very least,
things will be made right in the future. This, of course is conjecture, rather than
any type of evidence. Whilst the notion that Jesus understands your suffering,
having suffered Himself, is quite possibly reassuring to someone in the midst of
a difficult situation, it still leaves you very much with the thorn in your side as

well as the additional cognitive dissonance that arises from the difficulty of
reconciling a loving God to pain and strife. Telling me Jesus is the answer, has
not, in my experience, been of any help to me, and what I feel is quite possibly
just a psychological effect, on others.
A particularly poignant example of gratuitous suffering was the newspaper
story, and in particular it's photograph, of a father watching his young
daughter dying in agony from cancer. You can tell me all you like, Jesus loves
the little ones, but I cannot see any point to extending suffering only to allow
the person to die. Nothing justifies an innocent child in agony. Nothing. The
idea that this deity sits and watches such situations with all the power in the
world to stop it, is unfathomable.
In his book and subsequent interviews, Justin states that for him, suffering
without God is meaningless. Quite possibly. But for me, such suffering with a
god is simply absurd at best, and cruel at worst.
Epicurus puts it best with his idea rejecting the notion of evil with an
omnipotent and omnibenevolent God. It can of course apply to suffering too.
If God willing to prevent suffering, but not able? Then he is not omnipotent.
If he able, but not willing? Then he is malevolent.
If he both able and willing? Then why is there suffering?
If he neither able nor willing? Then why call him God?
No amount of books, explanation, sermons and teaching will ever make
theodicy go away for Christianity, nor can it, or the issue would be put to bed
by now. It's a continual stumbling block to belief, which is never truly
answered, much less an explanation given as to why it has arisen in the first
place. And this brings me to my next deal breaker.

The Fall of Satan
The Biblical story and its reason for the existence of evil, is bizarre from the
get-go. The heavenly host is hanging around WITH God, basking in His
amazing presence and glory in heaven - the place we're all shooting for, and
one of the creatures gets ideas above his station.
At the slightest whiff of this rebellion, not one or two angels, but one-third of

the heavenly host weigh their options and say “meh, we're off with the other
guy”. This is something that makes literally no sense whatsoever. How can this
even begin to happen? Why is anyone falling from anything? Is heaven not all
that? Are they bored? Are we to deduce there are power structures in heaven?
What on earth is going on? And bonus question: why give these naughty
cherubs any sort of power over humankind?
I've never heard of a good reason for this occurring beyond the issue of the
Lucifer's pride, which doesn't even begin to address the issues involved.
Researching this infamous and most feared character of the Bible, the devil, I
discovered some illuminating facts. Satan was, in fact, a title for someone in an
adversary role. Someone hindering an aim. The Jews never thought of it as a
Being. An angel, a person and even God could be referred to as a Satan (see 1
Chronicle 21: 1 and 2 Sam 24:1). Beelzebub and Lucifer also have different
origins. They tended to all get jumbled together along with Eden's snake to
come up with the being of the devil. And, since a purpose-based reason is a
balm to our minds, bingo; you've got an origin for all the problems humans
face.
Furthermore, it transpires that there's a conflation of ideas for hell, thanks to
Jewish ideas about the spirit world and the wider context the Israelites found
themselves in. Sheol, the Jewish view, is some undefined underworld, the
grave, which has no notions of judgment or punishment. Hades came from the
Greco Roman ideas circulating at the time and finally, Jesus' mention of
Gehenna referred to the rubbish dump outside Jerusalem. These were all
baked together to bring us the doctrinal cake of hell.
As notional Satan let out his last few wheezy puffs, the construct of hell and all
that had terrified me since childhood, vanished.
In any case, during my evolution in thinking, it had been increasingly difficult to
reconcile a loving deity, who created creatures who would, by the billions, only
serve as eternal kindling sticks for hell's fire. Of course, I'd always understood,
God wasn't the one who sent you to hell. You wilfully bought your own ticket
whilst in pure rebellion to Him. However, the evangelical Christian idea that
somehow if you don't believe in this god, and in particular in the right way, you
would burn forever, became absurd in the extreme. I had listened to too many
people who had earnestly attempted to believe, that I could not, and

eventually would not believe in a god that would condemn these people to hell.
Moreover, it wasn't without irony that I noted that the Great Unwashed usually
possessed superior morality than this monster deity: When asked if they would
condemn people to everlasting torment, most people seem to agree a
punishment should fit the crime. At no point is that eternal conscious torment,
as at some juncture this becomes disproportionate punishment and certainly
not justice. I would more happily entrust my chances with an atheist ruling on
my soul, than this god.
In the process I had therefore dialled down the belief in a supernatural afterlife
from 'you deserve to burn you heathen sinner' to Annihilationism, where Justin
seems to have landed for now, then towards Universalism, until finally giving
up completely on the idea.

The Fall of Man
Whilst not a literal young earth creationist, I had always held some fuzzy beliefs
about early man. I will not waste time on this, but needless to say, it doesn't
take much research to educate yourself that we most definitely evolved, that
other hominids walked the earth and that they came and went into existence
and extinction. Other than the initial conditions which give rise to biogenesis,
we've pretty much got the process mapped out.
With the evidence being pretty clear, it was obvious that Adam and Eve had to
be allegorical. Ultimately, it's a story about humankind sinning and grieving
Yahweh. However, it struck me that death, suffering, pain, fighting and bareknuckle survival had been with us from day one, before modern man graced
the planet. Animals and hominids, like Neanderthals, would hunt and kill each
other, and I'm sure there was painful and hideous suffering before homo
erectus ever graced this earth. Something killed off the dinosaurs and 98% of
the species who ever lived are now extinct. There has been a lot of death
happening a long time before mankind ever got here to mess it up.
In addition, understanding more about human psychology and neuroscience, I
discovered that many of the things Christians consider “evil” in fact had a
perfectly scientific explanation. Psychopaths have a different brain structure
which means they don't experience empathy. For survival we have evolved
different parts of the brain which take over unwittingly and override our more

logical reasoned parts; we have innate weakness and are subject to influences
from hormones, biological diversity, adrenal surges etc. In essence, we have
our humanity which it could be argued is far from perfect, but it is not the result
of A Fall. It is exactly as you'd expect it would be as by-product of evolution.
With no Satan, hell or human fall, there is no real explanation as to why evil and
suffering exist. Even, the free will argument which somewhat relies on these
constructs, and states, that if there is no possibility to sin, you cannot have free
creatures who liberally come to love you, doesn't work. This argument, often
brought up on the show, completely misses the fact that God can in fact
arrange paradise, with free will and exempt from suffering, pain and the devil.
It's called heaven.
I no longer knew what I was supposed to be saved from, and what relevance
the death and resurrection had. If there is no fall, and no devil, and we are born
through no choice of our own into a terrifying world of natural disasters and
unregulated human impulses, by what logic are we supposed to be groveling
for forgiveness and needing to be saved? Besides, like human parents, let's be
honest, God could just choose to forgive us. There is no need to murder
anyone. It was making less and less sense.

Biblical Texts
Moving to biblical historicity and in particular the gospels, this was probably
the biggest shock to the system. I had assumed that I understood the Bible was
held in great esteem and you had to be wilfully evil, or stupid not to take it
seriously. With an Alpha course under my belt, Nicky Gumble had assured me
things were rock solid when it came to the New Testament. Any discrediting of
the gospels was therefore promptly filed under “Satanic attack”. Of course the
Devil would seek to undermine the Bible. This made perfect sense.
With no theological training, much less skills in deciphering ancient literature
or scholarly work, I started to pick my way through to the best of my abilities. I
would continue to explore until I felt I'd reached a consensus. What I found
boiled down to this:
The gospels were oral traditions written decades after the death of Jesus with
the earliest being Mark dated at around 70CE and ending with the discovery of

the empty tomb, and the latest gospel being John, possibly as early as 90CE.
They are all of anonymous authorship and certainly the earliest manuscripts
didn't include the title by which we know them today.
They do not claim to be authored by eyewitnesses to any of the events they
describe. They are not written by people who knew Jesus.
We do not have the originals, only copies of copies of copies of copies of
copies. They are written in Greek by educated people living in a different
country to Palestine. Jesus' disciples would have spoken Aramaic, were quite
possibly illiterate and were living in Palestine.
Jesus himself, other than some writing in the sand, leaves no written record
(which would have been very helpful), nor did He ask anyone to make notes as
they went along.
In addition, major events are undocumented by other sources, such as when
the graves spill out their dead onto the streets after the resurrection
mentioned only in Matthew. If these are in fact gross error or made up, how are
we to distinguish what else is or isn't invented or erroneous in the text?
In a general sense, we know there are scribal errors, amendments, passages
added later such as the woman caught in adultery, or the end of Mark. Words
are miscopied, or changed, like whether Jesus is 'angry' or 'full of compassion'
towards a leper. There are hundreds of contradictions and errors. It's unlikely
the beatitudes happened in their said form. The story of Nicodemus relies on
wordplay in Greek which doesn't work in the Aramaic language they would
have spoken. We know Matthew and Luke copied large parts of Mark, we know
that the gospels get more fanciful the later they were written, we know that
the early ones don't make claims of Jesus being God and say little about his
early life. We know there were forgeries circulating as Paul mentions them. We
know Paul didn't write many of the letters attributed to him such as Hebrews,
and he wasn't even an eyewitness.
Add to this, the only mention of Jesus in the first century outside the gospels
being the Josephus Flavius Testimoniun, which it is almost certain was
tampered with, and there's nothing much of note about God on earth until
centuries later.

What has now settled in my knowledge as a given, horrified me when initially
discovered. I have since learnt that many seminary students leave the faith
because of these findings.
It was becoming increasingly difficult to square this fact with a God who was
supposed to be intent on having a relationship with us. Had he really been so
lackadaisical as to leave us with this poor evidence? It is argued that the
gospels are some of the earliest and best-attested documents you can hope for
when dealing with ancient text, and that may be, but couldn't God have done a
little better, especially given he has the foresight to the many splinterings and
issues that would arise in the future? Could he not see to the basic preservation
and transmission of the texts? Could He not have used the opportunity with
Jesus to dictate some notes Himself clearly?
Along with Biblical texts, I discovered the Christian story wasn't that unique.
There are many Mediterranean myths of creator gods, gods overthrowing each
other, saviour gods, and gods with miraculous birth stories. Jews and Christians
borrowed from Zoroastrians who introduced them to the concept of
resurrection. In fact, the Maggi that visit Jesus are what the Zoroastrians called
their priests (Maggios). Stories of world floods could be found elsewhere as
well as some of Jesus' miracles such as turning water into wine.
Whilst letting go of Biblical inerrancy wasn’t a huge step for me personally, I
know many who give up at this juncture. Dropping inerrancy and brushing
most of the Old Testament under the carpet to concentrate on the New
Testament and the person of Jesus gets you some way to making the Bible a
more palatable read. I even got to the point where I saw it as a collection of
books, some poetry, some literature, some myth, written by a specific tribe at
a specific time for a specific context which has to be interpreted carefully and
wrestled with through different times and cultures. They don't necessarily
need to inform doctrine. And as for 900 year old men, or women of 90 giving
birth, or talking donkeys and snakes and parting seas, of course these are
clearly legend and nothing more, but they may point to higher truths.
That held me for a while.
However, some of the other final nails in the coffin were the quite blatantly
retrospective crow-baring of verse in the Old Testament to suit a New
Testament narrative, in particular, the ones Christianity claimed to support

Jesus as the Messiah. It's ironic that Jews, even to this day, still don't accept
this and don't view the Old Testament verses as being prophetic in nature. The
prophecies are nothing more than a post facto interpretation.
My suspicion is many Christians never read the entire Bible, and mostly what is
preached are cherry-picked verses and sermons from the New Testament.
Whilst I had read the entire book, the latter had certainly been my experience.
Why is it no one ever preaches on the graves spilling out their dead in
Matthew?

Unimpressed
One of the things that struck me in my research was that I noticed many who
come into contact with Yahweh are left, well, unimpressed. You've got the
devil, and a third of heaven; Adam and Eve who are communing closely with
God but as soon as His back is turned, doubt all he's told them. Why? Is He not
coming off as credible? There are the historic figures of the faith who had
special treatment and saw God up close, like Moses, and ones who were
spoken to directly, like Abraham, but who keep messing up, so un-impacting is
the experience. The Israelites kept going rogue despite their favoured
treatment; Jesus' own parents didn't pick up on who he is completely; his own
brother James, only comes to believe after the resurrection. Your brother is the
Son of God and nothing tips you off? Seriously?
There is often talk of the minimal facts for the resurrection, but let's not forget
Paul would have known them. He knew Jesus had been crucified and there
were claims He had risen from the dead. Paul presumably could connect with
Christians (given he was persecuting them) and quiz them. He could have
spoken to some of those who saw the resurrected graves in Jerusalem. He
knew all the minimal facts and quite possibly a good few others, but only his
personal revelation convinces him. Why should we be any less sceptical in the
absence of a personal revelation?
Finally, with a garbled message to some desert-dwellers only communicated
4,000 years ago and in its “right” form only 2,000 years ago, we're supposed to
accept this as the one true way when man has been around for around 150,000
years. It isn't very impressive.

In-fighting
The vast array of differing viewpoints within the panoply of Christianity is
stupendous. Right from the start there are different beliefs springing up around
the person of Jesus with each faction calling the other out for heresy. One
version survived and occasionally gets reinvented.
Mainline Christianity considers Jehovah Witnesses and Mormons as heretical
and other faiths as plain wrong, but in some ways, why? Why do we discount
the latest revelations from God through CT Russell, Joseph Smith or even
Mohammed, but remain happy to base our theology and beliefs on Augustine,
Irenaeus and later, Calvinism or Luther? Why should any of these be more or
less wrong in conveying God? From what I can surmise, no one can agree on
anything. From penal or substitutionary atonement, to the predetermined
elect, to women’s ordination, to the length and duration of hell, to post-death
conversion, to heaven or a new earth, to the second coming, to years of
tribulation, to how we receive forgiveness, or obtain salvation, to God's view on
LGBT issues - there is a smorgasbord of options available to you. The truth, the
one true way? Right.
In the end, it was too incredulous for me to believe that a group of people in
the desert 4000 years ago were singled out by God as “special”. It seems
divisive and bound to fail as a concept. No one likes a favourite. The Jews
believed in a monotheistic god who helped them slay their enemies and win
battles. It was about territory and land. God then confuses them with a triune
godhead which they still don't understand to this day. Could He really not think
of another way? Could He not reveal himself to these other nations
simultaneously, why was it just the Jews who had the right brand of
understanding?
In the end I totally lost my appetite to hear the end of any sentence from
Christians beginning with “Jesus clearly says…” or the “Bible is unequivocal
on…” often focusing on one word and how it was used and what we can derive
from it to create doctrine that Christians can bash each other over the head
with. It made me queasy.

A Special Shout out to Non-resistant Unbelievers

It strikes me that, you don't even have to look very far to find non-resistant
unbelievers. The Bible is full of them. Jews. They believe in the God of Israel,
they've written the book for goodness sake, they don't struggle with the
translation issues that we have to contend with, they received the prophecies,
they met with, talked to and had direct intervention from, God. They are
positively tipped in favour of a belief in the messiah and future Trinitarian God.
They simply miss it. They're still looking. They don't get it. Jews are nonresistant unbelievers to Christianity.
Occasionally there is a talk with a non-resistant unbeliever on Unbelievable?. I
have yet to hear of a decent reason why such a person should exist. The best
Justin and his guest Frank Turek, could come up with in relation to a guy called
Tom who attends church regularly with his Christian friend, but can't bring
himself to believe, was that whilst they admit Tom is a genuine seeker, he has
to fall into the “not yet” category of prayer answering. With time, they are
confident that such a genuine seeker will find a way to God. This completely
ignores the issue that many don't come to faith despite trying, or many who
seek to shore up their existing faith, as I did, end up de-converting. And, it
doesn't even begin to explain why God would prefer to continue hiding when
He is apparently desperate to have a relationship with us. The existence of just
one non-resistant unbeliever seems to completely debunk the assertion that
God is interested in us.

At the same time he acknowledges the problem of evil as the atheist’s greatest
objection, Justin fails to take it seriously enough in his book. He trivializes the
unspeakable suffering experienced by millions by comparing it to a newborn’s
birth cries. This false equivalence is a failure of empathy and lack of
perspective. But to take his comparison seriously, one must still explain why
god thinks it is okay for a baby to enter this world in confusion and terror. It is
just assumed that there are good reasons for it.
David and Skydivephil take slightly different approaches. Many in the project
wanted to take a shot at this subject. And while two chapters don’t exhaust our
response to the topic, we also had to keep it from becoming a book in and of
itself. We strongly believe that if Christians took this problem even more
seriously, there would be fewer Christians.

Chapter Six

The Problem of Suffering: It’s Worse than
You Think
David Johnson

Justin highlights suffering as the atheist’s greatest objection. It is hard to say
which is the most powerful. There are many dramatic disconfirmations of the
Christian god. Any one of them stands alone as sufficient. Here are just a
handful that come to mind:
• The problem of evil
• Divine hiddenness
• Unanswered prayers
• Extreme amounts of church division
• Moral confusion among believers
Justin is right to highlight suffering as a problem for Christians. While it is good
he acknowledges the problem, he dismisses it too easily. It is a much bigger
problem than he has credited. Apologists present solutions to the problem. But
those solutions don’t go far enough.
All Christian attempts at solutions leave the problem of suffering intact. The
tactic is not to solve the problem, but to give Christians just enough of an
answer so that they stop thinking about it. Here is why those answers leave
nonbelievers unconvinced:

Intuitively Wrong
One of the best tactics of the Christian is to so confuse the issue with
philosophical high-speak that no one can be certain of anything. Making a
thing philosophically possible is like saying in the vast world of quantum
physics, anything is possible.
You don’t have to be a physicist to know that in the part of the world we
inhabit, anything is not possible. No matter how confused someone attempts
to make you with talk of physics, you know that when you step out of bed, you

are not going to fall through a swirling vortex of time-traveling tachyons, and
find yourself whisked into another world.
The same is true for philosophical doublespeak. When the apologist is done
talking, you might not be entirely sure of what they said. But you still know
that suffering is bad. And there shouldn’t be so much of it, if any.
This is one of those times when the Christian does not carry the emotional
argument. The emotional argument is against them. But it is not just
emotional. It is intuitive. god is supposed to be a loving father. If you are a
loving father, or have had a loving father, you know that loving fathers do
everything in their power to limit the amount of suffering experienced by their
children.
Since god is all powerful, everything in his power should be quite sufficient to
keep suffering at a minimum. The fact that suffering is what it is means that
there is either a problem with his power, or a problem with his parenting skills.
All of the Christians responses are attempts to deal with these two intuitive
observations. Here are the responses, and why they fail:

The Fall
The idea behind the fall is that because of original sin, everything quite literally
went to hell. Everything good about creation was tainted by a sin miasma that
hangs over the universe to this day like a cosmic smog.
Suffering is just a byproduct of the evil that was unleashed into the ecosystem.
Original sin wasn’t god’s fault. It was our fault. We have only ourselves to
blame. For the Christian, this gets god completely off the hook for everything
that has gone wrong since his perfect creation. But that is only because the
Christian stops asking questions much too soon.
1. Why was anything forbidden in paradise? Eden should have been like a
playpen for babies. Nothing is forbidden because everything is safe.
Imagine one of those pens full of balls. The balls are too big to swallow
and too strong to pop. There is too much air between them to
suffocate. Dive into them, and the landing is too soft. You don’t put hot
coffee in a playpen and blame the baby for the burn. To do so is either
neglectful or malevolent.

2. Why was the serpent in the garden? The brand new humans were
deceived by a beast cleverer than they. But why did god create such a
beast in the first place? Even if he didn’t create the beast, why allow the
beast into the garden? That is like allowing a sex offender into a
playground, then blaming the children for being molested. Again, not
their fault.
3. Why are all humans punished for what the original sinners did? I didn’t
eat the fruit. Neither did you. So why should we have to eat by the
sweat of our brow? A child takes a cookie from the jar. And the father
curses the child so that all her descendants are born one-handed.
That’s hardly fair.
4. Why did the fruit contain poison? I have been told by Christians that
god didn’t create birth defects and disease. Those things were the
result of our sin. But you don’t get changes in DNA from eating a bite of
fruit unless that fruit was highly poisonous in a somewhat magical way.
Even if god didn’t want us to eat the fruit, why would he fill it with
poison?
6. What explains the rest of the problems? The fall tries to explain too
much. The Bible describes the punishments that were handed out. So
we can explain why snakes crawl instead of walk, and why labor pains
exist, and why farming is hard. But that hardly covers the suffering that
exists in the world. So giving the fall its full due, it does nothing to
explain the type and scale of suffering experienced on this planet.
It is clear that using the theodicy of the fall as an explanation for sin and
suffering does not work. Nothing about the fall pins the blame on humans for
the world we live in today. When the fall utterly fails, the Christian transitions
to free will.

Free Will
One of the most popular answers to why we suffer is that we only have
ourselves to blame for the bad choices we make that cause our suffering. I have

some sympathy for this response because we have all caused a few selfinflicted wounds over the course of a lifetime.
Skydivers who pack their parachutes poorly, and who do not follow
instructions really have no one to sue, provided they survive. Mountain
climbers cannot exactly blame the mountain for the crime of simply being
there. Russian roulette? No one put a gun to your head. Well… you get the
idea.
But not all of what appears to be self-inflicted suffering is really self-inflicted. It
is one action that is a part of a chain that we didn’t start, and are helpless to
avoid. If someone runs into you while you are carrying a hot cup of coffee, you
will spill it on yourself and be burned. But you actually had very little to do with
the accident that caused your self-inflicted burns.
The one who is a drug addict or alcoholic by age 12 had a lot of help getting
there. We pity the abused child for the suffering visited upon her. But we
despise the crack whore for the bad choices she made. We lose track of the fact
that she is the same person we pitied a few years ago.
We have something that functions a lot like free will. But we are also highly
suggestible. We are easily influenced. Eden didn’t just contain two humans
with free will. It also contained a hypnotically clever creature with the sole
mission of influencing the humans to perform a certain action. They were not
alone with their free will.
If a baby falls down a flight of stairs, do we blame it on her free will? Or do we
blame the parent for not putting up a baby gate? If we left small children to
their free will, none would survive to adulthood. God left the innocent humans
in a dangerous place with poison fruit and wicked creatures and blames the
predictable outcome on their free will.
What part of free will is responsible for birth defects? Did our free will cause the
tsunami that killed millions? Free will cannot explain a fraction of the human
suffering we see in this world.
What about the free will of the criminal? If a man brutalizes a woman, he is just
acting on his free will. Even if we discount the fact that his free will may have
been influenced by factors beyond his control, we still can’t lay the act at the
feet of free will.

The god of the Christian is an interventionist god. He can see the violent act
coming before the participants are even born. He can manipulate
circumstances to keep harm away from the innocent. Just think of Mary: the
mother of Jesus. She was fire-walled from sexual assault and brutality.
She was also presumably kept from drug addiction, disease, and mental
retardation. So it is clear that god can protect anyone he chooses. When a
rapist is thwarted, Christians say that god intervened. When a rapist is
successful, they say that god does not intervene in the free will of even rapists.
But if he has ever intervened once, he can intervene anytime it suits him. So
the suffering we face at the hands of others is not a product of free will. It is a
product of god being suited by our suffering. The free will argument simply
cannot bear the burden Christians need it to support.

Birth Defects and Disease
We move to a category of human suffering that cannot possibly be laid at the
feet of human will or sin. Eating fruit made by god cannot possibly cause
disease. And we did not design disease. We did not invent viruses.
Nothing we did caused sickle cell anemia. And while human behavior might be
blamed for the rapid spread of AIDS, we most certainly didn’t create it. It fails
to say that AIDS is a punishment for homosexual behavior. The larger group of
homosexuals is lesbian. Their activity is almost completely immune from this
targeted punishment.
When children are born with disease and defect, we can hardly blame them for
their suffering. There are only a couple of explanations for birth defects and
disease. And they both implicate god as the architect:
• The original creation wasn’t very good. And the human genome was
fouled up from the beginning. It just took a while before the effects
were apparent.
• God slipped in an even worse punishment than he mentioned at the
time, and rewrote the human genome so that it would create birth
defects and disease.
Outside of the blind forces of evolution, god is the only one who could do such

a thing.
A secondary issue is what god does about the problem of disease after the fact.
Christians seem to vacillate wildly between hope and resignation. One
moment, god heals illnesses and watches over pregnancies so that babies are
born healthy. On the other hand, god is quite satisfied to work within the
confines of our weakness. His grace is sufficient.
It all depends on which circumstance the Christian wishes to explain at any
given moment. If a Christian gets better after praying for healing, god is
sovereign over disease. He wants us to be healthy. And he has the power to
make us so. If we remain sickly for our entire lives, god wanted us to be sickly
to show his power through us in other ways.
The fact that he seems to heal some and not others only tells us that this god is
capricious. It also tells us that he could heal disease, but just chooses not to.
Notice that Jesus only seemed to heal people who managed to get his
attention. What he never did was remove an illness from the earth. He healed a
handful of lepers. But he left leprosy intact for others to contract it.
So what we have is a god who caused birth defects and disease (as no one else
could have), while doing nothing to remove it or protect the general population
from it. When it comes to human suffering, the god of the Christian has much
more to answer for than the Christian is asking. Those that deny that god
caused birth defects must answer the question of who did if not god? If the
devil does, then everyone would have birth defects.

Acts of God
When the weather turns violent, we call it an act of god. That is because, like
birth defects and disease, there is no way to pin the blame on humans. We
don’t have the technology to cause ice ages. We can’t even manage a tornado.
But god has cooked up all kinds of unnatural systems – unnatural in a world
designed specifically for humans, that is. We have tornadoes, earthquakes,
tsunamis, hurricanes, blight, pestilence, wildfires, volcanoes, and more.
Far from a paradise, this earth is a death trap. And it is really good at killing its
occupants. But the earth doesn’t just kill us. It makes us suffer. Most of it is

water in which we cannot breathe. Large portions of it are too hot and sandy,
or too cold and icy.
The parts of the surface where we can live are full of sharp edges that are hard
and unyielding. Have you seen a human body? It does not hold up well when
thrown against sharp, hard, unyielding surfaces.
Many of the animals want to kill us. The foliage wants to prick us or poison us.
The sky wants to burn us or give us cancer. At higher climates, the thin air
wants to suffocate us. In many populated parts of the world, the land wants to
starve us. It is a wonder any of us survive.
No matter how the Christian argues it, from the fall, to free will, to disease, to
nature, God is the sole author of our suffering. And though he could lift it, he is
content to watch it unfold before him. The only question that remains is why.
Again, Christian answers undersell the problem:

Parental Guidance
Christians often place god in the role of a parent. The parental analogy is used
to exonerate god for suffering in the following ways:
• God punishes us when we need it
• God allows us to suffer for a higher purpose like character building
While these are indeed features of human parenting, Christians fail to fully
grasp the implications of placing god in this role, and using it to explain away
suffering. Even a casual glance shows why these arguments don’t work.
To begin with, human parents have human limitations. We parent the way we
do precisely because we do not have the resources of a god. We are not very
good at behavior modification. Just consider some of the barbaric means we
have attempted in the past.
We are also not particularly good at building character. We use crude methods
because we have no other methods available to us. It is somewhat selfdefeating to say that the god of the universe is limited to the same tools of
parenting as us. With that in mind, here are the other reasons why this
argument fails so spectacularly:

God Loves You to Death
It is said that a parent punishes a disobedient child because of love. But I do not
believe in punishment as we typically understand it. You do something bad,
something equally bad must be done to you. That is where we get the notion of
an eye for an eye.
But even if you subscribe to traditional notions of punishment, god takes it to
extremes. He punishes his children with death. A dead child cannot be taught a
lesson. To determine how often god loves his children to death, just survey the
Old Testament for all the punishments under the law that require death.
Some of the punishments required his children to be conquered by their
enemies, and brutally enslaved. What parent would punish their children in this
way? As punisher, god is a psycho-parent who should be locked away in a
padded cell. At the very least, there should be some inquiries from the
Department of Human Services and the Child Protection agencies.

Building Character
I have always questioned the character building argument. In this life, we need
character because this is a harsh and unforgiving world. We need to learn the
value of honesty, hard work, and social responsibility. This life requires all of
these things in spades.
But why do we need character building for the next life? Is heaven also going to
require honesty, hard work, and social responsibility? If it is, what makes
anyone think that suffering in this life will prepare us for it?
There is not a single person on this planet who has enough character for an
eternal existence. If heaven is depending on us to manage society with what
we have learned on earth, heaven will be a fallen mess inside of the first week.
If we will receive new personalities and perfect minds when entering heaven,
then why all the useless character building here?
Human parents are also very careful about the type and amount of suffering
they will intentionally allow their children to endure for any reason. No parent
purposely allows a child to break their arm or leg. They do everything in their

power to teach their children how to manage dangerous activities without
injury. Most of the suffering endured by children are due to our human
limitations.
God has no such excuse. He designs the swing set to break so that the child will
break her arm. God wants her to experience pain. God is the parent who gives
his child a sick pet so she will experience the maximum grief. God is the parent
who lets his child get beat up by bullies so she will learn helplessness and
humility.
Again, god is a psycho-parent.

For His Glory
Some get lost in the debate over whether god causes suffering for his glory, or
allows suffering for his glory. In the grand scheme of things, it really doesn’t
matter. The fact that god derives anything positive for himself through your
suffering is monstrous in and of itself.
There was the time when Jesus and his disciples happened upon a man who
was blind from birth. The disciples wanted to know if it was from his sin, or the
sin of his parents. As an aside, Jesus did not dispel the notion that blindness is
not the result of sin. He only said that in that particular case, sin had nothing to
do with it.
According to the passage in John 9, This man was born blind so that god’s
power could be shown in him. The implication is that god made this man blind
so that he could be healed at this time by Jesus. That is not an inspirational
story. That is a hideous story.
Recast the story as an optometrist who causes a baby to be born blind, only to
show how good of a doctor he is by fixing it decades later. The suffering of the
blind child up to that point is just a necessary evil that brings the doctor glory.
That is god in this story. We hardly notice the lifetime of suffering by the blind
man. All is well as long as god gets to show his power.
Beyond this horrid tale, there is something tone deaf and sinister about a
person who uses the occasion of your suffering for his benefit. Sorry about you
being quadriplegic. But on the bright side, my dancing looks so much better

when compared to yours.
Paul tells us that god is strong in our weakness. Why would we praise that?
Why can’t god be strong when we are strong? The god of the Bible would
rather us be timid stutterers so that we can’t take any credit for a powerful
speech.
God may allow some small amount of praise to come our way if there is
enough left over once his appetite for praise has been satisfied. Even what little
praise we are allowed to have must be recycled back into god’s glory. We must
remain weak so that god can always be the strong one. Christians serve a god
who looks at their suffering, and sees opportunity for himself. That’s sick.

You Deserve It
Perhaps the worst argument Christians make in defense of suffering is that at
the end of the day, you deserve it. You deserve every lump you took, every
moment of sickness, every injury you endured, every moment of fear you
experienced, every loss you took.
From the moment you were born, god knew the kind of filthy, no-good
subhuman you would turn out to be. And you deserved every second of
suffering you received. You probably deserved even more.
Because god is just, he knows the true condition of your heart, even if you
don’t. He knows what you would have done had you not been confined to that
wheelchair. He knows what you would have looked at had you not been born
blind. And he knows what harm you would have done to others had you not
been mistreated as a child. Blessed be the name of the lord. You deserved
every bit of it.
You are incapable of judging the situation. God can see all of time before it
unfolds to us. He also sees all of the alternate timelines. You think this universe
is bad? Had you not been forced to endure so much suffering, it would have
been worse.
But this argument simply ignores the scale of human suffering. As humans, we
would all agree that there are limits to any deserved suffering. Even criminals
do not deserve maximum suffering, regardless of their crime.

But god knows no limits. Death wasn’t enough for humans to bear. We also
have to suffer from cancer long and miserably before death comes. We have to
suffer in the fire before life is burned away. We have to drown in fear and pain
before the lungs full of water take us. And in some versions of the afterlife,
suffering goes on at infinite levels for all eternity.
The Christian insists that god is just. And if that is so, then our suffering is fair.
For that suffering to be fair, we must deserve every sadistic moment of it.

Worth It in the End
By the time the Christian gets to this argument, they have almost given up.
They are just special pleading and grasping at straws by saying things even
they don’t believe.
According to this argument, the suffering you go through today will be
forgotten in eternity future. Heaven will make it all worth it. When you get
there, you will laugh at what you thought was suffering. Heaven will be so good
you will be glad you had to suffer for it.
That means the sexual abuse some kid is experiencing right now in some dark,
stinking alley is totally worth it. Did you just take a bullet from a drive-by that
will leave you a shadow of the human being you were yesterday? Worth it.
Were you born spastically retarded? You don’t know how lucky you are.
This argument is so nauseatingly bad, I would not even repeat it were it not
featured in the Bible. Remember Job? god allowed him to unjustly suffer
unspeakable physical torture, as well as allowing his children to be murdered.
The god of this story admitted that the suffering was for no reason.
Here is how this god made it all better:
The Lord blessed the last part of Job’s life even more than the first part. Job
had fourteen thousand sheep, six thousand camels, a thousand teams of oxen,
and a thousand female donkeys. Job also had seven sons and three
daughters. He named the first daughter Jemimah, the second daughter Keziah,
and the third daughter Keren-Happuch. There were no other women in all the
land as beautiful as Job’s daughters. And their father Job gave them land to
own along with their brothers.

After this, Job lived one hundred forty years. He lived to see his
children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and great-greatgrandchildren. Then Job died; he was old and had lived many
years. Job 42: 12-17
See how pretty his new daughters were? Besides an even better bunch of kids,
Job was given even more land, and lived a long happily ever after. I guess we
can laugh about those torturous boils from head to foot now that Job has
sexually attractive daughters. This is how the god of the Bible justifies
suffering. That many Christians do this today is even worse.

Conclusion: He Has His Reasons
And with that argument, the Christian has completely given up. It doesn’t
matter that we intuitively know that the fall utterly fails, or that free will is not
a free pass. It doesn’t matter that we have no explanation for birth defects and
disease, or reasons why acts of god are not really god’s fault.
So what if god is a bad parent who loves us to death with brutal punishment
and failed attempts to build character. It doesn’t matter that god’s glory is not
a convincing enough reason, or that you really don’t deserve it. And it doesn’t
matter how offensive the argument is that it is all going to be worth it in the
end. None of that matters because god has his reasons. And unnamed reasons
trump any and all objections.
In his book, Justin acknowledges there are some things for which he has no
answers. I suspect the ultimate explanation for suffering is one of them. But his
faith is so ordered that he doesn’t need a reason. The Christian has a built-in
defense mechanism embedded into their doctrine: When in doubt, god has his
reasons.
God’s ways are above your ways, and his thoughts are above your thoughts.
Even if he told you the reason, you couldn’t possibly understand it. Be thrilled
that you can understand anything about god. And let the rest stand as the
glorious mystery that it is.
At the end of the day, it all comes down to faith. You either believe god is
good, loving, and able to save you, or you don’t. So even if god does things that

seem completely immoral to you, your perspective is insufficient to judge the
situation. In those cases, you just have to trust that god is doing the right thing.
He has his reasons. And that should be good enough for you.
I have listened to these kinds of explanations for the past ten years of
programing. And I have become less satisfied with them as time progressed. I
can no longer drown out all the suffering by closing my eyes, sticking my
fingers in my ears, and crying Jesus! Jesus! Jesus!

Chapter Seven
The Problem of Suffering: Why theism’s biggest
headache can’t be cured.
Skydivephil

My first appearance on Unbelievable? was to discuss the issue of animal
suffering. Myself and two fellow students from my astronomy course at UCL
had recently attended a debate between William Lane Craig, the Christian
apologist, and humanist Stephen Law. Both of my fellow students are very
smart people, one an atheist and one a Christian. I was happy that the Christian
was not impressed by Craig’s arguments.
During the debate, Law argued it would be silly to believe in an all-powerful evil
God as there are too many good things in the world. Similarly, one should not
believe in an all-powerful good God as there are too many bad things in the
world e.g. the suffering of animals. Craig argued that animals are not aware of
their suffering as they don’t have a prefrontal cortex, which he claimed is
needed for self-awareness.

Discussing Animal Suffering on Unbelievable?
My YouTube video took Craig to task, arguing that many animals do have a
prefrontal cortex and, there’s no convincing reason to think you even need one
for self-awareness or pain perception. It was this video that brought me onto
the Unbelievable? show. I debated Michael Murray, who was a source of
Craig’s ideas about animal suffering. He is also the director of programming for
the Templeton Foundation which spends millions of dollars allegedly
promoting the idea that religion and science are in harmony.
A theist, like Justin, who accepts the findings of modern science with respect to
an old Earth age, may find they boost their credibility but it comes at a cost.
They are now faced with a serious problem that Murray tried to face: Why did
God allow hundreds of millions of years of animal suffering before humans ever
existed? I think I easily addressed Murray’s counter arguments on the show,

but you should judge for yourself. When I spoke to Justin afterwards, I felt he
didn’t have much to say. But perhaps he was just playing the gracious host and
Justin certainly is that. With the release of Justin’s book, I looked forward to
hearing his real thoughts on the matter.
The problem of animal suffering before the fall is impervious to the many theist
defenses against the problem of suffering. So I was intrigued to see how Justin
confronted the issue in his book. But he simply ignored it, as if the show we
recorded never happened. The theme of Justin’s book is “why he is still a theist
after ten years of hearing atheist arguments”. Yet how Justin deals with this
issue is still a mystery to me after reading his book. I don’t believe it shows that
Justin listened to the argument and found it wanting. Rather he listened to the
argument and wrote as if it never existed.
So in responding to the argument from suffering, Justin takes the easy path,
but even here his response is inadequate. Before we see why, let’s recap the
problem. God is supposed to be all powerful, all loving and perfectly good. Yet
we see a huge amount of suffering in the world. As Epicurus asked:
Is God willing to prevent evil, but not able? Then he is not omnipotent.
Is he able, but not willing? Then he is malevolent.
Is he both able and willing? Then whence cometh evil?
Is he neither able nor willing? Then why call him God?
Justin’s first point is the theist has many arguments, the cosmological, the fine
tuning, the moral etc. and he suggests the atheist has just this one argument
(i.e. the problem of suffering) on their side. So weighing the two sides, the
theist comes out on top. Of course this is only true if the theists’ arguments are
valid. If they are not, then this is irrelevant. You can have as many bad
arguments as you like, they don’t add up to one good argument.
Justin is also wrong to imply that skeptics of Christianity possess only this
argument. Having hosted the show for so many years, he is surely aware of the
argument from the hiddenness of God, the argument from the character of
God, contradictions in the bible, the failure of prayer, the divisions between
believers and so on, all of which pose a genuine challenge to theism.

Is Morality Objective?
Justin’s main defence is to come at the problem from a different angle and ask,
how can atheists even pose the problem of suffering? Without the objective
morality that God provides, the atheist has no measure by which to evaluate
that suffering is wrong.
Suppose that morality is subjective and not objective. That would still not stop
someone from making statements about moral right or wrong. We can still say
a painting is beautiful, even if beauty is subjective. We don’t need objectivity to
make reasonable statements, especially if people share our aesthetic instincts.
Similarly if people share the same moral instincts (and they do), we can find
common ground. Justin writes in very black and white terms as if moral
questions are binary, either purely subjective and anything goes, or purely
objective. “Anything less than an objective standard makes our moral beliefs a
matter of opinion and feelings”. But why should we think this?
One thing I found very powerful as a teenager, was reading philosopher Robert
Nozick’s defense of vegetarianism. He tackled each argument for justifying the
eating of meat and showed how it was inconsistent with our normal notions of
morality. For example, one might argue it’s OK to eat meat as the animals
wouldn’t exist if it wasn’t for the meat industry. Nozick replies: in which case it
should be OK to breed human children and eat them for meat. After all they
wouldn’t have existed otherwise. This may not be an objective proof that
eating meat is wrong, but clearly it’s not just personal preference either. Nozick
uses our ability to reason to conclude that some moral statements are
inconsistent. As long as we share the moral instinct that murder is wrong, we
can use reasons to agree that eating meat is also wrong. The point is, Justin’s
attempt to draw a sharp line between subjective and objective, may be a
mirage.
Consider aesthetics, one might have a personal preference for a certain work of
art, but does that mean the art critic has nothing to add? That they are talking
gibberish? As the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy tells us with regard to
beauty: “Perhaps the most familiar basic issue in the theory of beauty is
whether beauty is subjective—located ‘in the eye of the beholder’—or whether
it is an objective feature of beautiful things. A pure version of either of these

positions seems implausible”. The same may be true for morality.
There is a spectrum between things that are subjective and those that are
objective, and morality lies somewhere on that spectrum. It’s ironic in a way
because theists often accuse atheists of scientism, the view that the only truth
is scientific truth.
Literature can also have truthful statements, so the claim that science is the
only way to truth is false. ‘The Emperor is the villain in Star Wars’ is a true
statement, but not in the same way as ‘The Earth is smaller than the Sun’.
However when it comes to morality, it seems the theist takes the opposite
position: unless it’s fully objective, it has no meaning.
Even if Justin is right that morality is objective, there are many naturalistic
theories of objective morality. Justin may not have time to debunk each one.
But he should address why such theories are impossible, and this, he does not
do . He also doesn’t justify why God is an objective reason to give us morality.
Justin defines objective morality as something we just know must be true. We
might also call this our moral instincts. But this is a poor definition of
objectivity. Being objective usually refers to depending on something outside
of mind, and since God has a mind, it just pushes the problem out further: if
morality comes from God, then it is not necessarily objective. To counter this,
theists claim that God simply is good. But this is pure assertion.
When I think of something that is purely objective, I think of something a
machine could measure. The original Star Wars movie is 2 hours and 5 minutes
long. That’s something a machine could measure; it is objective. Is it the best
Star Wars movie? A machine can’t give us an easy answer. Moral questions
can’t easily be decided by having a machine make a measurement. We have to
think about moral dilemmas and that’s no bad thing. Should we do
experiments on animals that may lead to their suffering and death, yet might
lead to new life saving medicines? Even if we agree animal experimentation is
all right, is it OK for any experiment to be carried out, or just ones that result in
life saving medicines?
These are difficult moral questions; the idea that we can just measure the
answer seems somehow wrong. Morality just isn’t like that. It might seem that
way for easy moral questions such as, is murder wrong? But not all moral
questions are so simple. It’s easy to make something look objective when you

give extreme cases. If I show you an image of a rainbow and of a rotting corpse
and ask you to choose the more beautiful image, the answer will be obvious. It
might even seem then that beauty is objective. But, if I show an image of the
northern lights and ask you to pick between that and a rainbow, you might
have a harder time picking between them, and so a conclusion of objectivity for
beauty is less persuasive.
I was brought up Jewish, and each year we celebrated the Exodus from Egypt
in the Passover ceremony. I sang a Hebrew song called the Manish Tanah
which asks the family to explain the story to me. But as I grew older, I realised
the Exodus is the act of a brutal being. God‘s last plague is to kill all first-born
Egyptians, and not just the humans, but animals too. What did they do wrong?
The other nine plagues were no picnics either. The first turns the rivers to blood
and all the fish die. Why didn’t God just smite the Pharaoh, or perhaps soften
rather than harden his heart? My moral instincts told me this was wrong. And
here comes the problem for Justin’s argument: If my moral instincts come from
God, why do they tell me God is immoral? Justin claims we know objectively
that rape is wrong. OK, so why shouldn’t we also say objectively that killing
every first-born Egyptian is also wrong?
I won’t digress further into the moral argument here as that is a separate
chapter. However, an important point to note is that whether you are a moral
subjectivist, objectivist or somewhere in between, moral statements can still
be made. And God’s actions (or inactions in many cases) regarding suffering
can still be considered moral or immoral. After all, it’s the theist who claims
God is perfectly moral. Why should we not look at God’s behavior and try to
judge if this statement is true or false? How else are we to establish validity of
the theist claim? Even if we accept morality comes from a God, it doesn’t
follow that it’s from the Christian God. So the moral argument can still be an
argument against Christianity. If the actions of the Christian God are
inconsistent with what we think are moral facts, then Christianity is
inconsistent and can be dismissed.
Have you noticed that when theists try to convince us of the existence of moral
facts, they always use cases such as torture or rape, but never genocide? Surely
if there is such a thing as moral facts, genocide is chief among them. And this
leads to a contradiction: God commands genocide in the bible, so he must not
be the source of our morality. When God asks Abraham to kill his own son as a

sacrifice, is this not torture? Ask how you might view a person who forced
someone to go through a mock execution of their own child (keep in mind they
don’t know it’s not going to happen). Would they be guilty of psychological
torture? I certainly think so and the International Red Cross rule #90,
forbidding torture and degrading treatment, seems to agree.

Cutting Both Ways
Justin goes on to argue that Christianity offers hope of one day understanding
the suffering that exists in the world stating “within Christian belief, suffering is
at least a mystery we can hope to make sense of. In atheism, it is simply
meaningless. So the problem of evil and suffering cuts both ways.”
However, under atheism, there is no prediction of an all powerful good force,
so there is no mystery for the suffering in the world. Under theism, such a
being exists and so suffering is a problem (in the sense of an intellectual
problem to explain why it happens). It does not cut both ways. Justin’s
statement is really just wishful thinking. Let’s play this game with a different
belief system. If magic is true, at least we have the hope of flying on a
broomstick and shape shifting into a cat. If naturalism is true, there is no such
possibility. Does this give any reason at all to believe in magic?

Free Will
Free will is Justin’s next port of call when it comes to marking off traditional
theodicies. “Where does most of the evil in the world come from ? Much of it is
a direct consequence of our wrong choices as human beings.”
I agree with Justin that it’s the most commonly used defense, but it is not a
good one. Let us come back to the animal suffering that existed for millions of
years before humans existed. How can that be down to human free will?
Consider the great extinctions wiping out much of life on Earth and this
happening again and again. In light of this, is it really correct to say most of the
evil in the world is down to human free will?
A further problem is the existence of free will itself. There is no agreement
amongst philosophers that free will (or at least libertarian free will) actually
exists. You may be thinking of materialists saying we are just matter in motion.

But one doesn’t have to be materialist to reject free will. Many theists believe
free will is incompatible with God's ability to perfectly see the future. Often
theists retort that God can predict your actions but you are still free to choose,
in the same way that I can predict my wife will choose chocolate cake over
sponge cake. I can predict this quite confidently but not with 100% certainty if
she really has freedom to choose. But God is supposed to be able to predict the
future with 100% certainty, so it’s hard to see how free will is consistent with
God’s foreknowledge. Many naturalists believe that physics is fundamentally
not deterministic and so allows for the possibility of free will. So free will isn’t
even a theist vs. atheist game. It may boil down to a question of whether
determinism is true. Recall that Justin’s use of the Kalam argument assumes
everything that begins to exist has a cause. Well my choices surely began to
exist so they must have a cause and if they do, then how do I have free will? It
seems there is a conflict between these two defenses of God’s existence.
My own opinion on free will is that it’s extremely difficult to define what it even
means. Let us assume your genes determine your behavior. You might say
then you didn’t freely choose your genes and so free will is an illusion. Firstly
one should be careful with the word illusion. It doesn’t necessarily mean “non
existence’ but rather misperception. Justin often says morality is an illusion
under atheism, but again this does not mean “non existence”. Free will may
exist but it might be different to how it appears.
Let’s go back to our genetic example. You don’t choose your genes but your
genes are part of you, they are not separate from you. And this gets us into the
extremely complicated question of what is “you”? If we exclude genetic factors
from what counts as “you” making a free choice, what do we include? Can we
include environmental factors? But you didn’t choose who brought you up or
where you were brought up. So what counts as a free choice? Is it one that is
devoid of all external influences? How could we ever confirm such a thing is
real? We are never going to meet a person who has not been influenced by
some environment or someone who has no genes. Ask yourself why do some
people become psychopaths? How can anyone be so awful that they kill people
for pleasure? There is now mounting evidence that there are strong genetic
factors associated with psychopathy. When these genes are mixed with certain
environmental triggers they are likely to turn someone into a psychopath. The
psychopath does not choose their genes or their environment. This makes the
problem of suffering far more complicated than the simplistic notion of bad

choices Justin provides.
I do not claim, as some do, that free will does not exist, but it is a very difficult
concept to even define. For brevity’s sake, I won’t go into all the complexities
of this issue in more detail here, the important point to note is that when
mounting a defense one should use concepts that are not problematic in
themselves. Imagine you are on trial and your defense wants to use DNA
evidence. You shouldn’t object to this if you are innocent. DNA evidence is
generally considered reliable. What about lie detectors? These are not
considered reliable and so if you are going to use those as your primary
defense, you are in trouble. The same goes for free will. It’s an extremely
difficult and complicated concept with currently no consensus surrounding it
and hence not exactly the best method of providing a robust defense.
But more importantly, it’s not difficult to imagine God alleviating suffering
without interfering with free will. One of my favorite TV shows growing up was
the sci-fi comedy Red Dwarf. In one episode, one of the characters is held in a
futuristic prison which enables one’s negative actions to be turned onto the
perpetrator. The annoying hologram Rimmer tells his long suffering roommate
Lister, to burn his bed sheet. Lister complies only to find it’s his own jacket that
is now on fire. Lister’s bad actions have been turned against him. What if
something like this really existed (surely this is no problem for an omnipotent
God)? When you tried to rob someone, he could make it so it was your money
that disappeared, when you tried to murder someone- you ended up dying.
This would not interfere with your free will, you could still make bad choices,
but other people don’t suffer from them.
One could imagine a simpler sci-fi scenario. Perhaps people could be equipped
with a force field that prevents unwanted access to their body. Again this
wouldn’t interfere with free choice. Let’s make things even simpler. What if
human beings had a gene that meant they could not eat animal material? This
again would not interfere with free choice any more than our inability to eat
nylon interferes with our free choice. Yet it might save billions of animals from
the suffering they endure at our hands today. Or simpler still, what if predators
had inbuilt anesthetics in their saliva? Couldn’t this alleviate an enormous
amount of suffering without interfering with free will? These scenarios may
sound fantastical but if there is an omnipotent God then they aren’t really
going to be very difficult to achieve. So why don’t we see them? Free will offers

no explanation. The simplest explanation is there is no such being.

Does God Even Like Free Will?
The God of the bible has punishments for those who don’t believe in him. He
kills those that disobey him. Consider Lot's wife, turned into a pillar of salt
because she chose to look back at the destruction of her home. If God is so
passionate about free will, why do we find the following commandments from
God in Leviticus 20?
1 Again, thou shalt say to the children of Israel, Whosoever he
be of the children of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn in
Israel, that giveth any of his seed unto Molech; he shall surely
be put to death: the people of the land shall stone him with
stones.
9 For every one that curseth his father or his mother shall be
surely put to death: he hath cursed his father or his mother; his
blood shall be upon him.
15 And if a man lie with a beast, he shall surely be put to death:
and ye shall slay the beast. (What did the beast do wrong?)
27 A man also or woman that hath a familiar spirit, or that is a
wizard, shall surely be put to death: they shall stone them with
stones: their blood shall be upon them.
Consider Deuteronomy:
6 If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy
daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which is as
thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and serve
other gods, which thou hast not known, thou, nor thy fathers;
7 Namely, of the gods of the people which are round about you,
nigh unto thee, or far off from thee, from the one end of the
earth even unto the other end of the earth;
8 Thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him;

neither shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou spare,
neither shalt thou conceal him:
9 But thou shalt surely kill him; thine hand shall be first upon
him to put him to death, and afterwards the hand of all the
people.
In other words if your own family converts to another religion and asks you to
join, you should kill them. And it’s not just the Old Testament that seems to
have no love of free will. In the New Testament we learn that all sins are
forgivable except one:
Matthew 3 28 Verily I say unto you, All sins shall be forgiven
unto the sons of men, and blasphemies wherewith soever they
shall blaspheme: 29 But he that shall blaspheme against the
Holy Ghost hath never forgiveness, but is in danger of eternal
damnation: 30 Because they said, He hath an unclean spirit.
So we have a God that can forgive murder, torture, rape or even genocide but
not blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. Does this really look like a God that
favors free will so much that he reluctantly accepts terrible human and animal
suffering? I think it’s clear this argument is extremely implausible.
One also has to distinguish between free will and free action. We accept that
people are entitled to have whatever thoughts they want, but they are not
entitled to act how they want. What Christian has ever said we shouldn’t have
stopped the Rwandan genocide or the Nazi holocaust because it would have
interfered with free will? And if we should intervene, surely God should. The
very nature of policing to prevent harm assumes that, when a certain amount
of harm is inflicted, the free will of the perpetrator is not a good reason for
inaction. In fact the free will of the victim is considered paramount and so we
feel obliged to interfere if we are able to. And God is surely able to.
Last month I was in Auschwitz; I visited the gas chambers and saw the
scratches on the walls, made by people trying to escape a suffocating death.
My great grandparents may have died in such a gas chamber had they not
emigrated from Poland to England at the end of the 19th century. These were
God’s chosen people and he abandoned them. It’s no use saying God doesn’t
interfere with free will, what of the free will of the victims? They weren’t there

by choice; they had guns to their heads. And why did God act during the
Exodus when the Jewish people were not being exterminated? Why an
intervention in ancient times when the cameras weren’t rolling yet nothing
when a miraculous rescue from a far greater threat could have been done? I
think the answer is obvious; there is no perfectly good and all powerful God
interested in human affairs.
As we have seen, free will can’t explain the animal suffering before the fall or
natural disasters such as earthquakes and tsunamis. Here Justin has an
interesting response, comparing the recent earthquakes in Los Angeles and
those in Haiti. The latter resulted in large loss of life, but not the former. Why?
Justin explains this is human free will at work, “the difference is compared to
Haiti, the USA is a rich prosperous country with the necessary resources for
earthquake-proofed buildings, emergency services and infrastructure. The fact
is that collective human choices have resulted in a world of haves and have
nots”. But did the people of Haiti choose to be poor? Consider the Lisbon
Earthquake of 1755 which killed tens of thousands of people. Is Justin going to
blame that on their free decision not to live in the future when better building
technology would have been available?

Spiritual Warfare
Another defense that Justin considers is spiritual warfare whereby rebellion
against God splits the world into good and evil leaving it “out of kilter”. But
why would God create a world so fragile? Michael Murray made this point
during our radio show. So Justin not only sidestepped my arguments but also
those of his fellow Christian.
This seems like an incompetent designer who designs a world so vulnerable to
the rebellion of one or a few individuals. Furthermore, a war between an
omnipotent being and another being who isn’t, should also be over pretty
quickly.
So why is it still going on? Justin quotes Revelation 21.4 describing a time in the
future where God will “wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more
death”. It’s been 2,000 years (and many tens of thousands more for modern
humans !!) and we are still waiting for this happy outcome. Why doesn’t God
get on with it? If death and suffering are inevitable, then how is this dream-like

future even possible? If they are not inevitable, then why do we still have
them?

Getting Closer to God
Suffering, according to Justin, may also be justified because it brings people
closer to God. He writes, “The reality is that comfort tends to make us forget
about God. It’s evidenced by a prosperous Western world where belief in God is
increasingly absent.”.
What are we to make of this defense? It might be true; maybe Justin has a
good point. The more comfortable people are, the less likely they are to need
God or a relationship with him. But if you take this seriously, then logically you
shouldn’t alleviate people’s suffering, as you might be moving them away from
God.
Imagine a poor country that is highly religious; you have a plan to make that
country wealthy. They will see their life expectancy rise, their infant mortality
go down, their education levels will rocket, there will be freedom and
democracy and no more hunger, the people will have time to pursue the leisure
activities of their dreams. But in doing so they become less religious, what
should you do? Enact the plan or leave things as they are? The implications of
Justin’s argument are it might be better to do nothing. But that conflicts with
another point Justin makes. He says suffering makes us change the world.
“Wherever you find the worst deprivation, poverty and sadness, you will
consistently find Christians building hospitals, offering food programmes ... ”
One can’t deny that Christians do a lot of great charitable acts and we should
applaud them every time they do so. But do they need Christianity for this? I
suspect that empathetic people will do acts of charity whatever their religion. If
not, why is the most charitable country in the world according to a recent
survey (predominantly Buddhist) Myanmar? It has topped the tables three
years in a row. And according to Justin’s recent show on Buddhism, this is a
religion that is agnostic over the existence of God. The recent ethnic cleansing
against Muslims there, may be an indication of how easily empathy can be
switched off when religion comes into play.
A bigger problem for Justin is consistency. If suffering leads us to God, why are

Christians alleviating it? Aren’t they driving people away from God? Does Justin
think the point of our existence is to have comfort and happiness here on Earth
or be closer to God in the afterlife? If the latter, why does Justin applaud efforts
to alleviate suffering? He can’t have it both ways.

Learning from Pain?
Another point Justin makes is how we grow from painful situations: “we can
think of a painful situation we’ve gone through and even though we wouldn’t
wish it upon anyone, looking back we can see that we become a better, more truly
human person because of it.”
This may be true in some cases, but clearly there are cases that do not lead to
human growth. For example, the countless cases of overwhelming suffering
that lead to suicide. Or think of the holocaust: did the suffering of the Jews
make them better humans? Maybe some, but most ended up in a gas chamber.
Not exactly a learning experience. God is often painted as a father figure
allowing his children to have a few cuts and bruises so they can learn. As Justin
says “I believe that God is masterful enough to be able to weave many of the
experiences and tribulations of our lives into a tapestry that is ultimately beautiful
to behold.”. But if you die from your suffering you don’t learn from it. Parents
might allow a small amount of suffering for their children so it leads to their
development, but they know when a line has been crossed. Loving parents are
acutely aware of this line and if things get too bad for their child, they
intervene.
When I was a child I decided to see what car exhaust fumes taste like. My
mother quickly stopped me, because she loved me and knew this was a lesson I
might die from. But she didn’t stop me playing football or break dancing even
though these had clear risks of injury. God appears to have no line, there is no
amount of suffering in the world that seems to guarantee his intervention. This
would have no consequences for the existence of a deist God who by definition
doesn’t interfere in the world. But theism is not that. For the theist, God does
intervene in the world. But the fact he does nothing when the need seems
greatest, seems to show that if he is a parent, he is negligent one.

Not Just a Negligent Parent

Negligence is just the beginning of the problem regarding God’s attitude to
suffering. God doesn’t just refuse to alleviate suffering, he seems to command
it. Consider the great flood that wiped out almost all life on Earth. Even if you
believe wiping out all humans is a good idea because they were sinful, why did
the animals have to die as well? It took forty days and nights for this to occur.
The flood would have been a slow horrid death, the weak would have died first,
and parents seeing their children die before their eyes. If we executed criminals
in such a prolonged way today, we would agree this was cruel, why not say the
same with God?
God also commands genocide against the Canaanites. And not just the
Canaanite people but their animals also. 1 Samuel 15:3:
3 Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they
have, and spare them not; but slay both man and woman,
infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass.
Again this would not have been a quick painless death. And consider the many
mothers who saw their children die. Again, why did the animals have to suffer?
These are God's commandments. This looks like a God who is indifferent to the
suffering of innocents. We could go on for a long time with many more
examples, but let's consider one more: What God commands Joshua do to his
enemies:
Joshua 11:6 And the LORD said unto Joshua, Be not afraid
because of them: for tomorrow about this time will I deliver
them up all slain before Israel: thou shalt hough their horses,
and burn their chariots with fire.
I had to look up what “hough a horse” meant when I first read this. To my
horror it means to sever the Achilles tendons of a horse, a horrendous torture
for the animal. It was done so that horses could not be used in battle. But if
God is all powerful he could have just immobilized the chariots without
harming the horses or he could have had the horses run away. That’s not what
he chose to do; he chose to command awful suffering.
One might argue these stories are just legends and never actually happened.
But why should it matter if the stories are true? One doesn’t have to think the

Empire really blew up a planet in Star Wars to say that was wrong. One doesn’t
have to think Voldemort is real to say he was wrong to kill Harry Potter’s
parents. Of course, as a non believer, I think that God is fictional and it is likely
that some of these stories did not happen. But that doesn’t stop us from
assessing if this character fits the claim being made of him: that he is perfectly
good. The descriptions we have do not fit that character and so we should
reject the claim that God is perfectly good. This we can conclude completely
independent of whether or not the stories are true.

Jesus Has Been There Too
Justin’s last argument is that God suffered with us on the cross. “God knows
what we go through in pain, suffering, humiliation and fear, because he’s been
through them too.”.
If Jesus was crucified, then he certainly went through a horrific ordeal. But is it
really like the pain and suffering that humans go through? Jesus, in Christian
theology, is God. If that’s true then he knows the future. He knows he will be
coming back to life after death. He knows he will be in paradise soon. Humans
may believe that, but they can’t have the confidence that Jesus would have
had. So the terror they might feel staring death in the face is unlikely to be the
terror a deity would feel if they came to Earth.
Of course one might argue Jesus as a man didn’t know these things, he didn’t
have access to God’s supernatural abilities when in human form. As Justin
points out Jesus is in anguish on the cross and shouts “My God why have you
forsaken me?” But to me this just reveals the contradictory nature of
Christianity. If Jesus is God, does it really make sense for him to ask why he
himself has abandoned himself? If Jesus doesn’t know the future how is he able
to make predictions and do miracles? It seems he has God’s properties when
it’s convenient for the Christian.
Furthermore, why should God suffering with us be a solution to the problem of
suffering? How does it help? If someone could hear the prayers of a family
member diagnosed with cancer, I suspect we would not hear “please send
someone down from heaven to suffer with me”. I suspect we would hear
“please rid my loved one of this cancer”. Of course some people are inspired by
the notion of sacrifice. But Jesus wasn’t the first person to sacrifice his life for

others. And again, if Jesus is God then his sacrifice seems less, mortal humans
aren’t going to be coming back to life three days later. Yet again exactly how
does the sacrifice of Jesus relieve the suffering of an animal dying of starvation
or being eaten alive slowly?
Justin closes his chapter with the story of Oscar Wilde's “Selfish Giant”. He had
previously posted a video at Oscar Wilde's memorial statue in London in
response to Stephen Fry’s video condemning God’s cruelty. I, like Justin,
Stephen Fry and many others, am a huge fan of Oscar Wilde. It’s worth
reflecting on the suffering that Wilde himself experienced in Reading Jail,
imprisoned for the ‘crime’ of homosexuality. Perhaps God was thinking about
that and the suffering of homosexuals around the world when he wrote in
Leviticus 20:
13 If a man also lies with mankind, as he lieth with a woman,
both of them have committed an abomination: they shall surely
be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.
But what of the selfish giant? The garden he made is placed into permanent
winter because of the giant's own selfishness in not letting children play there.
Justin makes the Earthly comparison in his video, he tells us the whole world is
bent out of shape because of us. Suffering is clearly our fault, not God's. But
this brings us full circle to my own appearance on the show. We discussed the
suffering of animals that existed millions of years before humans. How can that
be blamed on a world bent out of shape by our actions? Again Justin writes as if
this argument was never presented to him, but it was.
The giant eventually allows children back in the garden which leads to the
return of its beauty and majesty. Eventually he is angry to find a child injured.
“Who has injured you?” asks the giant. The child replies, “These are the wounds
of love.” The analogy is obvious, the child represents Christ who has entered
into the winter garden of our existence and suffered with us. But I hope I have
demonstrated that the cruel commandments of God are not consistent with
wounds of love, they are consistent with a malicious God, just as Stephen Fry
described.
Believing that God joins us in suffering may comfort some people. And this is
something I am uncomfortable with challenging, as a non believer. Do I really
want to undermine someone’s faith if it brings them comfort? It’s a tough

dilemma; if you think something is false and of great importance, then you feel
obliged to point that out. But what if this worldview has benefits? Justin’s
claim, that great times of need are when people are more likely to turn to God,
is, I think, probably true. But this returns us to the earlier point; comfortable
Western societies seem to be the ones least likely to believe in God. Perhaps
then we should strive to alleviate suffering and this, according to Justin, may
turn people away from God. But given God’s cruel character, I feel that’s a price
we should be happy to pay.

+++

We turn our attention to crucial topics that failed to make the cut in Justin’s
book. Over the past ten years of listening to the program, we were surprised
that very little mention of miracles and prayer made it into the book. Spiritual
warfare also comes up in conversation on the show quite frequently. These are
major Christian doctrines that are particularly important to Justin. They are
also major areas of contention for people who lose their faith.
The problem of evil is often conflated with the problem of suffering so that the
Christian never has to deal with it. But the Bible starts with the problem of evil.
When people are asked why they lost their faith, the problem of evil frequently
comes up. So while these topics did not receive much space in Justin’s first
book, we did not feel we could respond to ten years of Unbelievable without
them.

Chapter Eight
Of Signs and Wonders
David Johnson

I would like to begin this chapter by telling you of a great miracle. It is so far
beyond explanation, there is no sense in which it can be reasonably
questioned, or doubted for the evidence of the supernatural that it is.
But this miracle is much bigger than that. It doesn’t just affirm the
supernatural. It confirms the very existence, even the majesty of god, and not
just any god, the god of the Bible. This is the miracle that brings honest
atheists to their knees in worship and self-loathing, and makes the dishonest
ones run for the hills.
I would love to begin this chapter telling you in exacting detail about such a
miracle. But alas, I don’t know of one that meets that description, not even
close. In fact, I am not aware of any events that happened in space and time
that I would label a miracle.
This is a problem because by the reckoning of those who wrote the Bible, god
can be identified by miracles. The act of violating the laws of nature is his
calling card. Humans are positively identified by our fingerprints. Miracles are
god’s fingerprints.
One of the expectations the Christian has is that miracles occur. There is no
guarantee of frequency. But we should see them from time to time. More than
that, the unbeliever should expect to see them as well. A god that performs no
miracles is no god at all.
I grew up in a denomination that denied the existence of miracles. I ultimately
came to the conclusion that we had to be wrong about that position. At best,
our position was inconsistent. I further came to the conclusion that to be a
Christian demanded the belief in ongoing miracles.
The absence of miracles is reason enough to disbelieve in a god, especially the
Christian god. Here are a few of the reasons the lack of verifiable miracles is

such a barrier to belief:

Providence, and the Hiddenness of god
There is a counter-apologetic known as the hiddenness of god. It observes that
for a god who wants to be known by everyone, he is awfully hard to locate for
most people. One might even say that god is hiding. Whenever we shine the
light in his direction, he darts away to someplace where he can’t be found by
such means.
You might wonder how my denomination could have denied the miraculous in
light of scripture and Christian tradition. The bottom line is that it was just
another way for us to keep god hidden. He was there. And he was performing
works of wonder and carrying out his plan. He was just not doing it in an overt
or detectable way. He was working behind the scenes, hidden.
An overt miracle might be that god causes your car to levitate from traffic and
avoid the 6-car pileup. Providence would be that you couldn’t find your keys,
and was 10 minutes late, thereby missing the 6-car pileup. We didn’t believe in
the first kind of miracle. But we definitely believed in the second.
I eventually came to see that providence was just another kind of miracle. It
carried less flash and bang. But it was still an act of god working in a way that
contravened nature. The act of clouding your memory for the exact amount of
time necessary for you to miss the accident is, itself, a miracle. It is just one
that you can’t see. So the real question is, why would you promote the kind of
miracle that can’t be seen.
This is where we get into falsifiability. The child that is convinced that a
monster exists will not allow you to expose it to the light of day and kill it. They
need that monster to be there to justify their fears. If you kill the monster, then
they would have to come up with another justification for their fears.
When you walk into the room and declare that you can’t see the monster, they
tell you it is invisible. When you declare that you will erect an invisible force
field to keep the monster out, they say the monster can get through any force
field. When you say you will zap the monster with an unstoppable monster
zapper, they say the monster is under the bed.

When you zap under the bed, they say it moved to the closet at the speed of
light. You say you will set the zapper to cover everything in the room with one
zap. They say the monster stepped outside the room really fast. But it is back
now that you have stopped firing.
You can never win.
That is because the child has discovered the joys of an unfalsifiable belief. This
belief is not subject to any disconfirmation. If it was, it would quickly be
disconfirmed. That is how the Christian treats his god. They know that if their
god could be disconfirmed, he would be. So they try to talk about god and his
actions in ways that can never be challenged.
We knew that if we said there were miracles, then there would have to be some
demonstration of miracles. So we backed a form of miracle that kept god
hidden. Yes, god was behind this amazing event. But no, we cannot prove it.
And you can never disprove it.

The Problem with Miracles
One might reasonably ask why god ever did miracles in the first place. The very
presence of miracles in the Bible is somewhat problematic. After all, what was
so broken that god needed to violate his own laws of nature to fix? Here are a
few other problems with the very concept of miracles:
Free will is violated. On the one hand, Christians claim that bad
people have to be free to do bad things despite the harm done to
good people. So if god ever intervenes, he is thwarting free will.
Violating the laws of nature implies a problem with the laws of
nature. If god could have set things in motion to achieve a certain
outcome, why didn’t he?
The fact that god ever intervened suggests that the world is exactly
as he wants it to be. If god intervenes to make sure his will is done,
then we have to believe that everything is going according to his
will. Otherwise, he would intervene some more.
Theologically and philosophically, miracles cause more problems for
the Christian than they solve. Christians do not avoid problems by
suggesting the cessation of miracles. Here’s why:

Healing miracles were expressions of god’s compassion. Is he any
less compassionate today? Why then, should he stop miraculous
healing?
Miracles were offered as signs to unbelievers. We still have
unbelievers. Does not god want today’s unbelievers to have less
evidence?
The Bible tells us to expect miracles. Failure to see what we were
told to expect is a sign that god is not real. Why would he want
anyone to believe that?
For the Christian, the only solution to the problem of miracles is to produce
bona fide miracles. This is something that time and again, they have
demonstrated the inability to do. Now it is time to look closer at some of these
problems, and discover why they are such barriers to belief:

The Promise of Healing
If there is any miracle more convincing than a genuine healing, I don’t know
what it would be. Sickness is a deep and abiding problem of the human
condition. We will all go through bouts of ill health at some point in our lives.
We have, or will all see a loved one go through it.
We know the wrenching, helpless, nauseating anguish of watching a loved one
suffer. We stand impotent at the hands of such natural, unfeeling cruelty. And
we all know how irrevocable certain conditions are.
Natural healing, when it happens, is typically slow, painful, and generally
miserable. There are illnesses that we would do anything to avoid. If there was
a way to shortcut the process, we would do it. And we are primed to sing the
praises of anyone who can relieve the suffering. We are primed for healing
miracles.
I don’t know too many atheists who would remain so if a Christian healer
cleared out an ICU through the power of intercessory prayer. Don’t show me
one person healed via slow, natural causes. Show me a hospital that has to
close its doors because no one in town got sick. Show me operating tables that
were turned into ping-pong tables because no one needed surgery.

This would be a powerful confirmation that simply does not exist. I am left cold
by the healing miracles of Jesus. He did no more to improve health in his time
than televangelists do today. Even if his healing was real, it was useless.
Depending on how you count it, Jesus performed 30 to 40 individual healing
events. Had I had the power to do so, and was strangely limited to one healing
at a time, I could do 40 healing events in my apartment complex in a couple of
hours. It would take longer to find people who needed to be healed of
something. And it would take even less time to heal them.
So it is hard to fathom why god incarnate couldn’t find more sick people to
heal, and more time to heal them. Given three years of ministry, I can’t imagine
he was trying very hard, or that it was very important to him.
Consider the strange limitation of only healing one person at a time, or only
people who were in front of you, or who could make contact with you, or whom
you heard about from someone in your presence.
Why didn’t healing just follow Jesus around? Why do we not have reports of
there being no sickness in the entire Middle East during the time of Jesus? It
seems Jesus had no more healing reach than faith healers of today.
It gets worse.
Why is there leprosy? Jesus healed a handful of lepers. Yet he left leprosy intact
for others to contract it. It is like helping a bear out of a bear trap, but leaving
the bear trap primed to catch the next bear that comes along. What is the point
of that?
And what of all the things that Jesus and his disciples did not heal? What of
malaria, and mental illness, and cancer? How about something simpler? What
about amputees? Why did Jesus never grow back an arm, or a leg, or a missing
eye? Again, Jesus seems to be as limited in his healing as faith healers are
today. None of this even addresses the ultimate healing miracle:

Ashes to Ashes
Jesus raised (dare I say, “healed”) the dead. He taught his apostles to do the
trick. And he told them they would do even greater things than what they had

seen him do. One would think that would produce at least one resurrection
every year or so. It doesn’t.
After the time of Jesus, resurrection was treated almost trivially. The trick was
done twice in the book of Acts without fanfare. These events were not
climaxes to any particular story. They received no attention outside of a single
telling. And did not mark anything particularly important. It was as if to say
that raising dead people could be done casually.
One was Peter raising a woman because she was generous with her talent in
her community. She did not die unfairly. And she was not critical to any
particular story. She was just a good woman, not unlike many other good
women before and since. There is no explanation why she was singled out for
the gift of resurrection. But she was because some people pestered Peter into
doing it.
The other occasion was when Paul preached a long sermon. A man sitting by a
window went to sleep on the sermon and fell out of the window. I guess Paul
felt guilty, and healed the man back to life. There was nothing special about
this man or this occasion.
Never mind the cessationists. Among those who believe in ongoing miracles, I
know of none who expect a miracle worker to raise dead people. Why not?
They expected it in the Bible. Why not now? It would be a most powerful
confirmation.
The most logical explanation is that these post-Jesus resurrections stories are
only just that, stories. The events they record never happened in time and
space. It is telling that Christians do not overly burden us by placing
epistemological weight on these stories.
We are not asked to believe in the resurrection of Dorcas and Eutychus. In
Protestant circles, there are no religious observances or feast days for these
two. We seldom hear sermons about them. It is probably fair to say that those
two names mean nothing, even to most Christians.
Those are not the only overlooked and ignored resurrections offered up by the
Bible. My favorite resurrection story is the biggest embarrassment to
Christians.

The Great Resurrection of Matthew 27
You see how excited Christians get over one empty tomb? Just imagine how
much more excited they would be over many empty tombs of the saintly dead
come back to life, leaving their tombs open and abandoned for all to see. We
will have to imagine it. Because while the Bible offers up such a story,
Christians are anything but excited about it.
Instead, Christians seem to be embarrassed by it. Even the fundamentalist
conservatives don’t like to talk about it. But you can read all about it in
Matthew 27. The whole thing is covered by two short verses. It is mentioned by
no other biblical writer. It is not even obliquely alluded to anywhere else in
scripture. It is as if no one besides Matthew ever heard of the event.
This story represents the biggest miracle claim that also has the smallest
amount of attestation. The thing that makes this claim so embarrassing is that
it is too big to hide behind historical noise.
With other claims, Christians can say that few people knew about it, or that the
records have been lost to time. But neither of those excuses can hide this
elephant. It is just too big to be historically obscured.
That said, this absurd tale does not stand alone as a resurrection story
Christians ignore. So many resurrections are ignored in the Bible, I challenge
the claim that resurrection is even important to them as an evidence.

One Resurrection
When examined a little more closely, Christians don’t care about resurrection
at all per se. They only care about one resurrection event. The rest doesn’t
seem to phase them in the slightest. To get the flavor of this, we will have to
refer to Paul:
But if it is preached that Christ has been raised from the dead,
how can some of you say that there is no resurrection of the dead?
If there is no resurrection of the dead, then not even Christ has
been raised. And if Christ has not been raised, our preaching is
useless and so is your faith. More than that, we are then found to

be false witnesses about God, for we have testified about God
that he raised Christ from the dead. But he did not raise him if in
fact the dead are not raised. For if the dead are not raised, then
Christ has not been raised either. And if Christ has not been
raised, your faith is futile; you are still in your sins. Then those also
who have fallen asleep in Christ are lost. If only for this life we
have hope in Christ, we are of all people most to be pitied. 1 Cor.
15:12-20
There are a couple of things to note about this passage: First, Paul only seems
to care about the resurrection of Jesus because that is the mechanism by which
sins are forgiven, not because resurrection is such a great and convincing
miracle. In point of fact, many were not convinced that it had happened. Paul
wanted them to believe because it was important, not because it was obvious.
The second thing of note is that Paul failed to mention any other resurrections.
This passage focuses only on one resurrection. There is plenty of space to
speak of other resurrections such as the one he supposedly performed, or
Lazarus, or any of the others, especially the mass resurrection.
This is not the only passage where Paul fails to mention any other
resurrections. In fact, Paul never mentions any other resurrections, almost as if
he didn’t know about any others. Remember that Paul wrote before a single
gospel was penned.
So where does that leave all other resurrection stories? They are given no more
importance than healing the woman with the bleeding problem, or healing the
blind, or calming the sea. It seems these were not featured stories of Paul’s
day. And today’s Christian barely mentions them.
This may explain why they are unimpressed with contemporary stories of
resurrection, as in the resurrections performed by Sathya Sai Baba. He
purportedly raised at least two people from the dead in our lifetimes. Christians
don’t even care enough to bother denying it. Because for them, there is only
one resurrection and one empty tomb that matter. The rest don’t really
register at all.
There were 9 resurrection events in the Bible. Take away the mass resurrection
of Matthew 27, and you have 8. This includes the resurrection of Jesus. Here’s a

shocker: 3 of them were in the Old Testament performed by two different
prophets, one, while he was dead.
The most impressive resurrection story is of a man whose body was tossed in
with the bones of Elisha. After making contact with Elisha’s bones, the man
came back to life. Now that’s a resurrection. I suspect 90% of Christians don’t
even know about this supposed event.
Compare this to healing the blind and deaf. That was done far fewer times.
And maybe less than you think. Some of the stories are likely retellings of the
same story with reimagined details. So Jesus may have done it once. Or it may
have been done four times. It is impossible to tell just by reading the gospels.
Raising the dead is one of the most common healing miracles in the Bible. It is
not special. It is not set aside as the big miracle, the big crowd-pleaser, the big
evidence, or the grand finale. It isn’t any of that. It was done by people before
Jesus was born. It was done for people we never heard of, and never hear from
again. It was done in the Old Testament and in the New, and after the
resurrection of Jesus.
When it was time to show signs and wonders, raising the dead never came up.
In the Old Testament, we had fire from heaven devouring vats of water to
convince the crowd, not raising a dead person. In the New Testament, healing
the lame was more of a convincer. Though at least the Lazarus incident was
public, if not well known.
So one must wonder why it is not done today. Here, the Bible betrays the
Christian with all these miracles. Resurrection is falsifiable. If someone tries to
raise the dead and fails, they look like the fool they actually would be for trying.
Christians know that they can’t raise the dead. That is why neither preachers
nor mourners pray for such a thing at funerals. They would be exposed.
This is why Stevie Wonder is still blind. No one is going to try to heal a known
blind person. They know they can’t do it any more than they can raise the
dead. No one is going to try and publicly pray some famous person out of their
wheelchair. No one is going to try to pray back a missing limb. These are the
types of miracles that expose miracles as frauds.
Healers only attempt those miracles that can’t be falsified. They like the
comfort of stages where entertainers can control the situation. All of their

healing is internal, where it cannot be seen or judged, not external where the
world can see it for themselves. This hiddenness of miracles is very much like
the hiddenness of god. And it is to this we now turn:

The Hiddenness of Miracles
I took this long digression into resurrection to set up this observation:
Christians do everything in their power to hide the miracles they attribute to
god.
This is exactly what my denomination did. They would only offer mild
validation to the kind of miracles that could never be proven one way or the
other. That is what the doctrine of providence is all about. We were miracle
cowards. We wanted to believe in the supernatural as long as our believe
couldn’t be falsified, or get us ridiculed.
On the other end of the spectrum are Christians who revel in the miracle speak.
These are the more charismatic groups. They like to make a show of speaking
in tongues. Since that is the most common miraculous manifestation of the
Spirit, we will begin there.

Tongues of Fire
The fantasy writer, Luke, told of the pentecostal event where tongues of fire
rested on the heads of the disciples. Immediately, they started speaking in
tongues. But the gift of tongues was different in one major respect. Those
tongues represented languages that native speakers of those languages could
understand.
Today, tongues are just gibberish.
Notice the transition between a performance that might have stood as
evidence for supernatural power into something that is unfalsifiable. The
transformation is not subtle. Today’s tongues-speakers do not want any part of
a language that others are supposed to be able to understand.
Consider the devastating consequences when it has actually been tried. In his
book, Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy: Finding the Way to Christ in a

Complicated Religious Landscape, Fr. Andrew Stephen Damick had this to
say:
Missionaries were soon sent, dispatched to places such as Japan, China, and
India. At the time, the more mainstream Bible Missionary Society investigated
eighteen Pentecostal missionaries to see how they were faring. Not one of
them reported being able to communicate successfully with those to whom
they were sent. Tongue-speaking evangelism wasn’t working.
He went on to talk about how this failure did not deal a fatal blow to the
movement because it pivoted to reinterpret what speaking in tongues really
meant. No longer was it a falsifiable action that could be tested. It became a
secret language that could only be understood by the spirit, and those
endowed with the gift of interpreting tongues. He went on to say the
following:
Very quickly, however, glossolalia became the standard theology, and it
persisted in the decades that followed. The initial emphasis on foreign
languages for the purpose of evangelism—which had been the dominant
understanding at first—was essentially swept under the rug as the belief of a
few misguided, exceptional individuals. Such a shift was probably inevitable, as
it was only a matter of time before the gift would actually be tested on real
foreigners. Yet while the movement now associates glossolalia with the
original apostolic Pentecost, the narrative in Acts 2 instead shows xenoglossia.
This incident taught Christians a valuable lesson at the turn of the 20th
century: Keep your miracles in a form that can never be tested. We largely have
the failure of tongues to thank for that.

Moving Mountains
Earlier, I quipped that mountains remain unmoved. But no reasonable person
should expect mountains to move unless they read what the Bible has to say
about prayer, and actually take it seriously:
Then Jesus said to the disciples, “Have faith in God. I tell you the
truth, you can say to this mountain, ‘May you be lifted up and
thrown into the sea,’ and it will happen. But you must really
believe it will happen and have no doubt in your heart. I tell you,

you can pray for anything, and if you believe that you’ve received
it, it will be yours. But when you are praying, first forgive anyone
you are holding a grudge against, so that your Father in heaven
will forgive your sins, too.” Mark 11:22-25
There are few better examples in the world of overpromise and
underdeliver. The problem with this passage for Christians is that it is too clear
and too emphatic. There is no place for it to hide. It is a straightforward
promise with a measurable result. Christians have no other choice but to
redefine and recontextualize.
Their excuse is that Jesus was not speaking literally. He was speaking
figuratively. He didn’t mean that actual mountains would be physically moved
and cast into the sea. He only meant that problems in your life that seemed like
mountains would be manageable when enough faith is applied. In this way,
they take the undeniably miraculous, and turn it into unfalsifiable, untestable
chicken-broth soup for the soul.
But honest readers of the Bible must reject this interpretation as false. The
immediate context of the passage does not allow for it. If we take literally what
just happened previously, we must also take this saying literally about moving
mountains.
What came immediately before it was the cursing of the fig tree. To make that
incident feel even more literal, Mark has Jesus and crew walk by the fig tree the
next day. Peter pointed out to everyone that the tree Jesus cursed had actually
withered and died as a result of the magic. We are led to believe this was a
literal event that happened in time and space.
That is when Jesus said that the fig tree was nothing compared to what they
could do with faith. Therefore, even if you say that it didn’t have to be a literal
mountain being tossed into the sea, it still has to refer to some literal event
that is more impressive than cursing a fig tree.
But the text does not let us off the hook that easily. Jesus emphasized that his
disciples could do anything. I tell you, you can pray for anything, and if you
believe that you’ve received it, it will be yours. It wasn’t just the mountain.
Jesus double-downed on “anything”. And he didn’t stop there.

He offered precious few stipulations for this to occur. There were only two
qualifiers. Have faith without doubt, and forgive any grudges. That’s it. If you
are a disciple of Jesus holding no grudges and having no doubts, you can
literally do anything.
Except you can’t. And we all know it.
So what exactly has the Christian done with this grand over-promise of Jesus?
Let’s take a closer look at what prayer has become:

Statistical Noise
Earlier, I spoke of statistical noise without defining what I meant. Statistical
noise is the matrix in which Christian prayer operates. It is the indefinite soup
of trillions of events that we call life. Within that soup of events, we can always
identify something that we can attribute to answered prayer.
The whole idea is to keep prayers watered down enough so that almost any
prayer can be deemed successful, and so that the ones that aren’t cannot be
tied to any particular failure of god. Statistical noise is a place we can hide god
from scrutiny and testing.
You can see how it works by analyzing how Christians pray. Here are 4 things
that I have identified as hallmarks of modern, mainstream, Christian prayer:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prayer that is absent of embarrassment
Prayer that is absent of specifics
Prayer for things that could have happened without prayer
Prayer that can’t be falsified

Let’s consider each of these in turn:
Prayer that is absent of embarrassment
An embarrassing prayer is the kind of prayer that everyone knows will not
work, and that brings embarrassment and scorn down on one’s self and the
group. It is the prayer for a resurrection at a funeral. No one is going to request
this because they would look stupid if they did.
Also embarrassing would be the request for a miraculous infusion of money

into the bank account at a car dealership. You don’t have the money. Your
credit card has been declined. The average Christian will try to find financing,
or wait until finances are better. They do not tend to make fools of themselves
asking god for the money at the dealership.
Christians pray it safe by asking for things that would not get them scorned by
others who hear them. This protection from embarrassment is not just a
public-facing matter. Christians don’t want to be an embarrassment to
themselves either. Even in the privacy of their prayer closet, Christians don’t
want to be a fool in their own eyes.
Prayer that is absent of specifics
One of the things that can make a prayer embarrassing is the presence of
specifics. Christians have become masters of generalist prayers. These are
prayers that ask god to bless the sick in the congregation that they might find
relief. They might pray for a person by name, but then ask for a general type of
healing.
What they never ask for is that all flu symptoms be taken away from a person
this very moment. First, we know that isn’t how the flu works. Second, such a
prayer would be embarrassing, Third, we would feel awkward asking for
something so specific. And fourth, it would expose the prayers as testable. It
would definitely be a failure if it didn’t happen that way.
Prayer for things that could have happened without prayer
This is the most useless kind of prayer of all. The only purpose for this prayer is
to give god an easy win. The vast majority of answered prayers fall in this
category, even by the estimation of Christians.
It is the prayer that a person will be healed from their 72hr cold. When it is gone
in about 72hrs, the prayer is deemed successfully answered. Of course, the
most likely outcome is that the cold would have been relieved without the
prayer.
It is the prayer that one successfully completes a project at work, or that they
arrive to their destination safely, or that the tests turn out negative. It is the
prayer where we remember the hits and forget the misses. We pray this kind of
prayer so that the last one can be avoided.

Prayer that can’t be falsified
The whole point of all these milk toast prayers is to keep prayer, itself, from
being falsified. It is to keep non believers like myself from being able to say that
prayer does not work.
The guiding principle for all Christian prayer is to make sure it can never be
falsified. You do that by not praying for things everyone knows can’t happen,
by avoiding specifics, by praying for things that might have happened anyway,
and by making sure nothing in your prayer can be tested in any way.
Despite all these precautions, Christians have an unmoved mountain of
unanswered prayers to explain. Here is how they do it:

You Did It Wrong
If you didn’t get that promotion for which you and the congregation have been
praying for months, it is because someone, somewhere along the line did it
wrong. The longer you pray for a thing, the more opportunity there is for it to
go wrong. The same is true for the more people praying for a thing.
At some point in the process, it can always be said that your faith was less than
absolute. Remember those two little qualifiers Jesus offered? They are both
completely impossible to fulfill by humans.
The first is that you have absolute certainty that the thing for which you pray
will happen. The way Jesus puts it, you have to believe that you have already
received it. This state of certainty is simply impossible to achieve for the
average, well-adjusted human being. That is because if we have ever had an
unanswered prayer, we know it is possible that the prayer will not be answered.
Knowing that possibility exists is all that is necessary for reasonable doubt.
But for Jesus, no amount of doubt is reasonable. You have to demonstrate a
level of faith that borderlines on mental illness. There is a good reason why
sane people do not pray for mountains to be moved, or for dead people to be
raised. We are incapable of convincing ourselves that such things will definitely
happen.
Another way we do it wrong is to harbor some anger in our heart against

another person. No matter how peaceful you think you are, there is always
someone in your life with whom you are not pleased. You may not call it a
grudge. But someone examining your prayer life could always say that the
displeasure you have with another person is a prayer-stopping grudge. You
can’t get rid of it all.
Another way to pray incorrectly is to pray selfishly. We are, by nature, selfish
creatures. Even when we act altruistically, there is still selfish motivations. To
some degree, self-sacrifice is also a selfish act. We are getting something out of
it. So whether we pray for a million dollars, or for a loved one to recover, it is
still selfish in some way.
The Christian’s favorite excuse is that one didn’t pray god’s will. Even as a
Christian, this one left me baffled. A prayer of supplication is all about
expressing our will to god. It is all about bringing our wants and desires to god
so that he will fulfill them. Otherwise, prayers of supplication have no meaning.
If all we are doing is praying god’s will back to him, then there is no point to the
exercise. All of our prayers can be reduced to, “Thy will be done.” So the reason
your wife did not recover from that minor surgery is that it was god’s will that
she die. And god’s will is the only will that matters. So really, why are you
praying in the first place?
Even if you know that it is god’s will for your wife to die, it would be senseless
to pray for your wife to die. Rather, you are praying for what you want – for
your wife to live a long, healthy, and happy life with you. But even if you pray
this prayer with absolute faith while holding no grudge, it still may not happen
because it wasn’t god’s will. Once again, you lose prayer roulette.
And that is just fine with Christians. They would much rather lose 99% of the
prayer roulette they play, than to have one situation where their fantasy of
effective prayer is absolutely falsified. One reason they pray this way is to keep
their god hidden inside the statistical noise.

Conclusion: The Miracles We Should Expect
When it comes to miracle expectations, Christianity is all over the map. Some
groups believe that every Christian should, at the very least, be able to speak in
tongues. Though almost no one prays this way, most Christians acknowledge

that randomly raising dead people at our request is something he is capable of
doing.
The real question to ponder is this: What type of world should we expect if the
biblical view of miracles correctly describes reality? When one reads the Bible
and takes it seriously, there are certain predictions we should be able to make.
How does expectation live up to reality?
For starters, it should show up in the lab quite by accident. Consider all the
magic that should be happening in the world even if only one percent of
prayers were answered. Some of that manipulation of space and time should
show up in labs and ruin a few experiments from time to time.
We should also catch more than a few on camera. Places like England have
cameras everywhere, not just at traffic lights. With so much of our everyday life
caught on official still and video cameras, we should occasionally see cars pass
right through each other so that a collision could be avoided.
We should see someone shot by a drive-by shooter, and also see the bullet
remove itself because that person was covered by prayer. And yes, at some
funerals around the world, some of the dead should rise up from the coffin
while the spectators are still singing, “Amazing Grace”. At this point, not seeing
such miracles occur from time to time is the greater miracle.
Finally, we should see more confident believers. At no point should they be as
worried about things as nonbelievers. That is because they know that they can
just summon a miracle to save the day. No airplane should crash when it is
carrying a Christian, no matter how many engines fail. Christians should never
worry about the test results.
But the fact of the matter is Christians have the same worries and fears and
griefs as the atheist. Because they both know that no saving miracle is waiting
in the wings. As a Christian who didn’t even believe in miracles, I didn’t even
see the amount of helpful providence that one should expect. Among those
who did believe in the more visible type of miracles, I saw no evidence of such
in their lives or assemblies.
At the end of the day, the absence of miracles is the absence of evidence. But it
is evidence that we should expect to see. No matter how hard the Christian
tries to hide their god amid the statistical noise, the Bible conditions us to

expect more. Today’s Christian has conditioned us to expect the kind of
universe that would exist were there no god at all.
They are simply trying to recontextualize their story to explain the current
reality of our lived experience. The arguments I made here can be utterly
destroyed by any Christian at any time. All you have to do is move a mountain,
raise a dead person, or restore sight to Stevie Wonder.

Chapter Nine
Spiritual Warfare
David Johnson

One of the reasons Justin gives for suffering is that we live in a spiritual war
zone. I do not know what it is like to live in a war zone, spiritual, or otherwise. I
am guessing that Justin also has no personal experience in a war zone. So when
he says that we are living in a spiritual war zone, I would like to think he is
speaking hyperbolically. He is not.
Justin, along with many other Christians, believes quite literally that we are not
only in a hot war zone, but that we are uniformed combatants in that war. The
Christian is dressed from head to toe in spiritual garb. It is not a modern
uniform. It is from a time when there were breastplates and swords.
These Christian soldiers sing songs like, Onward Christian soldiers, marching as
to war, and they imagine themselves as literal soldiers marching and fighting in
a literal war. But, and here’s the kicker, they are not fighting against flesh and
blood opponents:
For we are not fighting against people made of flesh and blood,
but against persons without bodies—the evil rulers of the unseen
world, those mighty satanic beings and great evil princes of
darkness who rule this world; and against huge numbers of
wicked spirits in the spirit world. Eph. 6:12
This passage reads like something out of a dystopian fantasy, or the manifesto
of a crazy person. It does not read like something well-adjusted people should
take seriously. Christians take this both seriously and literally.
They literally believe that this world is under the power of people without
bodies who have some type of royal lineage on the dark side of the spirit world.
They imagine winged creatures with cursed visage dominating the air and
taking refuge within the bodies of atheists. Here, again is the writer of
Ephesians, this time, chapter 2, verse 2:

You went along with the crowd and were just like all the others,
full of sin, obeying Satan, the mighty prince of the power of the
air, who is at work right now in the hearts of those who are
against the Lord.
Those who are against the Christian god are like the devil’s mobile offices. He is
at work in their hearts. And what kind of work might he be doing? Whatever it
is, he is not alone. He has an entire administration of evil rulers, mighty satanic
beings, and princes of darkness. He is well staffed, and very much in charge.
Paul once referred to him as the god of this world.
That is some enemy and some war. Not only does this sound like nonsense to
atheists, it should sound like nonsense to Christians as well. Here’s why:

The God of This World
The god who rules this world has blinded the minds of unbelievers.
They cannot see the light, which is the good news about our
glorious Christ, who shows what God is like. 2 Cor 4:4
Paul imagines a world where unbelievers got that way as a result of being
blinded by Satan: the prince of the power of the air who is at work in their
heart. The Satan Paul imagines is no ordinary evil spirit that can be prayed out
by an exorcist. This is the Lord of the Flies himself, the one and only god of this
world.
Remember when Jesus was tempted by Satan, and Satan offered to give Jesus
the kingdoms of the earth? The rule of this earth was apparently Satan’s to
offer. Jesus did not say that he had no need to bargain for what was already
his.
Questions are bubbling to the surface. When did Satan become god? And
when did the earth fall under his jurisdiction? Who signed this treaty? When
was this decided?
Christians believe in only one god. But Paul sees Satan as having the elevated
role of a god. In the Old Testament, Satan has no power. He hardly exists. In
the New Testament, Satan is the god of this world, possibly capable of

deceiving the very elect.
In the Old Testament, there are no other gods, certainly none who could
contend with god. In the New Testament, Satan rules the world. What
happened? In the Old Testament, there was no such thing as spiritual warfare.
YHWH blew away false gods with contempt. In the New Testament, YHWH is
fighting for his life, and has already lost earth.
The spiritual warfare model gives god too powerful a foe.

Not So Omnipotent
If god is not all powerful (omnipotent), then god is not god. Omnipotent is a
word so tied to the idea of god, that it has no popular usage in any other
context. It is practically synonymous with god. But if there is spiritual warfare,
god is not omnipotent.
Spiritual warfare is a self-defeating idea. War cannot be waged against an all
powerful being. Such a being could stop you before you fired the first shot.
Either that, or he could let you fire all of your bullets and cause them to fall
harmlessly without doing any damage.
The moment an all powerful being fires a shot, the war is immediately over. For
who could withstand the firepower of one with infinite power? Such a powerful
being could never experience war, not even for a nanosecond.
If the spiritual war is between beings that are not all powerful, then it is not a
war about which we need concern ourselves. It is a war among lesser beings
that does not involve the infinitely powerful god of the Bible.
If god is omnipotent, there is no war. If there is a war, then god is not all
powerful. He is limited. The devastating consequences of that idea render the
Christian faith position irrecoverable. A limited god is indistinguishable from a
powerless one. And a powerless god cannot be trusted to save anyone, not
even himself.

Limited Power
Sometimes, the best running back is tackled for a loss. And the best

quarterback throws an interception. At these moments, great athletes are
rendered powerless against their opponents. This comes as no surprise
because as powerful as they are, they have limited power.
But we never expect to see god lying flat on his back with a concussion after
fumbling the ball and being hit prior to reaching the line of scrimmage. This is a
shocking image that Christians will have trouble conjuring. But under the
limited power doctrine, that is exactly what happens much of the time.
Sometimes god takes a hit for a loss because he can’t be expected to win them
all. He needs blockers, and prayer warriors, and other spiritual fighters on his
side. And if all goes well, they will prevail. If not…
Spiritual warfare, as an explanation for suffering, requires god to have limited
power where sometimes, he loses, or at least, is stopped from winning. He’s
got his hands full. So if Satan enters your child’s heart and blinds him from the
truth, that is only because god has limited power. Sometimes he loses.
If your prayer for travel safety goes unanswered and you lose your partner in a
6-car pileup, sometimes he loses. If your daughter is abducted and sold into sex
slavery, if the cancer doesn’t remit, if you lose your job unfairly, if you didn’t
pass the test despite studying hard, if your favorite team you prayed for
doesn’t win, hey, sometimes he loses.
What do you expect from a god with limited power? Now Satan is equally tied
up in the same battle. Yet he somehow has time to plant bombs in
teenybopper concerts. But god is unable to stop it because he is not getting
enough prayer support. How exactly does that work?

Winning
If there is a spiritual war, who’s winning? How can we tell? In every game, there
is a way to assess the outcome, as well as the progress leading up to the final
outcome. In checkers, it is a matter of brute force. Just count the pieces on the
board. The game is determined by the one who takes all the pieces. Simple.
Chess also has a simple goal. But it is often more difficult to assess the
progress. Regardless of any other factors, taking the opponent’s king wins you
the game. Assessing king safety is one way of determining who is winning at

any given moment. A rough way of determining points is the value of the
pieces remaining on the board.
Another way to win a game of chess is for the opponent to run out of time.
Regardless of what pieces remain on the board, or how safe your king is, if you
run out of time on the chess clock first, you lose. In both checkers and chess,
there is a way for the game to be deadlocked. I’m not referring to a stalemate. I
am referring to a situation where neither side can make any progress against
the other.
Tic-tac-toe is a game that should end in a tie every time. The only way one
person can win is for the opponent to make a mistake. Once two players know
the patterns, there is simply no way to win the game regardless of the number
of times you play it.
There are a handful of ways to win a war. You can capture the leader of the
opposing country. You can kill all the soldiers of the other side. One side can
surrender. You can win by attrition where one side simply runs out of supplies
and can no longer carry on the fight. Or you can call a truce if neither side likes
their prospects of an outright win.
No matter what game theory you adopt, there is no way to determine the
progress of the spiritual war, or what it means for one side to win it. You only
need to go through a few possibilities in your mind to see the truth of this
proposition.
The one with the most souls wins – It is a popular notion that god and the
devil are fighting for souls. This makes no sense for a couple of reasons. In
absolute numbers, we already know the devil wins. Jesus tells us that most
people will end up in hell and only few in heaven. If that is the game, then the
game is already over. Also, new souls keep being made. So as long as that is
happening, the game can never be over.
The most valuable souls – A variation on the theme is that absolute numbers
don’t matter because most people are just minor game pieces for both sides to
use as they please. There are only certain souls at the center of the battle. And
the one with the highest point value of souls wins. The obvious problem with
this idea is that it renders most life as worthless as slugs.
Times up – Another theory is that the war will not end as much as it will run out

of time. God has a big timer counting down the time. When it reaches zero, the
war just ends without any particular rhyme or reason. This capricious clock
theory fails on the grounds that if god could just end this bloody war whenever
he likes, why hasn’t he ended it already?
Capture the king – Is god really trying to capture Satan and put him in jail? I
would say that if your opponent has managed to elude capture for a few billion
years, you need a new strategy.
No win scenario for either side – It might be that the devil does not have to
win. He might only have to avoid losing. It is possible in chess for one side to
have slightly higher-value pieces in the endgame, and still not be able to
capture the opponent no matter what. If the spiritual war is in that state, god
has no hope of winning. All the prayers in the world won’t help.
Attrition – This one doesn’t seem possible because both sides keep making
new soldiers. According to the census, as many as 400,000 people are born
every day. It seems most of those are ending up on the dark side. The forces of
the god of this world grow stronger every day. The devil is not just holding his
own. He is gaining ground.
As you can see for yourself, there is no way to tell who is winning, or what
winning even looks like. There is too much about this war we don’t know,
especially the rules of engagement. So before examining the human role in this
war, let us consider how we even know such a war is taking place:

Apocalypse Now
Some Christians are eagerly anticipating Armageddon: the final battle
between good and evil. They envision this as a real battle experienced in the
real world replete with angels and demons and humans, along with swords and
guns and silver crosses.
On the side of the angels will be Jesus leading the fight as general. He will
overtake the strongholds of the god of this world, and physically occupy a
physical throne for a literal thousand years. It will be the apocalypse. And for
many, it can’t come soon enough.
There is a brand of Christian for which it really can’t come soon enough. They

want their apocalypse now. And that is what they imagine is going on. We are
not waiting for the end times, we are in the end times. Armageddon has
already begun. And it is raging in realms unseen, but also in this realm in a very
real sense.
Beyond a few passages in a book written by people who believed animals used
to talk, what evidence do we have that such a war is raging just behind the
scenes, or anywhere else? I have never had a Christian provide me an answer
when asked. Let’s see if I can help them out:

Demon Possession
By far, demon possession is the biggest sign of spiritual warfare to many
Christians. Not all Christians believe in ongoing demon possession. But they all,
for the most part, believe that demons are active in some way, as are angels.
Those who don’t believe in demon possession likely believe in some form of
demon oppression.
Possession involves completely taking over a person, and fully inhabiting their
body. It is a literal indwelling. You are being worn like a disguise by a demon.
Oppression involves being harried by a demon. A demon may cause you harm
such as blindness and other thorns of the flesh. It may cloud your mind and
judgement. But oppression does not involve complete indwelling.
As with many Christian ideas, demon possession is surrounded by mystery.
Before we can determine if demon possession is a sign of spiritual warfare, we
must be certain that there is even a such thing as demon possession.

Identifying Demons
Apparently in the gospels and Acts, it was very easy to make a positive
identification of demons and their work. If a person was behaving strangely, it
must be demon possession. If a person is blind or mute, demon oppression or
possession is a likely candidate.
There is a pericope in Matt 22 and Mark 9 about a man, blind and mute, who
was possessed by a demon. After healing him, some said Jesus was the
messiah. Some said he was the devil. Jesus launches into a speech about how a

person cannot cast out demons without binding Satan first.
One cannot rob Satan’s kingdom without first binding Satan. Only then can his
demons be cast out!
Note that Jesus referred to this world as Satan’s kingdom. Jesus is taking it
back. This seems to be the objective of the spiritual war. One way of doing that
is to cast the demons out of this realm so that they can no longer harm people.
But this narrative has too many problems for us to take seriously. Jesus says he
could not cast out demons until Satan was bound. So if Jesus has already
bound Satan, why is there still a war? Satan seems to be walking free and doing
everything he wants to do.
Another problem is that even under the limited power doctrine, god should be
strong enough to knock out Satan’s forces if he has been captured and tied up.
All Jesus had to do was tell demons to leave, and they left. How long would it
have taken him to clear this realm of demons if that is what he really wanted to
do?
In addition to the enthroned messiah having the power to banish all demons
with a single command, he has an army full of human recruits whom he has
given power over demons. The devil is tied up and under god’s control.
Jesus is in heaven with all his power. And he has a workforce of empowered
minions who can handle the cleanup. Why are there still demons in the world in
the face of all that?
These days, modern Christians are in agreement with modern medicine.
Blindness and the inability to speak is not the result of demons inhabiting a
body. One is forced to wonder what use a demon has with a body that can’t see
or speak. Wouldn’t a demon be more effective in a strong, healthy, good
looking body?
So if physical infirmities are no longer how we tell if demons are possessing
people, how do we tell?

Bad Fruit
Jesus said we would know people by their fruit, similar to a fruit-bearing tree:

Beware of false teachers who come disguised as harmless sheep,
but are wolves and will tear you apart. You can detect them by
the way they act, just as you can identify a tree by its fruit. You
need never confuse grapevines with thorn bushes or figs with
thistles. Different kinds of fruit trees can quickly be identified by
examining their fruit. A variety that produces delicious fruit never
produces an inedible kind. And a tree producing an inedible kind
can’t produce what is good. So the trees having the inedible fruit
are chopped down and thrown on the fire. Yes, the way to identify
a tree or a person is by the kind of fruit produced. Matt. 7:15-20
Before progressing, I need to pull out a part of this quote for closer
examination:
A variety that produces delicious fruit never produces an inedible kind. And a
tree producing an inedible kind can’t produce what is good.
This is not only wrong, but completely wrong.
Not every apple on a tree is good. One bad apple does not constitute a bad
tree. But it is most wrong when it comes to people. Just because a person does
some good things, that does not make them a good person who can do no
wrong. And just because a person does some bad things, that does not make
them a bad person who can do no good. The very idea is dangerously absurd.
If that was the case, there would be no one left to occupy the church pews. All
Christians sin. Just ask them. Their lives are lousy with sin. They openly admit
that their lives are not as pure as some nonbelievers. So much for sniffing the
fruit.
But how can that be? If we are to know people by the fruit they produce, then
Christian fruit ought to be sweeter, better in a tangible and obvious way. This
passage makes no sense of the indisputable fact that many atheists produce
good fruit while many Christians produce bad fruit. Human behavior is not a
way of determining where the demons are.

The Ones Getting Punished
Another way some Christians will try to identify demonic activity is by

determining who god is actively punishing at the time. Around the time of the
AIDS crisis, Christians were proclaiming that god was punishing demonic
behavior. Clearly, homosexuals were demon possessed.
But a funny thing happened on the way to the promised land. Good, decent,
even Christian men and women started contracting AIDS. All of a sudden, it
was a lot more difficult to claim that homosexuality was a sign of demon
possession as the punishment had spread.
When hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans on August 31, 2005, many Christians
crowed it was the god taking vengeance on the wicked in that evil place. But
while the saints were marching in, they failed to notice that the notorious
French Quarter was mostly spared from damage, while the fine churches were
devastated.
Oops!
What this should tell us is that Christians cannot distinguish between god
punishing the wicked, and nature taking its course.

Miraculous Powers
A top o’ the hat to Hollywood for cluing us into the magical powers possessed
by demon possessed people. For instance, if you see a person whose head is
spinning all the way around, that has to be a demon. And let’s not forget that
old standby, levitation. If you see someone levitating, that is clearly a demon.
The Bible gets in on some of the fun by adding super strength to the list.
Demons turn people into Superman, or one of the Klingons. Yes… that explains
those forehead ridges. Nevermind adrenaline. If a person possesses super
strength, they are carrying a demon, Samson and his hair, notwithstanding.
There is also the power of divination. This is something we saw in the book of
Acts after Jesus had risen from the dead and ascended.
Assuming that the witch of Endor was possessed by a demon, she used that
power to wake the prophet, Samuel, from death for a consult with King Saul. I
think we can go ahead and ad necromancy to the list.
So it would seem that fortune tellers, mediums, and ridiculously strong people

are all demon possessed. Unfortunately, there is no way to distinguish these
people from frauds, the mentally ill, and the adrenaline infused.
No matter how we try to spot a demon possessed person, we can’t do it. There
are good, naturalistic explanations for all the bad things that happen to us. So
if we cannot identify a demon, or the work of a demon, then we have no way of
verifying there is even a war.
That makes it all the more awkward to mention the warriors, all those
Christians who are convinced they are in an invisible war with an invisible
enemy.

Soldiers of Christ
As a church music director, I was always fond of the song that starts with,
“Soldiers of Christ arise and put your armor on.” Having a soft spot for
medieval fiction and middle-earth fantasies, I could easily picture myself as one
of those soldiers tightening his chainmail in preparation for a battle.
I wanted to square off with a demon in the worst kind of way. My glistening
sword raised high, shined with the light of a thousand alien suns. Despite the
number of dark beasts I had dispatched into the pit of sorrows, my sword and
armor shown spotless and pure. Not a drop of putrid black blood of the enemy
spawn could attach itself to anything blessed by the lord god of ages evermore.
I was certifiably insane.
I worry about the sanity of anyone who thinks this way. And there are plenty
who do. They are Christian soldiers. And every day when they put on their work
clothes, they are mentally putting on chainmail. They grab their bag and their
sword. And they engage in immortal combat from dusk to dawn.
If you are not a Christian, or not a Christian who grew up in that tradition, you
might wonder what it is they imagine themselves doing. Here is some of what
they see in the invisible realm overlaid with ours, and what they are doing
about it:

Praying in the Spirit

Praying in the spirit means different things to different Christians. For some, it
is just prayer. For them, all prayer is praying in the spirit. For others, it is a
special kind of prayer that involves the speaking of unknown tongues. But
however you formulate it, praying in the spirit is the number one resource the
Christian has in their spiritual war chest.
If you ever watch someone do it, you might think them mad. But the true
madness lies in the ideas behind it. Christians believe that prayer is a weapon in
the invisible war against the evil spirits in high places. When they pray, an angel
swings into action and engages in battle.
Your prayer provides strength to your spirit soldier. He suffers less damage in
the battle based on the amount of prayer cover he has. When the Christian
prays this way, she is like a general giving orders to the foot soldiers.
Sometimes these prayers are spoken as if directly to demons. It is not
uncommon to hear one say something to the effect, “I rebuke you demon of
fear and panic! In the name of Jesus, I rebuke you and cast you out. I demand
that you leave this place! All the saints agree. In the name of Jesus…”
It can go on in this way for a very long time, interspersed with incoherent
noises. The prayer warrior imagines that this type of prayer is literally affecting
the ability of a demonic force to operate in this reality. The conceit is that
because of this command delivered in faith, and in the name of Jesus, the
demon will cease what he was planning and run for the hills.
But all one really needs to do is notice the amount of fear and panic in the
world to know that prayers against that particular demon are not especially
effective. The same goes for demons of lust, alcohol, illicit drugs and other
addictions, over-eating, laziness, unemployment, and all the other issues
plaguing humans under the control of a demon.
By the way, this class of Christian literally thinks this way. It is not clear if Justin
does. He comes from a charismatic background. And the idea that human
problems are the domain of demons responsible for that problem. There would
be a demon of infidelity, and a demon of greed, and so on.
What we notice by casual observation is that rebuking these demons, or
praying in the spirit, or any other formulation of prayer is profoundly
ineffective. The way the spiritual warrior defends the practice is by narrowing

the scope of that particular battle. They are not praying away all the demons of
fear, just the one they perceive is causing mischief in their lives at that
particular moment.
They can claim a very narrow, temporary, local victory over a minor demon.
But that victory is short-lived. That battle must be fought throughout the day,
all day, every day. Otherwise, the demon will come back stronger than ever,
and have his evil way with them.
But judging by the number of prayer warriors who lose those local skirmishes
on a daily basis, it seems evident that even at this level, the battle does not go
well. Praying in the spirit is not effective. Fortunately for the Christian, it is not
the only weapon they have.

Reading Scripture
The Bible is not just a bunch of words. It is a talisman against the forces of
darkness. Fill your mind with god’s word, and the demons can’t get in. The
more of the Bible you know in your heart, the sharper your sword when it is
time for battle.
For the purposes of spiritual warfare, bible reading has nothing to do with
academic study. Textual criticism does not enter into the picture. It is all about
mining the text for passages that can be hurled at the enemy like weapons of
incantation. The Bible is also used as passages of defense.
If a person feels particularly beset by the enemy, they might say as a mantra,
“Greater is he that is in you than he that is in the world.” This is a direct quote
from the Bible. Demons hate the Bible as much as they hate crosses. Quoting
this and other passages causes them pain and discomfort. Throw enough bible
at them, and they will flee.
At any given church, the one who knows the Bible better than anyone is the
preacher. Quite apart from any other factor, the preacher has to read it several
hours a day for sermon and bible class preparation. In many cases, the preacher
also has an extra layer of education and training where the Bible is concerned.
So it is rather curious that so many preachers are destroyed by demons and
lose their spiritual battles. Just consider the number of preachers who get fired

for mundane things like failure to grow the membership fast enough. Then,
there are the ones caught in some embarrassing sin. You can be sure that long
before those acts of misconduct became public knowledge, the church
leadership knew about them.
It seems inconceivable that someone regularly praying in the spirit, and who
knows the Bible better than anyone in the community could fall in battle. But
the excuse would be that this person is beset by more demons who are more
powerful than the ones faced by the rank and file. If only Christian soldiers had
a good shield to go with their sharp sword…

Shield of Faith
Christians are not just tossed onto the battlefield with a suit of armor and a
sharp sword. They are also provided an impenetrable shield. It is the shield of
faith mentioned in Eph. 6. the Bible does not explicitly say it is impenetrable.
That is my embellishment. But what good is a war shield if it is full of holes?
Here is what the Bible says about the protective armaments:
Last of all I want to remind you that your strength must come
from the Lord’s mighty power within you. Put on all of God’s
armor so that you will be able to stand safe against all strategies
and tricks of Satan. So use every piece of God’s armor to resist the
enemy whenever he attacks, and when it is all over, you will still
be standing up. In every battle you will need faith as your shield to
stop the fiery arrows aimed at you by Satan. Ep. 6:10-11, 13, 16
The Christian armor is supposed to be even better than military grade. It
protects against all of Satan’s strategies and tricks, all of his fiery arrows aimed
at you. And at the end of the battle, you will still be standing. Between the
armor and shield of faith, nothing should get through. If the Bible is true, the
Christian should win every spiritual battle.
So it is impossible to account for all the losses suffered by Christians on the
battlefield. The only excuse the Christian can offer is that the warrior did it
wrong. They put on the armor incorrectly. They didn’t sharpen their sword
enough. Their shield did not have enough faith to repel the flaming arrows.

This is the same type of excuse Christians give for why prayer so often doesn’t
work. But in this case, the excuses will not do. Verse 10 specifically says that it
is not our power, but the power of god within us.
That suggests that human weakness and frailty should not be an excuse.
Obviously, humans would fail were they fighting on their own. If god’s power
does not override human weakness, then there is no need for the battle.
Humans have already lost.
The best armed warriors have been casualties in this conflict, from ordinary
foot soldiers to Catholic bishops. No one can stay in this war very long clad in
the armor of Ephesians 6. In fact, there is no evidence that Christians do any
better against the strategies of the devil than atheists.
What Christians call spiritual warfare is indistinguishable from ordinary human
challenges. We don’t need demonic forces to explain why certain harmful
things spike the brain’s pleasure center. We don’t require a spirit world to
explain sickness and disease. The human genome is a mess. That is explanation
enough.
We know a great deal about mental illnesses, emotional disorders, and even
the root of some criminal tendencies. We can diagnose psychopaths, and
sociopaths, and sadists. Kleptomania is not the result of greed demons any
more than diabetes is caused by sugar demons. Excessive fear is a treatable,
emotional disorder not a demonic oppression.
People who think in this prescientific way should be barred from certain
positions of responsibility. Even most Christians want a doctor who practices
medicine, not exorcisms. Christians want pilots who have eyes open and hands
on, not eyes shut in spirit prayer, letting go and letting god.

Conclusion: A Manufactured War
Spiritual warfare for the Christian reminds me of the movie, Wag the Dog. For
political reasons, the president needed a war. But there was no war to be had.
So on his behalf, his advisors manufactured a war. They faked news, reports,
video, even music related to the war. They successfully created a war by
manufacturing all the details, and selling them to a gullible public.

Spiritual warfare is the plot of Wag the Dog writ large.
The early church needed a way to cover for the fact that none of the expected
promises came true. Jesus was supposed to go and prepare a place for his
disciples in heaven. He was going to be right back. The expectation was that he
would be back in their lifetimes.
There was also a problem with suffering. Jesus was supposed to have suffered
for us so that we wouldn’t have to. But the reality was that Christians were
suffering. So Christianity had to adopt a suffering servant doctrine that
included the individual believers as well as the leader. Christianity became a
religion of suffering.
The two problems had to be addressed. Why are Christians suffering? And why
has Jesus not returned for his people? The answer had to be interference from
the evil one. If not for Satan, Jesus would have returned for his people without
the need for so much suffering.
For this to make any sense, the devil had to become a lot more powerful than
he was in the book of Job. To contend with god, he had to be a god. But even
this was not enough. In single combat, one expects god to be able to defeat
Satan. But Satan took a third of the angels. That still leaves god with the other
two-thirds. So the war still doesn’t make sense. More explanation has to be
manufactured.
Satan has used his dark magic to make minions out of most of the humans.
That makes up for his deficiency in troops. But god evens the score by
recruiting Christians into this spiritual war where we are currently deadlocked.
Look at all that had to be manufactured to keep from admitting that Jesus was
never coming back with a heavenly reward.
We had to manufacture powerful demons who could wield dark magic, and
inhabit humans at will. We had to imagine a spiritual spacial dimension that
would serve as an invisible battlefield for the invisible battle. We have to
manufacture invisible armaments such as spirit prayer, bible swords, and faith
shields.
We also have to imagine human soldiers made up of angsty teens, bored
housewives, and old priest who like to prey on angsty teens. These are the
troops on the front lines against battle-hardened demons. Note that some of

these demons were too strong for the disciples to cast out. But sister Mary
Martha is going to send them running by waiving her bible in the air with Jesus
on her lips.
Not only is there much we have to manufacture for this imaginary war, there is
much for us to ignore. As modern people who know better, we have to pretend
that injury and disease are caused by demons rather than accidents and germs.
We have to adopt a medieval view of mental illness. We have to believe that
natural distress are blows served up from another spatial dimension.
Primarily, we have to convince ourselves that we are surrounded by invisible
people who do things that affect us in the real world. We also have to pretend
that things we do in the real world have an effect on those invisible people.
And the biggest thing we have to ignore is the fact that if there is a war, it does
not go well for the home team. God’s best efforts are not getting the job done.
You are not going to get the eternity you were promised until this war is finally
won. And there is no sign of your side winning.
The Christian god is so bad at war, he had to recruit you, and others like you.
He has given you armor that cannot protect you from anything. He has given
you a shield full of holes. You have to fancy yourself a hero and a martyr in a
war that is only real inside the mind of Christians, and not even all of them.
I am no longer a Christian. I have put all my toy soldiers away. In my mind, I no
longer cosplay as the commander general in the Southern theatre. I am just
one of 7 billion people navigating through life and doing the best I can.
But I agree with Paul in one narrow respect: Our battle is not against flesh and
blood. But I happily take up the fight against disease, and mental illness, and
hunger, and poverty, and discrimination. There are some battles worth
fighting. They are very real, and require all hands. And when Christians are
done playing with their toy soldiers and fighting their imaginary wars, we could
really use their help.

Chapter Ten
Necessary Evil
David Johnson

In recent years, there has been a conflation of the problem of suffering and the
problem of evil. The Christian hopes to lower their threat profile by conflating
the two. But it simply cannot work that way. Suffering and evil are
fundamentally different things, and thus, pose different problems for the
Christian.
Suffering is a state of anguish experienced in the natural world. It requires no
supernatural causes. If you stub your toe, it hurts. If you fall and break your leg,
you suffer. Evil has very little to do with the natural world. It is a supernatural
distortion of moral constants established in the realm beyond time and space.
It cannot be done outside of the supernatural. And its consequences are often
not felt in the natural world.
You can suffer without any evil being done. It can simply be the consequence
of living in this world. Before sin, suffering was possible. Presumably, falling
down a hill would have still left a mark. On the other hand, evil can be done
without anyone suffering. One only needs to displease god by acting against
his desire. It might make you happy, and benefit people around you. But to
god, it is still evil, and must be punished.
Arguably, the problem of suffering is older than the problem of evil. The book
of Job was all about dealing with the problem of suffering. Job’s friends
suggested that he might be suffering because of some secret sin. But spoiler,
that was not the reason at all. Job was a righteous man. Nor was he suffering
because of the evil done by other humans. Evil had nothing to do with it.
Over the years, suffering has had to be explained. Evil has only ever been
presumed. We have asked far too few questions about evil, starting with what
it is. Is evil something that we are, as in ontology? Is it something that we do, as
in behavior? Is it something that we contract, as in a disease? Or something in
which we are soaking, as in a miasma or matrix? The problem of evil starts with
definitions:

Sin: The Physical Expression of a Metaphysical Concept
Sin and evil are inextricably linked, so much so, they are practically
synonymous. You cannot do evil without committing sin. And you cannot
commit sin without doing evil. Regardless of how we say it, sin is what we do.
Evil is both the cause and result of the sin that we do. To define evil, we have to
define sin.
Sin is any act that transgresses divine law. For sin to exist, there has to be
divine law. For divine law to exist, there has to be a divine lawgiver. There can
be no sin without god. If you don’t believe in god, by definition, you also don’t
believe in sin. Unlike love and marriage, you really can’t have one without the
other. We can still have ethics without god. But unethical behavior is not sin. It
is only sin in the context of god and religion.
Since evil is both cause and result of sin, it also can’t exist without god. This
bears repeating: By Christian formulation, there can be no sin and evil without
god. Some Christian apologists featured on Unbelievable? have even tried to
make the case that the presence of evil is proof of god’s existence. The
argument goes something like this:
P1: There can be no evil without objective morality.
P2: There can be no objective morality without god.
P3: Evil exists.
Conclusion: god exists.
This is a blatant attempt to turn a weakness into a strength. Evil is not a
problem. It is a proof. I bring this up only to show how the new apologists are
defining and positioning evil as a concept. Evil exists as a supernatural
substrate. Sin is the physical manifestation of it. Sin comes from evil and
produces more evil. We do evil only in the sense that we do sin. And sin is done
in the service of evil.

Evil: A Metaphysical Cancer
Evil is less about actions and behaviors, and more about a metaphysical

condition, like a metaphysical cancer. While sin serves evil, our real problem is
that we have the fatal condition of evil. Even when we do good things, we still
are in an evil condition. Good deeds are not the cure for evil. And evil is still a
fatal condition. We cannot cure ourselves by doing good and avoiding sin. Evil
is in our blood. And we need a blood transfusion to cleanse it. That blood
transfusion is the blood of Jesus.
We must pause to highlight a major difference between Protestants and
Catholics. Protestants tend to believe that we are guilty the moment we sin.
Catholics tend to believe we are guilty at birth. Theologically, Catholics may be
interpreting Paul more correctly. There is no age of accountability any more
than there is an age of cancer. If you are born with cancer, you have cancer
regardless of what you do. To be born into this world is to be born into a
substrate of evil. Whether you sin or not, you are still stuck with the
metaphysical condition of evil.
We all need Jesus. Even Children were encouraged to come to Jesus. It would
be ridiculous to say that we all need cancer treatments if we didn’t all have
cancer. We all need Jesus because we all have metaphysical cancer. We all have
sinned. And if we haven’t, we will before we die. That is because we already
have the condition that causes sin. It is like having cancer with no visible
symptoms yet. The symptoms don’t matter. The disease is already killing you
whether you know it or not.

A Preexistent, Metaphysical Substrate
Evil is not only served by the act of sin. And It is more than just a metaphysical
condition of the soul. Evil is a pre existing substrate of the metaphysical world
before humans entered the scene. We did not invent evil. We were born into a
universe that was already dripping with it. Here’s how we know:
We didn’t invent the devil. In the Bible, Satan is the living embodiment of evil.
He preexisted humans by an eternity. Humans were not even the first to serve
evil on earth. The serpent was created before humans. And he was already evil
when he was introduced into the story. Finally, the forbidden fruit was from the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. The fruit did not create evil. Nor did it
unleash evil. It simply stored the knowledge of that which already existed.

So we know with certainty that evil preexisted humans, and even the creation.
Just how far back does it go? We also need to know how much evil there is, and
how powerful it is. Once we determine that, we have to see if there is any way
to counter it. As we can see, defining evil is only the first problem. It gets worse
from here.

The Origins of Evil
I wonder if the Kalam Cosmological Argument applies here. Did evil have a
beginning? Or was it always in existence? It is a problem for the Christian either
way. If evil had a beginning, then it must have the same beginner as all things
with a beginning: god. It does not work to say that one of god’s creatures
created evil. One wonders how such a thing would even be possible. A creation
might choose evil. But evil would already have to exist for it to be a choice.
The other option is to say that evil is as old as god. It is as eternal as good. Can
there be good without evil? Can morality be represented by a one-sided coin? If
good is the only option, then in what way is it good. Evil is a necessary
opposite. Some Christians argue that we can’t know a straight line unless we
know what a crooked line is to which we can compare it. If that were the case,
then god could not have been always good unless there was always evil for
comparison.
But if god is the eternal personification of good, should there not be an eternal
personification of evil? That means there is an opposite, yet equally eternal and
powerful being to contend with god. The god of evil is just as much god as the
god of good. Neither has the advantage. Nor, philosophically, can they.
The problem is that makes god only one of a pantheon consisting of at least
two equal gods. If there are two, there may be more. If there are more, how
can we determine which, if any, is the right god to hitch our wagon? Typically,
Christians do not subscribe to this idea. So we must do a bit more exploration
into the origins of evil.

Door Number 2
The most common theodicy for evil is that it did not preexist god, and god did
not invent it. He just made it a possibility for free-willed beings to choose. But

that does not get god off the hook for being the author of evil. It doesn’t even
make sense on any level. That is because god is not only the personification of
good, but of perfection. Yet in Isaiah 45:7, god takes responsibility for evil by
saying that it is he who creates darkness and disaster.
If the perfect good decides to create something, at the least, one would expect
it to be another type of perfect good. Jesus said as much himself. Fruit trees
produce like fruit. He wasn’t just saying that apple trees produce apples. He
was saying that good trees produce good fruit. Bad fruit comes from bad trees.
For evil to be an option for humans, it would have to be an option for god.
But Christians tell us that god is perfectly good without the option of evil. He
does not avoid doing evil. He cannot do evil. That is very different. Evil is not
even an option for the one who is the personification of perfect good. So why
would evil be an option for his offsprings? The Christian would say that it is so
we could freely choose to love him.
But that also makes no sense. God is in some kind of love relationship within
the triune godhead: the father, son, and spirit. They all choose to love one
another without the possibility of evil hanging over them. So we shouldn’t
need it to choose love either.
What Christians seem to be saying is that god offers door number 1 and door
number 2. Door number 1 is the good door that leads to perfect good. But door
number 2 opens onto evil. For some reason, god thought we should have that
choice whereas he does not. We can choose to eat from the good tree, or the
bad tree. What is the point of this game?
We should expect that if the personification of perfect good offers two paths,
they would both lead to different types of perfect good. One should not lead to
the open mouth of a fire-eating dragon. There are possibly infinite goods we
could choose from. We can have the perfect vanilla ice cream, or the perfect
chocolate ice cream. But one of the 31 perfect flavors should not be deadly
poison.
So I am still confused by the notion that god had to make evil one of our
choices. There is no reason door number 2 had to be the path to evil when both
doors, all doors could have lead to perfect good. That said, let us take a closer
look at some of the reasons Christians provide for why we needed the ability to

choose evil. I have a feeling they are not going to hold up very well.

Choice
We have touched upon this briefly. But there is more to be said. On the one
hand, Christians say that for the choice of good to have any meaning, there
must be a choice of evil we could make. This is quickly defeated by the other
thing they say which is that god is a free will being despite the fact that he
cannot choose to do evil.
They also say that god does not want us merely to choose good over evil, but
to choose him over any other good. But for that, he could have given us all
good choices. From those, we could have freely chosen him. This theodicy of
choice is also utterly defeated by the doctrine of heaven. There, we will be like
god, perfectly good without the possibility of evil. Yet we will still have our free
will intact. Choice offers us no excuse for god allowing the possibility of evil.

Tests
Would it make the idea of evil more palatable to you if you thought it was all a
big test? It apparently would for many Christians. The idea is that god uses evil
to test our worthiness for heaven. It is not a simple matter of whether we
would choose evil. He had to know Adam and Eve would do just that. From
there, we pretty much had no choice. So it must have been a test of what we
would do about being trapped in evil.
Would we cry out to god and accept his offer? Or would we rely on our own
abilities? Even after choosing god, the test continues. Will we remain faithful,
or take a more attractive offer? What would we do if god took away our
comforts and treated us like Job? How would we respond if god allowed Satan
to sift us like wheat as he did with Peter? The test never ends.
And this is the problem. Does not god already know the outcome of all the
tests? We all have sinned or will sin. What is the point of the test? Also, is
heaven some kind of prize for a reality show? Humans get put through all kinds
of senseless obstacles. The ones who fail the least get to go to heaven. The
ones who didn’t respond so well to hell? Oh well…

Lessons
God wants to teach us lessons. And the kinds of lessons he wants to teach us
require that we go through hell so that we can avoid it. The theory goes
something like this: How can we learn compassion unless someone has
suffered some evil so that they need compassion? How could we learn patience
were there not some evil keeping us from some fulfillment? How could we
learn to forgive if evil was not done to us that needed forgiving? And so it
goes…
These evil lessons are a necessary part of building character that will serve us
throughout eternity. But that seems like madness to me for two reasons: First,
is evil really the only way to teach us valuable lessons and build our character?
Second, what is going on in heaven that we need such lessons in the first place?
Why do we need to train like hardened soldiers on earth to experience heaven?
Is heaven a war zone? Why do we need compassion in heaven? Will we
encounter the less fortunate there? Why do we need patience in heaven? Will
we have to wait for fulfillment? What could we possibly do with forgiveness in
heaven? Will there be slights against us we will need to forgive? These training
lessons on earth requiring evil have no heavenly payoff if the doctrine about
heaven is correct. Again, the idea of evil setting up training lessons for eternity
fails as a theodicy.

Plans
The final theodicy to be explored in this section is that god’s plans require evil.
And so evil is a useful tool in the right hands. It is a little like the way the police
use drugs to catch drug addicts and dealers. The drugs are bad, and highly
illegal. But the use of them is good when used to stop greater evil.
Enslavement and abuse of slaves is evil. But god used other nations to enslave
and abuse his people when they needed to be punished.
Wild bears being loosed on a population is evil. But god used wild bears to kill
some naughty kids. Therefore, it was good. Lying is evil. But god using a lying
spirit when it suited him was good when it was used to bring down a bad
leader. Letting Joseph’s brothers beat him and sell him into slavery was bad.

Using that evil to save the family was good.
The gospel stories hinge on the use of this device. Jesus cannot save the world
unless he is rejected by the Jewish leaders, sold out by one of his inner circle,
illegally tried by a kangaroo court, and put to torturous death for crimes he did
not commit. We literally could not be saved were it not for evil.
Christians tend to believe that it would not have been sufficient for Jesus to live
the perfect life and go to heaven without tasting death. It would not have even
been enough for him to die naturally. He would not have been able to take his
own life peacefully, and surrounded by his friends. No one would have wanted
to take his life had he not been misunderstood. Being put to death humanely
would have ruined the plan. It had to be brutal. We could not have been saved
without so much focused evil.
But of course, none of this makes sense to me. And I hope you are starting to
question the sense of it as well. In a perfectly good world where we only had
good choices, god could have still brought about his plans by using good to
produce even greater good. He is not limited to using evil. So there is no sense
in which evil is required to work his will.
Also, we must recognize that god is not playing jazz with evil. In other words,
he is not just waiting to see what evil we will do, then reacting to it in some
way. Christians speak of god as being proactive, with a plan that predates the
creation. He had it all worked out before the first atom was set into motion. It
would have ruined his plans had less evil been done.
We must also accept that god is supposed to be able to see the future. He has
plans for tomorrow just as he did for yesterday. If god plans to use some evil
that hasn’t happened yet, there is no need for you to try and pray it away. That
evil is a part of his plan. So it has to happen. And if your Pharaoh tries to back
out of that evil, god will just harden his heart. For the sake of god’s sovereign
plan, that evil must be done.
But this locks us into a world where all the evil that does take place, must take
place. This has to be a dispiriting idea for Christians to contemplate. Could not
god have made a plan that required less evil? We suspect it must be the case
since god has intervened to stop some evils in the past, and presumably in the
present. If god could stop one bit of evil, he could stop another. He is not

locked into our free will. He interferes with it as his plan calls for it. So even
god’s plans fail as a theodicy for why evil had to be an option.
We have thoroughly explored all the Christian claims that exonerate god for
the presence of evil. It is not needed for choice, or tests, or lessons, or plans.
We have completely dismissed the idea that evil is separate but coeternal with
god. So there is only one other option to consider. And that option will be the
focus of the remainder of the chapter.

Evil Is As Evil Does
To paraphrase Forrest Gump’s mother, evil is as evil does. In searching for the
origins of evil, we have made the junior detective’s rookie mistake: We have
overlooked the obvious. Evil comes from god. We have reason to suspect this
because in the Bible, god performs more unqualified evil than a planet full of
psychopaths could ever perform were they to dedicate their entire lives to the
cause.
It is only a rhetorical device to say that god is all good with no possibility of evil.
When you read his biography: the Bible, you will find that he is quite capable of
evil, and little else. The things he does, orders, and allows in his name by his
representatives can only be described as evil. If not the actions and orders of
the Old Testament god, I hardly know what one would even mean by evil.
I would need to reprint the bulk of the bible to exhaustively catalog god’s
atrocities as recorded by his chosen biographers. So I will only highlight a few
of the greatest hits. And I will start with the only place that makes sense for
such a list, the beginning.

Eden, the Garden of Evil
As the bible describes it, Eden was not a paradise. It was a death trap. It didn’t
fall into that condition. It was created that way. And every bad attribute of
Eden was carefully designed to be that way. It wasn’t happenstance. It was
intentional, premeditated evil.
We might begin by noting that humans were ill-prepared for what was to greet
them. They had no forewarning and no defenses. God gave them an order that

they couldn’t have possibly understood, or fathomed the consequences. The
forbidden fruit imparted the knowledge of good and evil. That means they
went out into the world with no real ability to sort right and wrong. They didn’t
have the knowledge of good and evil.
Why would they need such knowledge? Because one of the creatures in the
garden that god made happened to be a very clever and evil snake. They never
saw that coming. But god did. They might not have sinned at all had god not
seeded the garden with a creature smart enough and inclined enough to tempt
and deceive them. It is clear that god did not want them to succeed.
Why would there be anything dangerous in a playground that was built and
maintained for preschoolers? Likewise, why would anything be dangerous and
forbidden in a paradise made for innocent humans? What is the purpose of
placing poison fruit in the playground in the first place? If it had to be there,
why not outside the garden? If inside, why not hidden and out of the way? Why
centrally located where they would have to see it every day? If they had to see
it, why did god make it attractive to them? It could just as easily have been
repulsive.
The reason is because the evil god set an evil trap for the simple humans who
had the one piece of necessary information withheld from them. Blaming the
humans is like blaming babies for eating a poison cookie placed in plain sight,
in easy reach, with candy sprinkles on it for maximum temptation.
God’s evil does not stop there. Handing out the punishments seems to be the
whole point of this setup. And god does so with glee. He punishes every human
being to come for the sins of the newborn humans. Through Adam, we all
die. That is like a father punishing his children with a genetic disease they will
pass on to all of their dependents. Nothing deserves such a punishment, unless
you happen to be an evil psychopath.

A Flawed Creation
Before moving forward, let’s take a brief step back to before the beginning.
The creation of humans wasn’t exactly god’s first rodeo. He knew the problems
associated with making free-willed beings with the option of choosing evil. He
wasn’t unsure of the outcome. He got exactly the outcome that he wanted.

Before humans, there were angels. And as the story is told, a third of them
freely chose to follow god’s opposition. The backstory of heaven is that it was a
place where evil and rebellion had its day. God knew exactly what would come
of this type of free will. He had a chance to evaluate the situation and make
note of what went wrong. But instead of doing that, he made humans with the
same design flaw, only worse.
God still gave humans that volatile kind of free will with a proclivity for evil. He
changed two things that seem to be regressions. In power, he made us a little
lower than the angels. Because the egomaniacal god thought the worse
mistake was to make angels powerful. He fixed that. Humans have no power.
The second thing he did was send humans far away from heaven. That way,
they would have to wonder about the existence of god instead of knowing true
fellowship with him.
Neither of these changes improved the situation. If the Bible is to be believed,
a far greater percentage of humans will be lost to the fire than angels. God had
already messed up the creation of free-willed beings. Rather than fix the
problem, he doubled down and made it worse. He wasn’t worried about how
many humans would be lost. He was only worried that none could oppose him.
And his evil didn’t stop there.
Once he saw that he had a little rebellion problem, the responsible thing to do
would have been to deal with that problem before bringing more creatures into
the war-torn world. You think he would have wanted to get the evil and
demons under control first. Imagine what the world might have been had god
taken care of evil first. But he didn’t do any of that.
Instead, god made humans vulnerable to the point that they didn’t even know
what good and evil were. He set them in this most fragile of universes. And he
unleashed the forces of untamed evil upon his new creation. That’s the
universe we were born into. The fact that god did not fix the problem before
throwing us into the mix might be his most evil act of all. But it is far from being
the last evil act he would do to us.

The Flood
The god of the Bible is not like a scientist carefully measuring and collecting

data to refine his invention. He is more like a child with a big box of Legos. And
when things don’t go his way, he gets upset and smashes part, or all of his
creation and starts again. The flood is god smashing everything in a tantrum.
A careful scientist might have stopped the experiment right there. When he
saw that humans were not able to deal with the type of free will they were
given, they could have been scrapped altogether. But god is not a scientist.
And he didn’t want the game to end. So he set aside a few of the pieces, and
gleefully destroyed the rest.
It is not unfair to speculate gleefulness when one considers how god chose to
destroy. He could have just ended all the unrighteous people in a blink. No
drama was required. He could have reset the world in 6 milliseconds. No
shocked expressions, nor screams of fear and agony were required. God
malevolently choose one of the most tortuous and terrifying ways to
exterminate humans: death by drowning.
Even when humans utilize the death penalty, we do it humanely as possible.
Even chopping off a head is more humane than drowning. But god wanted to
extract maximum terror. He wanted the terror to last for the maximum length
of time. And he wanted the people to know exactly who it was that was killing
them.
One who does not enjoy torture, does not choose torturous means to kill. God
enjoyed it because that is exactly the kind of monster he is. Remember, he
could have chosen any method he liked. He chose the method that best fit his
character. The flood is one of the best and most convincing arguments that
god is an evil monster by nature. If some Christians are convinced that a good
god would not torture his enemies in flames, they also have to believe that he
wouldn’t torture his enemies in a flood. They have god’s biographers to
contend with.

The Plagues
How easy would it have been for god to free the Israelites and punish the
Egyptian leaders who enslaved them? It could have been done in a trice. There
was no reason to listen to his people cry out to him for deliverance over a span
of 400 years. There was no reason for them to be enslaved for 4 minutes.

Instead, god was content to watch the situation for 4 centuries.
This had nothing to do with noninterference with free will. If that was the case,
he should have never freed the slaves. If anything, the story of the exodus is all
about god’s willingness to interfere with free will. According to the story, god
manipulated the situation to get a certain outcome.
God didn’t just want to free his people. He wanted to unleash the 10 plagues.
And when Pharaoh tried to give up early, god hardened his heart so that the
plagues could continue. god planned 10 plagues. And by god, there was going
to be 10 plagues. If that is not evil enough for you, just consider the nature of
the plagues. Remember that god could have freed the slaves with no plagues
and no violence of any kind. He chose the plagues that suited his evil nature.
Here is a list in case you have forgotten:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.

Water turned to blood (Exodus 7:14-25).
Frogs cover the land (Exodus 8:1-15).
The dust turns into gnats or lice (Exodus 8:16-19).
Swarms of flies cover the land (Exodus 8:20-32).
Death of all Egyptian livestock (Exodus 9:1-7).
Boils break out on the people of Egypt (Exodus 9:8-12).
Hailstorms kill unsheltered humans, animals, and vegetation (Exodus
9:13-35).
7. Locusts cover the land and consume all remaining vegetation (Exodus
10:1-20).
8. Darkness covers Egypt for three days (Exodus 10:21-29).
9. The firstborn children of all Egyptian people and cattle die (Exodus
11:1-10, 12:29-32).
Source: http://www.religionfacts.com/ten-plagues
This is one of the driest lists of the most horrendous acts ever recounted in
history or fiction. With these plagues, the god of the Bible becomes a comic
book villain. The god of this story is certifiably insane. You would be hardpressed to come up with worse plagues. It is as if the writers were challenging
themselves to start with the worst thing they could think of, then make nine
more, each worse than the last.
Bare in mind that god could have just blinked, and the slaves would have been

free. He could have placed a magic force field around them so that they could
take their time leaving. And the Egyptians would not have been able to lay a
hand on them. God could have executed Pharaoh in his sleep, leaving everyone
else with a lesson learned.
Instead, god went all Old Testament on them. It is funny how well that term
can be substituted with the word, evil. Not one of those plagues is something
that a good person would have even considered. Most bad people would have
rejected them. It took a special kind of god with a special kind of evil to start
those plagues, and even worse, to finish them.
Plague 10 is beyond satanic. It was specifically to strike down the innocent to
emotionally damage the guilty. God targeted the children. They were not
collateral damage. They were the ones in the crosshairs. God didn’t stop at
targeting the children of the royals. He stabbed, chopped, and hacked all the
firstborn to pieces, even the infants.
There is no war crimes tribunal in the history of the world that would not have
condemned this action outside of the religions that call this act good. If evil has
any meaning whatsoever, it has to apply to the 10 plagues, and the one who
conceived and carried them out.

The Census Trilema
There is rich competition for the most evil thing ever done in the Bible, in
history, and in all of literature. High on that list has to be the choice of
punishments god gave to David for taking a census. The specifics of the census
don’t matter. The fact that the punishment does not fit the crime isn’t even the
point. The actual punishment is even less the point than the choices given:
So god went to David and said to him, “This is what the Lord says:
‘Take your choice: three years of famine, three months of being
swept away before your enemies, with their swords overtaking
you, or three days of the sword of the Lord—days of plague in the
land, with the angel of the Lord ravaging every part of Israel.’
Now then, decide how I should answer the one who sent me.” 1
Chr. 21:11-12

David, alone, was the one who insisted on the census. His men were not
responsible for it. And even less so, the people who were counted. I can see
that. And you can see that. But the god of the Bible could not see that. The way
he chose to punish David was to target the people.
They were to be starved with famine for 3 years, destroyed by their enemies for
three months, or slaughtered by god’s enforcer for three days. Not one of
these options allowed David, himself, to take the punishment. Read the
passage again. You don’t really need any other definition of evil than this.

Conclusion: The Final Evil
In the first half of this chapter, we considered theodicies that would exonerate
god for the evil in the world. We failed to find a successful theodicy. In the
second half of the chapter, we explored three of literature’s worst deeds of evil,
all conducted by god, himself. Finally, I want to highlight the ultimate evil he
plans to do at some unspecified point in the future.

Hell
Justin has acknowledged that over the course of time he has done the show,
there are a handful of issues about which he has changed his mind. Hell is one
of them. He is no longer a fire and brimstone believer. He envisions a kinder
and gentler god who, because of his goodness, would not be capable of doing
something so evil as burn people in hell for all eternity.
But with only three of the countless examples in the Bible, I have shown that
this god is more than capable of the most monstrous of deeds. Not one of his
biographers in either testament have any such qualms. They unflinchingly
describe him as having the temperament and character to burn people in hell
for all eternity.
Hell deniers such as Justin, have stripped away almost everything the Bible has
revealed about the subject so they can redress hell in their own image. For
them, hell is probably not even a place as much as a state of mind one is in
when faced with the reality that they are separated from god. We lock the door
from the inside. They even imagine that there may be a way to leave this Hotel
California and be saved. The Bible seems to take a different view:

Hell is a real place:
Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are
cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels.
Matt. 25:41
Look at all we are able to establish with just one passage. Hell is a place
prepared for the devil and his angels. To say it is not a real place for humans is
to say that there is no place of punishment prepared for the devil and his
angels. If it is a real place for them, it is a real place for us seeing that it is the
same place.
Hell is fire.
In flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not god, and
that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ: 2 Thes. 1:8
This is one of those times when you just have to reach for the old KJV. More
modern versions of the Bible change the vengeance to something more
palatable. And some even leave out the flaming fire altogether. But the older
translations don’t flinch at the idea of a vengeful god using fire on his enemies.
You can call it justice if you like. But god’s biographers called it revenge.
Hell is eternal. Mark 9:48 describes hell as a place, where their worm never dies
and the fire is never quenched.
The academic burden of transforming these words into something that implies
a temporary state is too great an undertaking for the average reader of the
text. No Christian I know has ever suggested that heaven was a temporary
state. We are to believe that heaven is a permanent state of bliss in the
presence of god. But hell deniers want us to believe that hell is temporary. If
the language of eternity is literal for heaven, I see no honest way to make it
figurative for hell.
But the final insult is a nice little bow on the package of evil that is hell:
Therefore, God elevated him to the place of highest honor
and gave him the name above all other names,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,

and every tongue declare that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father. Phil. 2:9-11
I was taught to picture it this way: Before that final moment when the souls of
the damned were to be splashed into hell, even the most defiant among them
would be forced to their knees. God would exert the full force of his terror to
extort the final confession from his creation. Like it or not, we will all declare
that Jesus Christ is lord. And god will finally have his glory, just before the
screams begin in earnest.
This is the portrait of a monster brought to you by those who loved him best.
The biblical writers were not trying to make god look bad. They put their idea
of god in the best possible light. And in that light, he is still a beast, the only
explanation for evil we need. To paraphrase an old saying, with a god like that,
who needs a devil.

+++

We started this response with science and philosophy. We continued with a
critique of the person of Jesus, and the doctrines that spring forth. Finally, we
anchor it with personal journeys that brought us to this point. But before we
get there, it is vital that we address the elephant in the room - the matrix that
imbues all religions with life-giving power to devotees worldwide: faith.
No matter how you define faith, it is simply not enough on which to hang a
worldview. We have all had to slowly, painfully come to this conclusion. We all
wanted to believe. We tried to believe. But Christian faith was insufficient. It
was not equivalent to evidence for things unseen. And we all found walking by
sight to be a superior strategy for life than walking by faith.
We found no paradigm for walking by faith when we drive by sight, we work by
sight. We invest by sight. We form relationships by sight. In all these things, we
live out our lives with our eyes wide open. To do less is to live irresponsibly,
placing ourselves and our loved ones in danger.
With his seminary education from a conservative denomination, Andrew was
the right and only choice for setting this final tent pole. Beyond the science and
the philosophy and the doctrine and even the personal stories, this chapter on
faith can help you form the basis on how to decide what is true and what is not.

Chapter Eleven
Faith: All the Way Down
David Johnson
Andrew Knight
Michael Brady

It would be difficult to imagine a word more important than faith. Christian
Faith and its more abbreviated The Faith are common shorthands used by
Christians to identify this outlook. Jude 1:3 referred to the collection of beliefs
espoused by New Testament authors as “the faith once delivered” and urged
readers to contend for it. Elsewhere, faith is that critical something that
separates those eternally saved from those who will be destroyed.
Under the banner of faith, the author of Jude condemns homosexuality,
supports the destruction of Sodom and Gommorah, suggests that supernatural
beings contended for the body of Moses, and insists that the Christian god is
holding other supernatural beings in chains for future judgment. After dividing
humanity into those with and those without faith, the author insists that there
is a timeless being to whom glory, majesty, dominion, and authority are due.
And, it is these views among others espoused in the pages of The New
Testament that the author insists should be defended.
Yet, a collection of beliefs is not the only use of the word “faith”. Sometimes,
the word expresses a degree of confidence, and at others, it expresses a leap
over a gap in knowledge. It is a defense of faith to which Christian apologist’s
turn their hand, and skeptics question this enterprise. So, it is this idea of faith
to which we to will turn and at least attempt to recognize faith in many of its
forms and ask some hard questions about this seemingly simple word.
So, when we read books like Unbelievable? or any book making a persuasive
case for a world view, we should necessarily ask to what degree the author or
authors is asking us to take on faith the views offered, and we should also ask
what kind of faith is being promoted. Are we being asked to accept the claims
based on equal evidence, or are we being asked to cover some lack of

knowledge by simply having faith?
There is one other religious usage that we should have in mind that is a rough
combining of the two ideas so far. In some conversations the idea of a leap of
faith is discussed. Here, the idea is that there is some amount of empirical
confidence that a Christian can have and the remainder is covered by faith.
Some skeptics shy away from the word faith due to its rather loaded religious
meaning, but it plays a rather central role in Justin Brierley’s book and this one,
even when it is not being directly addressed. So, keep these ideas about faith
and confidence in mind as we continue through this chapter and as you read
the remainder of this book.

Faith: All the Way Down
We have all either been Christians, or have been listening and interacting with
Christians for much longer than the 10 year run of the program. Justin has done
an excellent job of bringing the various flavors of Christianity into the
marketplace of ideas. We have listened and interacted with them all. And the
one thing all Christian ideas have in common is faith.
At bottom, there is a story or claim that cannot be justified with classical
evidence or scientific scrutiny. It doesn’t take long before every Christian vs.
atheist debate comes down to a faith-based proposition. You simply cannot
construct a religion that does not require some amount of faith. By their very
nature, religious claims are beyond the realm of classical proofs.
Even the Christian does not deny the primacy of faith in their worldview. What
they will sometimes dispute is the definition of faith. We are not suggesting
that there is an absolute definition of faith on which everyone must agree. But
we must come to some consensus on what the bible means by faith when its
writers use the word. We might also consider the fact that different writers
might have used the word differently in different places.

Defining Faith
The brand of faith to which Christians seem to object the loudest is the variety
commonly known as “blind faith”. But that is not the only way to understand

the word. Generically speaking, faith is synonymous with belief. That means
that if you believe something, you have faith in that thing. But that brand of
faith is too weak to support the weight of religion.
Mere intellectual assent is not the measuring stick of faith. James writes that
the devils believe and tremble. In saying this, he seems to be dismissing the
idea that religious faith is mere intellectual assent.
When my wife tells me she loves me, I believe her. That is to say, I give
intellectual assent to her assertion. Christians seeking to make the meaning of
faith more generic often use this example. But that doesn’t work, at least
where James is concerned. To know something is not the same as having faith
in something.
A better way to understand the kind of faith to which James is referring
is actionable trust. It is not merely agreeing with a claim. It requires taking some
type of action as a result of that agreement. I can’t just say that I believe that
the poor should be provided the needs they cannot provide for themselves. But
the kind of faith James writes about requires that I not only believe that, but
become an active participant in taking care of those needs.
In the strictest sense, though, James’ use of the word is somewhat nonstandard. He was not speaking of faith as the power of belief. He was using it to
spur social action as opposed to ivory-tower philosophizing about equality and
social activism. For what it’s worth, I agree with James. When it comes to
helping people, we need less talking and more doing.
To define religious faith, we will have to go beyond James and look elsewhere.
Some Christians say that faith is synonymous with trust. And while I think that
gets us closer, I don’t think it gets us all the way there. Trust can also be simple
assent. But it could also represent actionable faith.

Actionable Faith
It is one thing to say you trust the integrity of the rickety foot bridge. It is quite
another to walk across that bridge. The Christian might say that your faith is
meaningless until challenged. But the flaw in this assertion is that most
Christians living in a Christian-friendly society are never challenged to perform
any type of faith-affirming action to begin with. We are never tossed into a den

with hungry lions. We have never had a sword removed from our neck only if
we recant our faith. We have never had one penny of our paycheck on the line.
So if actionable faith is the only kind of faith that matters, very few believers
have a faith worth mentioning. Going to church is not an act of faith. It is an act
of social fellowship. We gain a clear benefit from being a part of a church
community. Faith has nothing to do with it. Giving money to your church club
is also not an act of faith. It is an act of responsible membership to an
organization to which you belong.
Having a conversation with someone about your faith is also not an act of faith.
We talk about a lot of things, including our favorite food, football team, or TV
show. None of that is an expression of faith. It is an expression of our
preferences and a desire to expand the boundaries of our given in-group.
In the same category, inviting someone to our church is not an act of faith.
That is no more an act of faith than is inviting someone to your school play.
One is hard-pressed to come up with anything the average Christian does on a
semi-regular basis that would constitute a genuine demonstration of
actionable faith.
In a place like the US, taking a strong faith-based position on an important
issue is still not an act of faith. The majority of the US population claims to be
either Christian or god-believing. Here, you are viewed with suspicion if you
don’t have some type of openly faith-based orientation. So stepping out on a
stage and saying controversial things in the name of your religious faith is not a
risk. In fact, it is the best way to get your crazy idea a serious hearing. It is a
good tactic even for people without faith.
The UK is a little different, but only a little. Some faith-centric politicians will
have a little harder time getting their faith-based message across, especially if
they are espousing a particularly conservative religious message. But they still
manage to retain a lot of political power. And no one loses their citizenship
rights as a result of faith.
In neither country are you under threat for being Christian, Muslim, Hindu,
Buddhist, or a practitioner of Voodoo. You are not exercising an act of faith by
preaching the straight gospel, and taking a hard stand against sin. You are just
making noise. And that is not illegal, or even risky in the Western world.

Faith in the bible
I think if we really want to understand faith as it refers to religious
commitment, we have to go to the bible and see what it means there. I will
start with the closest thing we can get to a definition of religious faith in the
bible:
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen. Heb. 11:1
I like the King James Version for this passage because it uses two words that
play well with secularists: substance and evidence. We understand substance.
That is the stuff of the universe. We understand evidence because that is the
proof of a theory. You see, Christianity is substantial. And it has plenty of
evidence.
But a closer look explodes that notion. The real words to watch in the verse
are things hoped for, and things not seen. Your hopes are only as substantive as
your faith. And unseen things are backed only by the evidence of faith. It is the
confidence that your hopes will be met, and the assurance that invisible things
are real.
The Christian hope is entirely in the insubstantial, invisible realm that offers no
proof outside of faith. The chapter goes on to call out one example after
another of people who showed confidence in the face of uncertainty.

Confidence in the Face of Uncertainty
When it comes down to it, I believe this is the only definition of faith that
matters. It is confidence in the absence of tangible proof. If a person tells you
there is a bear headed for the village and you have no way of confirming the
claim, you may choose to evacuate the village on the word of that person. It is
not very good evidence. But you accept it on faith. If the same person makes
the same claim, and you can see the bear through a clearing, you will still
evacuate the village, but not on faith. You have better evidence so that faith is
no longer in play.
To review, when your actions are based on something tangible, it is not faith

anymore. It is only faith when tangible evidence was insufficient. The moment
you got the confirming proof, you lost access to faith. The only kind of faith
you can have at that point is mere intellectual ascent that you agree with what
the irrefutable evidence is telling you. Jesus did a better job in making this
point:
A week later the followers were in the house again, and Thomas
was with them. The doors were locked, but Jesus came in and
stood right in the middle of them. He said, “Peace be with you.”
Then he said to Thomas, “Put your finger here, and look at my
hands. Put your hand here in my side. Stop being an unbeliever
and believe.”
Thomas said to him, “My Lord and my God!”
Then Jesus told him, “You believe because you see me. Those who
believe without seeing me will be truly blessed John 20:26-29
While the payoff in the story is in verse 29, the story prior is instructive. First, all
of the apostles were shown the marks of crucifixion. Thomas wasn’t with them
at the time. He only demanded to see the same evidence the others had been
shown. So we should not think for a moment that the others somehow had
more faith than Thomas. Nor should we think that Thomas was asking for
special favors. He wasn’t.
But of course the place our eyes are drawn is to the end of the story where
Jesus makes the faith distinction I made prior. Thomas believed because he
saw. But the greater blessing is reserved for those who believe without seeing.
Jesus was not fond of evidence. He preferred faith from his followers: the kind
that did not involve seeing convincing evidence.

Blind Faith
Until now, we have been skirting around this controversial and delicate
description of faith. We have tried to cater to the sensibilities of progressive
Christians because we have heard their objections over the years. We have
tried to view faith as they do. We have examined faith in the more generic
sense of the word. But the bible will not allow us to get away with it so easily. It

demands something more. We are left to call it what it is: blind faith.
Sometimes, we use the term, “leap of faith” to suggest the impetus of an
action that cannot be supported by more reasoned consideration. The leap of
faith is the dive from a high cliff with only the hope that we will survive the
landing. It is launching into the unknown - the place beyond the horizon which
we cannot see. We do not know what will happen. And there is not enough
evidence on way or the other to suggest a better course of action. A leap of
faith is what we have to take when something has to be done, and we have
nothing rational on which to base that action.
It is blind faith.
Paul says it as a matter of fact:
We live by what we believe, not by what we can see. 2 Cor. 5:7
This is the core of religious faith. And it hardly gets more clear. By definition,
you are blind to what you cannot see. That is what it means to be blind. It is no
coincidence that taking a literal leap of faith so often involves tightly shutting
one’s eyes.
In this passage, see is synonymous with empirically prove, just as walk is
synonymous with live. We could slightly restate the passage in the following
way:
We live based on what we believe rather than what we can
empirically prove.
Reading that way changes nothing in the passage. It pretty much reads that
way already. The passage is a veritable blind faith manifesto. When you couple
it with what Jesus said to Thomas about how it is better to believe without
seeing, I struggle to see how we can come to any other meaning. The real
question is why progressives reject that description of their faith.

Things They Don’t Know
Peter Boghossian, Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Portland State
University, defines faith as pretending to know things you don’t know. Christians

do not react positively to Boghossian when he defines faith in these terms. It is
easy to see why. It combines the worst implications of blind faith with an intent
to deceive. At the very least, it implies self-deception. It is both definition and
accusation.
Boghossian cuts to the heart of why Christians do not like to be painted with
the brush of blind faith. It would actually require Christians to admit to all the
things they don’t know, but espouse with the confidence of those who do. To
take it a step further, is it not an act of dishonesty to promote a thing as true
with more confidence than the evidence permits.
If I rush into the room and shout that the building is on fire, I had better be
certain that the building really is on fire. Because of my confident shout, people
will act accordingly. Their reaction is based on the confidence of my assertion. I
will have much to answer for much if it turns out I only smelled smoke as I
passed the kitchen.
In that situation, I should have investigated the smell. If that wasn’t possible, I
should have mentioned to someone that I smelled smoke, giving them a
chance to ask more probing questions. If I was going to over-react with
honesty, I should have burst into the room and declared that I smelled smoke
when passing the kitchen.
The problem comes when I leapt to the conclusion that a dangerous fire was
underway without sufficient evidence. We can gain insight by probing further
into why I wanted to yell “fire” in a crowded room. One possibility is that I had
an overly fearful response and I should deal with my fear issues. It could be that
I am an attention-seeker who wanted to be the center of attention. Or it could
be that I have a savior-complex and I saw this as an opportunity to save
someone. In any case, I misled people by applying more confidence to a
conclusion that was warranted by the evidence.
Christians - people of faith - are guilty of this, and I would argue, for the same
reasons. They assert outrageous claims with a confidence not backed by the
evidence. Consider what they say about hell. Furthermore, it does not matter
what version of hell they believe. No living human being has any direct
evidence of the place, or even a condition known as hell. So why do Christians
speak of it with such confidence?

It could be because they are fearful, and are therefore afraid for everyone. It
could be because they know that talk of hell will get them attention. Or it could
be that they have a savior-complex and need a sufficient danger from which
everyone needs saving.
You can apply this reasoning to a whole host of things Christians don’t know.
Before going further, let us pause for a moment to consider all the things about
which Christians promote, but cannot possibly know:
The existence of god
The divine inspiration of scripture
The nature of the trinity
The meaning of unanswered prayer
The virgin birth
The nature of heaven
Exactly what god wants at any given time
Who goes to hell
This is just a short list in no particular order. Several chapters could be devoted
to what Christian’s claim to know, but don’t. And it is not just that they believe
these things for themselves. It is not even just that they have more confidence
in their conclusions than the evidence supports. It is that they present these
teachings to others with that elevated confidence like a crazy person rushing
into a crowded room and shouting “fire” because he smelled smoke when
passing the kitchen.
Christian claims hit humans where they are most vulnerable. We are
evolutionarily predisposed to listen to such assurances because they speak to
our most visceral fears and desires. If someone tells me that the creator of the
universe is very angry at me because of the many offenses I have committed, I
have to wonder what offenses I have committed.
They go on to say that whether I believe it or not, I am moments away from
spending eternity in torment. Saying that in church is literally yelling “fire” in a
crowded room. I obviously don’t want to suffer that fate. But they come to the
clincher which is that there is an easy way to avoid this fate for me and my
entire family. All I have to do is accept Jesus as lord of my life.
The entire thing is manipulative and deceitful. All that’s needed to make it

work are people willing to go out and spread this message of things they
cannot possibly know for sure, with more confidence than the evidence grants.
Preachers make a living strongly expressing things they can't possibly know
with such confidence that the hearer assumes there is more evidence than
there really is.

Not a Virtue
Up to this point, we have spent a lot of time defining faith, examining how it
was used in the bible, and exploring how Christians use it today. We have also
hinted at why faith is a system non-believers tend to reject. For the remainder
of this chapter, we will more directly discuss why faith is not only an unreliable
system for making life decisions, but also why it is an immoral ask of anyone,
especially from a god:
Faith is not a virtue of which to boast, but a vice. Faith is an indulgence, a
shortcut, a copout. In our current cultural context, being a person of faith
implies that one is virtuous in some way not accessible to a person without
faith. Such a person makes a bold claim. They are deemed to believe in
important things. They have depth, perhaps even wisdom.
None of these assumptions need be demonstrated in any way. Just claiming to
be a person of faith is usually sufficient. Just look at the latest statistics on
trust: A recent study showed that those surveyed found atheists slightly
less trustworthy than rapists. This distrust of atheists has been the case in the
US for some time.
The opposite is true for Christians. Just having that label conveys trust. This,
despite the fact that the vast majority of prisoners in the US identify as
religious. Protestants and Catholics take the biggest slice of the pie. Only 1% of
the prison population are atheists. So the first thing wrong with faith as a
worldview and epistemology is that it creates and reinforces a sense of false
virtue. Here are a few others:

An Impossible Command
I am going to tell you an unlikely sounding story. And you have to believe it or
die horribly. Choose!

Of course you would protest how unfair that is. I can’t command you to believe
something, even if it happens to be true. The best I can do is give a person the
most convincing and persuasive argument and evidence available to you.
Scarcely understood neural processes determine whether the person believes
you.
You can force a person to say they believe you. You can talk a person into
wanting to believe your story. You can even get a person to repeat your story
and convince someone else of its veracity. But under no circumstances, apart
from sci-fi style brainwashing, can you force a person to believe something
they don’t actually believe.
This is the first, most obvious, and biggest problem with god using faith as a
mechanism for salvation. It commands the impossible. The best a skeptic can
ever do is take action without corresponding belief in that action. We already
know that in the works vs. faith battle, faith wins in most theological circles.
That takes us to the next problem:

Pascal's Paradox
In brief, Pascal’s Wager comes down to this: Even if you don’t believe in god,
you just as well go with Christianity anyway. If you believe and are wrong,
nothing bad happens as a result. And if you do not believe and are wrong, the
consequences are dire. So why not just go with Christianity?
There is no redeeming feature to Pascal’s Wager.
But it is worse than it sounds. That is because it assumes we could just fake our
way into salvation, or that god would accept our non-faith as good enough. But
if Christians are to be believed, it is about the condition of the heart. So there is
no way to fool god with your ruse. He will know right away that you really don’t
believe. So just going with Christianity to avoid hell is the surest way to enter
hell.
It also pushes the would-be convert into a works-based belief system which
tends to be frowned upon by mainstream Christians. Since the person has no
real faith of their own, they can only go through the motions in hopes that the
motions will be enough. So even if one does their best to accept Pascal’s
Wager, they are doomed to fail. The pseudo-faith Pascal proposes can never be

sufficient.

Faith Promotes Self-deception
Another natural consequence to trying to force yourself to believe something
you don’t is that you might be only successful enough to deceive yourself. The
way this works is that we want to believe a thing so much, we convince
ourselves that thing is true without running it through a more rigorous process
of scrutiny. Because we can’t accept no for an answer, we don’t.
We become hardened to our conclusion and lose the ability to give contrary
arguments a fair hearing. We become so invested in the belief that it ceases to
be a mere true/false proposition. It becomes something more - a part of our
identity without which we would no longer know who we are or how to live our
lives.
Once a faith claim transcends mere propositional truth, it takes more than
mere propositional logic to defeat it. That is because the believer tends to slip
into the logical fallacy of special pleading. Special pleading is when you apply a
different standard of reasoning to one thing that you wouldn’t apply to
anything else.
If you say that it is always immoral to command someone to sacrifice a child to
a god, you have set up a clear principle of right and wrong. But if you then say
that it is perfectly moral for god to tell Abraham to kill his son as a sacrifice, you
are engaged in special pleading on behalf of the creator of the universe. What
you are really saying is that such an act is wrong unless ordered by god. God
almighty leaves you to justify that special plea.
People who force themselves to believe something that they really don’t will
often find themselves special pleading. This is a sign of self-deception. And it is
just one of the problematic consequences of demanding faith.

Faith Promotes Antagonism with Reason, Evidence, and
Science
There is a war between faith and the forces of reason, evidence, and science.
Many Christians want to deny it. They want to be seen as reasonable people

with a faith based on evidence and backed by science. But faith is antagonistic
with, and even antonymous to those concepts.
Some Christians insist that theirs is a reasonable faith. But if they back their
faith with good reason, then the faith is unnecessary. You only need the
reason. We often find ourselves forced to act on a thing without all of the
information. It might be said that we never have all of the information. But we
make the best go of it we can by applying reason. That is not the same as faith.
But if Christians want to dilute faith by reducing it to that, then so be it. But if
you had really good reason backing a decision, you wouldn’t call it faith.
When we have enough pieces of the puzzle that we call it evidence, again, faith
is no longer required. Someone tells a story of their innocence. We believe
them to the extent that we can. You might even say that we have faith in them
provided that the faith is held loosely as a placeholder until better evidence is
available. But later, the DNA evidence comes in. And the video tape was found
and examined. At that point, we no longer need faith. We have evidence.
Science is an even stronger version of the previous two. We apply reason. We
observe. We experiment. We share the results to be reviewed by peers. And we
repeat again and again to be certain of the results. That is science. Faith cannot
survive science when it is done properly because the whole point of doing the
science is to have as certain a result as possible.
A scientific paper does not read like a faith statement. And if it does, it is bad
science. Scientists choose sight over faith.
One accepts scientific evidence until better evidence comes along. If you want
to live by faith, then you ignore evidence. If you want to believe that the bible is
correct in portraying the universe as around 6,000 years old and not upwards of
14 billion years, you have to reject the reason, evidence, and science
that support the higher figure. Faith has no choice but to struggle against the
things that seek to kill it.

Faith Is the Enemy of Progress
Because faith is easier than science, faith comes faster, and spreads further. So
when science comes along and provides a more accurate picture about the
world, it almost always has to fight against an entrenched faith view that has

preceded it.
Furthermore, the faith view never fully goes away. It is impossible to fully
debunk a faith view of the world. Faith keeps getting passed on from mother to
child. Faith-filled myths are a part of our culture. Religion is still taken seriously.
And there are few, if any, social penalties for holding faith-based conclusions
over science-based conclusions.
So even though the sin theory of disease is out of scientific favor, Christians
still believe that some infirmities are punishments from god. They also pray for
healing as if prayer were as effective as medical treatment. Even after the loss
of faith, the acculturation often proves impossible to completely shake.
Many former Christians report still fearing hell or eternal punishment of some
sort long after walking away from religion. Some never get over it. For them,
the hell meme has become a visceral reality. One does not have to leave their
faith to experience this type of phenomenon.
Many Christians have long since accepted evolution and the billions year old
universe as fact. But they still speak in terms of the Garden of Eden and Adam
and Eve and original sin as if they were real. Christians who acknowledge that
the virgin birth story was fabricated still cannot bring themselves to speak of
Jesus as a naturally born, fully human person like everyone else.
Therefore, it is perfectly understandable why The Church persecuted Galileo
for his faith-challenging discoveries. We can understand why it took so long to
stop teaching Creationism in public schools as if it were better than scientific
conclusions. We are still fighting that battle in school systems throughout the
US.
Despite what we have learned from biology about gender and sexuality, we
still treat women like weaker vessels and non-heterosexuals like criminals.
Progress is still being hindered by faith-based commitments, many of which
we absolutely know are wrong. Reduced progress has always been, and will
always be the cost of religious faith.

Faith Challenges Our Moral Intuition
Christian morality is a matter of faith based on their formulation of the moral

argument. For them, the only true morality comes from the only true moral
lawgiver. So for them to have any moral values at all, they have to believe
there is a god. Second, they have to believe that their god is the paragon of
morality.
They believe their god is beyond moral scrutiny. In other words, there is
nothing we can do to judge the morality of god. We are not moral enough to
judge god. So his actions are deemed moral by default. Everything he does is
not only moral, but the most moral thing. That is true even when it clashes with
our own moral instincts.
This is the chilling aspect of the story of Abraham. When god told him to
sacrifice his son, Abraham, and the reader is not permitted to question the
morality of that command. They must assume it is moral. The only
consideration we have is whether or not to obey it. Failure to obey would be a
moral lapse on Abraham’s part, and ours.
But our ethical instincts tell us that such a command is wrong. Faith-based
morality says that it is right because it came from god. This causes us to make
questionable moral choices. History is riddled with such moral choices. The
worst pages of history are written with the ink of faith-based morality.
We have fought wars based on faith morals rather than an evolved social
conscience. We have crusaded against infidels, burned witches, defended
slavery, criminalized sexuality, and persecuted people of other religions to
satisfy faith morals rather than our own ethical intuition. When morals cannot
be challenged due to faith, then they become immoral.

Faith Causes Division
By its very nature, faith will always divide more than it unites. You can convince
10 people to believe in god. But eventually, those 10 people will start diverging
on the nature, character, and commands of that god. Before you know it, you
have 10 different denominations, each attempting to unite the world under
their own banner.
Exclusive faiths like Christianity are particularly divisive. That is because it
teaches that no one comes to god except through Jesus. If you are religious,
but don’t happen to be a Jesus follower, you can have no part of their idea of

god. If you think you have a relationship with god apart from Jesus, then by
necessity, you are following a false god. You are the other. Nothing creates
more “Other” like Christianity.
But don’t think that signing up for Christianity solves the problem. I was once a
member of a narrow-minded Christian sect - the Church of Christ in my case,
but there are others - that taught we were the only true Christians. We believed
everyone outside our sect - even those who thought themselves Christians
- were going to hell.
Faith also divides along racial lines. It is still sadly true that 11:00 am on Sunday
morning is the most segregated time in America. Even the love of Jesus can’t
seem to get us beyond the social scars from our past.
The divisive nature of faith causes us to make assumptions about strangers we
meet. The more evangelistic believer approaches everyone as if they were
wicked sinners in need of their brand of salvation. That is the opening
assumption for the person who decides to share their faith.
That assumption completely ignores the fact that the person in question might
have a faith of her own. This does not matter to the faith evangelist. They are
on a mission from god. And therefore, everyone is the other until proven
otherwise. How much more united the world might be if everyone didn’t just
automatically assume that everyone else was the worst of sinners that needed
a particular kind of salvation.

Conclusion: In God We Cannot Trust
Despite the inscription on our dollar bills, there are very good reasons to
distrust the idea of the Christian god. We cannot trust his creation. It was easily
broken. And it quickly became a death trap for the inhabitants. Since we
cannot trust a creation which god declared to be very good, why should we
trust the next one? Why should we believe that heaven would be any better?
According to the story, it went badly wrong once before. Why should the
addition of free-willed humans make it better?
We can’t trust god’s moral intuition. He ordered all kinds of things that we
consider atrocities today. For some reason, he even thought eating shellfish
should be a death-penalty offense. There is no way to make that work in any

moral context. We must look elsewhere for moral guidance.
We can’t trust that god will protect us from harm. In the myth of Eden, god
allowed the universe’s greatest evil influence to enter into his new and perfect
creation and to corrupt it forever. Though god is with his faithful all the time,
he still allows unspeakable harm to come to them, and tells them to be joyful
they are worthy to suffer for him. That does not engender a feeling of security.
We cannot trust god’s politics. When he could have set up any form of
government he wanted, he went with patriarchy, monarchy, and theocracy.
Apparently, representative democracy was not on the menu.
We cannot trust god’s message because the bible requires too much higher
education to be grasped by the average person. Even those with the requisite
education disagree on just about everything. To make matters worse, Jesus
spoke in parables to confuse most people. He said so himself. So, if you are not
one of the people he considered his sheep, you are guaranteed to have a
misunderstanding of who he was and what he was about.
The progressive Christian objects to this line of reason by opining that if we
remove god from a position of trust, who can we trust? Wouldn’t that just leave
us adrift? But the answer to that question is self-evident. We have to learn to
start trusting our neighbor. We have to trust the people in our lives who prove
trustworthy.
We trust the process of reason and science and social evolution. We trust
ourselves and our finely honed ethical instincts. And we have to be prepared to
survive the heartaches when the objects of our trust fail us. For there is nothing
so trustworthy that it does not fail on occasion.
We trust in modern healthcare, but people still get sick and die. We trust
weather forecasts, but we still sometimes get wet. We trust that the police will
keep us safe more often than they will harm us. We trust that the judge will see
justice done more often than injustice. And we trust our spouses and life
partners despite the heartbreak they sometimes cause.
But no matter how many times natural trust in natural things fails us, it is far
more reliable and trustworthy than putting our faith in a Bronze Age deity who
has declared in no uncertain terms that the vast majority of people who have
ever drawn breath will be doomed to eternal destruction.

So I will trust you. And you can trust me. Together, we will help one another
arrive at a better world. Our faith is not required, only our best humanity.

Chapter Twelve
Choosing to Live in Reality
David Johnson

I was born into the church, and a little over 40 when I left it. On my way out the
door kicking and screaming, I tried liberal theology, and very liberal theology,
and Pentecostalism, and ultraconservatism, and universalism, and nonreligious spiritualism. I have a little expertise on the Christian view of reality,
lots of Christian views of reality. And I abandoned them all. Here’s why:

I Grew Up
Paul said:
As a child I spoke, and thought, and reasoned like a child; when I
grew up, I threw off childish ways. 1Cor. 13:11
But he was speaking of his human maturation. Spiritually, he insists that we are
still as children. Jesus said it even more dramatically:
‘I’m telling you the truth,’ he said. ‘Unless you turn inside out and
become like children, you will never, ever, get into the kingdom of
heaven. Matt. 18:3
The Christian view of reality is like a spiritual never-never land where no one
ever grows up, but are eternally god’s little babies in the safety of his bosom. In
the Christian view of reality, the worst thing you can do is learn to think for
yourself, do for yourself, and rely on yourself. The most heinous crime you can
commit in Christian never-never land is to grow up.
I grew up.
As a Christian, you must not say that you will do this or that, but if the lord
wills, you will do this or that. You should know this is a direct quote from the
Bible; James 4 vs 15. Christians don’t know what is right in any given situation.
They are incapable of thinking morally for themselves. They must consult god.

Like children, they must mindlessly obey, not think for themselves.
Even spiritual things are beyond them. They cannot pray without the Holy
Spirit interpreting their groaning and interceding on their behalf. The Christian
can never take credit for any good thing they do. They can never feel the
slightest bit of pride in their own accomplishments. That is because they are
led to believe that they can accomplish nothing without god.
This god is a smothering, overbearing tyrant of a parent who never allows his
children to grow up. Their emotional development has been retarded by this
god of theirs. They have come to be afraid of everything that goes bump in the
night.
Christianity is a denial of death cult. Christians are beyond afraid of death.
They go as far as to deny its reality. They watch loved ones die and say they are
not dead. They fantasize that they will use the occasion of their own death to
transition into an even better body and place where the party never stops.
They think like children, and speak like children, and reason like children who
proudly announce that they will never grow up. They look forward to living in
their father’s house forever. I left never-never land. And I invite all other
emotionally mature people to do the same.

I Could No Longer Pretend that God was Good
Christians have to pretend that god is good all the time, no matter what. In
fact, many have a call and answer mantra: Someone says, god is good! And
another says, All the time! This is sometimes formally done in black churches.
This saying has become a denial of the obvious, and a buttress against faith
challenged. This mantra can be heard soon after street gangs snuff out the
lives of 20 innocent teens and a family of six. But if one person in the attack
survives, god is good, all the time.
A preteen can be brutalized by a human monster. But if the baby from that
brutalization is carried to term, god is good, all the time. If a five car pileup
happens on the freeway one lane over from you, but it somehow misses your
vehicle, god is good, all the time.

I could go on this way for a long time. But I think you get the point. God is not
good when the cancer goes into remission for a week before the patient
succumbs to a freakishly bad death. God was not good when the cancer was
contracted, or when the cancer developed in this world. And he was certainly
not good when he failed to rid the world of it.
I could not go on with the denial, that game of make-believe Christians play
about the goodness of their god. It was clear to me that god was not good all
the time. In fact, I could scarcely come up with a time when he was good at all.
I Stopped Accepting that It Was My Fault
Every wife beater and child abuser uses the tactic of making the victim feel like
the abuse is their fault. They go through a cycle of apology and abuse. And
each time, the blame runs deeper.
This is the god of the bible on almost every page. God loves the first humans.
God ludicrously punishes the first humans. God forgives humans. God destroys
the world by flood.
God loves the Jews. God sends the Jews into slavery. God delivers the enemies
of the Jews into their hands. God delivers the Jews into the hands of their
enemies. God unconditionally loves his bride. God punishes his whoring bride
by having her raped by surrounding nations. This cycle never stops, and bleeds
over into the New Testament.
Jesus weeps for the Jews he regards as his children. Jesus prepares an eternity
of flaming torment. God so loves the world. God will take revenge on the
world. This love hate whiplash in the bible is hard to keep up with.
The thing to remember is that no matter what horror god visits on his people, it
is all their fault. And it is still all their fault.
It gets worse.
Cancer is your fault. Labor pain is your fault. Bad crops are your fault. Very
likely, supernovas are your fault. Sin did not just enter the world, you, or your
kind, brought it here. Even if the first humans had not sinned, you would have.
So even the stuff you didn’t do is all your fault.
Born blind? Sin.

Died of a disease? Sin.
Child has a birth defect? Sin.
You know what humans like you are really good at? Sin.
A relationship with god is a relationship on your knees, apologizing for all the
bad things you have done, and taking the blame for things that are not your
fault.
Sure, you put your hand in the cookie jar. God cuts off your hand and
says, Look what you made me do! You spend the rest of your one-handed life
apologizing for your awful crime, and thanking god for not taking your arm.
Not me. Not any more. It’s not my fault. Neither is it yours.

I’m Tired of Making Excuses for Unanswered Prayer
From John 14:13-14
And I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the Father
may be glorified in the Son. You may ask me for anything in my
name, and I will do it.
Anyone older than 4 years old knows that prayer doesn’t work this way, ever.
The entire Christian doctrine of prayer is excuse-making about why it doesn’t
work that way. All of the excuses can be lumped into two categories: You are a
sinner, and You did it wrong.
These are impossible barriers to overcome. As the Bible describes it, of course
we’re sinners. We never really stop being sinners. If prayer doesn’t work for
you, that means you have some unreported sin in your life holding you back. It
is not possible to be in any other state.
Think about all the ways you could be praying incorrectly. You might have
some doubt. Of course you have doubt. Anyone who has had even one
unanswered prayer can’t help but have a little doubt. Perhaps you were praying
selfishly. Of course you were praying selfishly. Every desire we have is selfish,
even the desire to do good. And on it goes.

To hear Jesus tell it, no prayer can be too frivolous or too big. He used the
example of moving mountains. He didn’t even describe it as the traditional
view of prayer in his example. It was more of an incantation – a direct
command to the mountains, themselves. Jesus put it even more strongly:
I’m telling you the truth: if anyone says to this mountain, “Be off
with you – get yourself thrown into the sea”, if they have no doubt
in their heart, but believe that what they say will happen, it will be
done for them. That’s why I’m telling you, everything that you
request in prayer, everything you ask God for, believe that you
receive it, and it will happen for you. Mark 11:23-24
Since that time, all mountains remain firmly in their place. Clearly, no one can
have such doubtless faith. But if any possessed such faith, surely they wouldn’t
waste it on a parlor trick. Surely, they would empty out every ICU in the land.
Surely, they would make every farm produce crop. Surely, they would abolish
cancer.
The most impressive thing Jesus could think of was telling a mountain to go
jump in a lake. No matter. It simply doesn’t work. Christians know it doesn’t
work. And the best prayer results they can get are about the same as the
results for people who don’t pray at all.
The Christian view of reality has to pretend that prayer works, while making
excuses for why it doesn’t. No more pretending for me. No more excuses for
unanswered prayer.

I Saw No Evidence for Changed Lives
In the Christian view of reality, Christianity changes lives. I saw no evidence
that this was the case. Churches were filled with the same petty, small-minded
infighting, back-stabbing bickering, cliquish, bigoted, depraved, drug and
alcohol abusing behavior that could be found anywhere.
The teen daughters of elders ended up just as pregnant. And the elders,
themselves, ended up having affairs, often with preteen boys. Embezzlement
and graft were often found on the other side of the collection plate. While
church leaders counseled poor families about financial responsibility, they led

their churches into debt on top of debt, addicted to borrowing and
overextending in the name of faith.
It wouldn’t be fair to say that there were no changed lives as a result of
becoming a Christian. But that same percentage of changed lives could be seen
in converts to Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and others. Lives have also been
changed via non-religious things such as a good book or movie, a motivational
speech, and rehab centers.
Christians often point to the 12 changed lives of the original apostles as
evidence. Well I offer the millions of unchanged Christian lives since then as
counter-evidence.

Conclusion: Alternate Reality
There is no such thing as Christian reality or atheist reality. There is only reality.
Anything that runs counter to that is alternate reality. Christians propose an
alternate reality where we never really die, but live forever. They have access
to the creator of the universe who cares about them, and listens to what they
have to say.
Their fantasy supposes that this all-powerful genie will reorganize space, time,
and matter around their desires if he is asked in just the right way. They are
convinced that everyone who does not think this way is eternally doomed in
some unspecified way.
But this is not reality as I know it. There is no magic in the reality I experience.
There is gravity, and cheesecake, and lactose intolerance. There is knee
surgery with complications, and family – the good, bad, and ugly that family
entails.
There are TV shows and movies and heartbreak and marriage and divorce and
addiction and diabetes. Somewhere between a weekend on a beach and
toenail fungus, there are wonders and mysteries, and questions and moments
of awe over the way the sky looks after a snow.
Beyond that moment of awe is a Monday, and weariness, and a paycheck that
doesn’t quite cover the tab. All this is wrapped in newness and redundancy and
lessons learned and mistakes repeated, and all the joy and sadness of a messy,

wondrous, stinking, glorious, painful, majestic life.
That’s the reality that I know. And I bet it is the reality that you know as well.
Justin’s chapter title is well-named. Living in the Christian view of reality is a
choice. Living in reality as we all know it is not. We are not presented with gods
and miracles and religious ideas as a matter of reality. Those things are a
matter of choice. We have to consciously choose to believe them.
Isn’t it telling that in order to find god, we have to want to find him. In order to
hear his voice, we have to listen carefully for it. In order to experience his
presence, we have to empty ourselves. It is hard work to live in the Christian
reality.
Regular reality (otherwise known as reality) is much easier to access. You don’t
need to listen for still, small voices. You can hear the lively, shouting voices of
your neighbor through your thin apartment walls whether you want to or not.
You don’t have to want to find a Starbucks. Wander any neighborhood for ten
minutes, and you will run into one. You want to experience a presence? Walk
around in mid-town Manhattan and you will experience about a million
presences on the way to the 5th Ave. Apple Store. All these things are so
because that is just how reality works.
You don’t have to choose to live in it. You are born into it. And you can never
fully escape it in life. Drugs will not do it. Wasting your life playing games and
consuming entertainment won’t do it. And wishing with all your might that you
were in some other reality won’t do it either.
At the end of the day, believers find themselves in the same reality as
unbelievers – a reality where you still have to look both ways before crossing
the street, and where you have to pay your power bill on time if you want to
use that George Foreman grill.
In reality, both Christians and atheists occupy the same doctor’s office waiting
to see the same doctor, to get the same test from the same MRI, and hope
against the same hope that everything will be alright.
When things aren’t alright, we have to help our aging parents get to their
chemotherapy. We have to wrestle with the same insurance companies to

cover the same long-term care facility. And at the end of the long day, we hire
the same morticians at the same funeral homes for the same burial, and
experience the same grief.
No, we do not get to choose our reality. We get to face it. I would prefer that
we all face it together. I look forward to the time when we can all stare down
the swirling maelstrom of reality, and press on together without fear.

Conclusion
Personal Experience (A Personal Testimony
Concluded…)
Where the rubber really meets the road though, is in the personal experience
of god. It's where Christians return to, and what they rely on. For some, it's
where they started - their initial conversion testimony: the impacting change
god made in their lives; a mystical incident; some deep down assurance of
being loved; a vision; a feeling of faith that holds them firm with certainty that
they cannot explain. For others, they talk of life to the full, with some even
claiming it should be exciting and fulfilling because we are doing exactly what
we were created for. Whilst a more mature Christian might agree this is overegging the pudding - and by contrast describe long, dark nights of the soul they generally share the view that god should be discernible in some way.
There should be something, some difference, some upside, some presence,
some help, some insight, some peace. Something.
If that's someone's experience, then fine. It has not been mine. Having imbibed
Christianity from a young age, it had been my life. It was woven into my being,
but for me there had not been a defining, dramatic conversion. It is fair to say I
knew no “before” but I had, what I considered to be, a personal relationship
with the Christian god through Jesus and there was nothing more normal to
me than that. I could hardly conceive how people functioned without it.
During my deconstruction, eventually I had to take a cold hard look at this
aspect of my belief, and my overall feeling on the matter boiled down to this;
How most unremarkable this 'walk' with the Lord was. How completely
underwhelming this supposed supernatural, life-to-the-full experience had
been. How completely hidden this deity had been despite purporting to desire
deep connection.
Aside from a few coincidences which I dutifully counted as 'hits' and therefore
answers to prayers; a mentally and emotionally satisfying and coherent
worldview (one, created by god but that was broken and in need of

redemption); and occasional verses that resonated with a situation or feelings,
I found very little trace of a divine Being peppering my life. The character flaws
I had prayed for over decades were still very much there; I didn't seem capable
of discerning God's will, I just had 'hunches' much like secular folk. The fruits of
the spirits were not overflowing in me or other Christians; rather, I was assailed
by anxiety, depression and fear as much as the next terrified little humanoid.
There was no peace in the storm, there was Xanax. I was not moving in a
supernatural world setting the captives free and healing the sick, we were all
going to therapy and doctors as much as the next person. There was no getting
to know God more deeply, but there was learning to wait more patiently, for
longer periods of time, in silence. There was no God in your hour of need, just
the sound of crickets, but hanging on, despite all this was passed-off as
increasing faith. There is no god-shaped hole in unbelievers hearts as Justin's
advert on the podcast promises, there's just silence accompanied by the acute
understanding of our own demise, and the horror and beauty of life which
drives us, as meaning-making mammals, to create stories and build
frameworks. Deep doesn't cry out to deep, it cries out to empty, deep space.
Ultimately, my prayers went unanswered, and questions were increasingly filed
under 'mystery'. 'Knowing God' became synonymous with trusting this Being,
but on increasingly less evidence. Reluctantly, and with great struggle, I
eventually had to concede that, despite trying, there was no “personal
relationship” with God. I had tried but found it lacking and I could hardly see
the point, much less muster up the enthusiasm anymore.
I stopped communicating.
Staggeringly nothing happened, or rather, the exact same things that had
always happened continued to happen. For example, when I was searching for
my answers and my head was in turmoil, I would come across just the right bit
of information, a podcast or a story which 'spoke' to me profoundly. Other
people’s deconversion experiences and atheist logic resonated strongly with
me. I was vibrating in harmony with this new found secular, and humanist view.
It was uncanny. And, coincidences of good things happening, which I would
have in the past attributed to God intervening, happened just as much as
before, yet without prayer. Life, essentially, carried on.
Going further, and rebuilding my worldview, I stumbled across quite

unexpected upsides. I found that meditation worked better for processing
anger, or working on compassion. Dropping biblical doctrines had an almost
immediate effect on my attitude to others. My former prejudices and
judgements fell away and I saw more beauty in the diversity of human nature
and culture. The amazingness of us even being on earth has given me
goosebumps, awe and gratitude. Realising that life is highly valuable, precisely
because it is finite, made me live more fully. Since I'd always assumed I'd live
forever, what was the hurry to do anything? Fully realising that all we possess
and all we're certain of is now, this very moment rather than a potential
afterlife, was truly motivating. Free of the totalitarian thought-police operated
by the Christian God, I could now think for myself and without shame. Trying
not to be part of this world as Christians are admonished to do, holding each
thought captive and leaning not on my own understanding had got me
nowhere. Without the need to define people into heaven-bound and hellbound, I saw people as people in all their humanity, and this I have found to be
a far richer experience. Besides, it is a strange being indeed that lives with the
belief most people will burn in hell and that humanity is essentially depraved. It
takes a special kind of compartmentalisation to hold that view, and it numbs
your compassion. It has to, or you would go insane.
Deconstruction has been empowering; I am responsible for me, my faults and
actions, both good and bad. There is no spiritual cavalry coming to save the
day. I have to make amends and own my mistakes - not cast them off to
someone else. I no longer give my agency away to God's supposed will and lose
swathes of time trying to work out what that might be.
Issues that plague the church disappear instantly. For instance, there is no
good reason to deny LGBTQI people their rights, nor any reason that we feel
we should comment on their lives. None.
But mostly, I am free from the cocaine of certainty. The infighting between
doctrine and wrestling with the text to make sense of it, often only to elevate
you over your fellow believer to help you cling to your beliefs, is utterly
pointless. I now make no claim to having the truth. I am on a journey in this life,
that's all, and this has made me more inquisitive, open to exploring and alive.
Changes - good changes - have happened and without a so-called relationship
with God and also very much out of the Christian context. The brand new world

view I am coming to terms with is euphoric and I feel like a new creation.

Now and Then
De-conversion has been a process and may continue to be. I never set out to
walk this route, but I am glad I have. I have moved my theist slider towards a
more progressive and liberal Christianity until I popped right off the end. I gave
God collapsed on me, I gave him CPR for as long as I could.
The last god I believed in was rather nice. Not so much because that’s what I
was seeing from Christians and the Bible, but that's the construction and
theology I had to adopt to make Him tenable. He was a woman-friendly, gayaffirming version who was pretty relaxed about “sin” and believed in
rehabilitation rather than wiping people out. He was totally comfortable with
where I was. The problem was that this increasingly self-fashioned Christianity
ends up looking nothing like the original. It seemed hardly worth the bother.
If I've learnt anything from the experience, it is that I am not qualified for the
job of evaluating this religion and its claims. I don't have the theological
training, the language expertise in Greek or Hebrew, and I have neither
evolutionary biologist nor cosmological background. I don't have sufficient
historical information that I can evaluate on how much Christianity copies from
other religions, or just how much neuroscience can explain spiritual
phenomena. Needless to say, it's a minefield with the added difficulty of the
credibility of the sources and the cognitive bias present in almost everything.
And that, that in itself, is enough to discredit it. Surely God would not have
made the matter so hard that reasonably intelligent, truth-seeking people end
up on either side of the fence and it's just down to chance as to whether you
can make the leap of faith or not? It seems it is. For that reason alone, I find it
therefore quite improbable that this particular god exists.
I have landed in the agnostic camp. These claims may be true, it's impossible to
tell. I suspect, even my still giving the matter airtime is a byproduct of being
born in a Christian setting. I don't suffer the same concern with Islam. I can only
conclude if a god exists, he is not bothered about testing us on this point. He
can't be, or he'd have done a better job with His PR.
Essentially, it's not that hard is it? If the message of Jesus, of life, is love then

why not make that clear? It need not be long. It could go something like this.
Love and help each other as best you can. Love is the entire point.
This would have been a lot easier not to misinterpret. There'd be no need for
homosexual hating Christians, no need for different sects, no need to in-fight.
No need to burn supposed witches, hold crusades, terrify young children with
the notion of hell, set up separate schools, deny science, have the Vatican,
have TV evangelists. There would be no need to do all manner of atrocities
because my god is right and my view is infallible.
That said, I'm not an anti-theist. In many ways I would like there to be a
Supreme Being. A benevolent one all the better. I can accept I would be
disposed to being in awe of such a Being. I could well have transgressed his
standards, in fact, quite undoubtedly.
I am a non-resistant unbeliever.
The moral teachings of Jesus I can accept: Do good unto others, forgive, love
unconditionally, help the sick and poor. A better message I can not find by
which to live life, it jives perfectly with secular humanism. But there are others
good sayings and other good ideas and people.
I want there to be justice, but also mercy in the world. I want the unremorseful
paedophile dealt with, but where possible rehabilitated. I believe that
education, medication and therapy are the key to this, not faith.
I accept that there are things we do not understand, that people have mystical
experiences which naturalism may not answer. I am quite happy for them. I
have not had one.
I have a hope that maybe this life is not all there is. That would be nice, but it's
not a fact claim.
In some ways, isn't the aforementioned some sort of faith?
“God” whatever the word means, for me is best explained by Mike McHargue's
quote. He was a guest on Unbelievable? who'd been a Christian, de-converted
but has reconverted back to some extent, though for most evangelicals he
would be considered quite the heretic. He came to a point where he kept a
basic belief that God is, “at the very least, the forces that created and sustained

the universe”. This is not an anthropomorphic view of God, in fact nothing of
the kind, and it is quite possibly saying nothing. It remains undefined and is
possibly just a “placeholder” for now, but I like it.
And, in all this, if the God of the Christian bible exists, he's not been in touch. I
have not felt the god-shaped hole it was said I have been created with. This can
only mean He isn't in the slightest bit concerned about my journey or, that it’s
just OK not to have it all figured out, or He doesn’t exist.
Either ways, I hold it all with an open hand; the journey is itself its own reward. I
am not worried in the least. The door is open and Yahweh's got my number,
but to date, He has not called.
+++
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